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Chapter 1
Introdution
Semidefinite programming is a rih lass of optimization problems with (generalized)onvex onstraints. Constraints in a semidefinite programming problem take the form oflinear matrix inequalities. Suh inequalities speify bounds on the eigenvalues of linearombinations of symmetri or Hermitian matries. This way of modeling onstraints isommon pratie in ontrol theory, but it is still unusual in other branhes of researh.However, semidefinite progamming has a great potential of appliation outside ontroltheory, sine many types of (generalized) onvex funtions an be modeled by linearmatrix inequalities, even if the underlying problem has no obvious relation to matrixtheory.The usual treatment of nonlinear optimization problems involves inequalities of the formg(x) � 0; (1.1)where g(�) is some real valued funtion with a domain in <n. Well known pakages for solv-ing nonlinear programming problems with onstraints in the above form are Minos [109℄,Lanelot [25℄ and Conopt [31℄. These pakages are designed for appliation on possiblynononvex problems, sine there is no easy way for heking onvexity of a funtion inthe form (1.1). Consequently, these pakages generally do not warn for nononvexity,even though suh nononvexity an be aused by a mistake in the input of the model:nonlinear programming models have to be formulated with are. In ontrast, the formof semidefinite programs ensures onvexity, and this allows pratial appliation of theelegant duality relations that hold for onvex programming problems. In partiular, dualsolutions an (and should) be used to ertify the validity of the output of semidefiniteprogramming solvers.From an algorithmi point of view, the duality struture of semidefinite programs fail-itates the development of symmetri primal{dual methods. These type of methods aresale invariant and do not require problem speifi parameter tuning. This learly on-



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: A separating ellipsoid Figure 1.2: A minimal separating ellip-soidtrasts with the behavior of nonlinear programming solvers, whih an be very sensitive tosmall hanges in the problem formulation and adjustments to optional parameters [108℄.In summary, there are good reasons to try a semidefinite programming formulation, evenif a nonlinear programming formulation in the form (1.1) seems more natural. In Ap-pendix B, we disuss semidefinite programming formulations for several lasses of (gen-eralized) onvex onstraints. Of ourse, there are many ases in whih a semidefiniteformulation is impossible, for instane if the problem does not allow any onvex formula-tion. (In suh ases, semidefinite programming an still be useful for solving semidefiniterelaxations.) Similarly, there are appliations of semidefinite programming in whih tradi-tional nonlinear programming formulations are impossible, or highly unsuitable. We willmention some of those typial appliations of semidefinite programming in Setion 1.1.1.1 AppliationsThe problem of separating two sets of points by a hyperplane an be formulated as a linearprogramming problem. However, if the two sets annot be separated by a hyperplane, wemay like to separate them by an ellipsoid, suh as in Figure 1.1, and this leads to a prob-lem that annot be handled by linear programming. Instead, we have used semidefiniteprogramming to alulate this separating ellipsoid. Semidefinite programming also allowsto optimize the shape of suh an ellipsoid. For instane, the ellipsoid in Figure 1.2 hasthe minimal width. It is also possible to make the ellipsoid as spherial as possible [158℄,or to minimize the volume of the ellipsoid [159℄. If the two sets annot be separated byany ellipsoid, we an generate a Farkas{type dual solution by semidefinite programming.In general, Farkas{type dual solutions serve as a proof of inonsisteny for a system ofinequalities. Notie that the graphial interpretation of our example does not lead to anobvious way for demonstrating that two sets annot be separated by any ellipsoid. How-



1.1. APPLICATIONS 3ever, a rih duality theory is available one the problem is formulated as a semidefiniteprogram. A thorough treatment of this duality theory is given in Chapter 2 of this thesis.For a further disussion of pattern separation by means of semidefinite programming, andother graphial examples, we refer to Vandenberghe and Boyd [158℄ and Vandenberghe,Boyd and Wu [159℄. Other appliations of semidefinite programming in luster and dataanalysis are onsidered by Mirkin [92℄.Ben-Tal and Bendsoe [8℄ and Ben-Tal and Nemirovsky [9, 10℄ use semidefinite program-ming for omputing optimal designs of engineering strutures, in partiular trusses. Atruss is a onstrution that onsists of onneted bars, whih is typial for bridges, trans-mission towers and, most notably, the Ei�el tower.Stability analysis plays an important role in system theory. For linear systems desribedby di�erential equations, the stability question an be answered by using the lassialLyapunov theory. However, systems with unertainty give rise to di�erential inlusions,for whih the lassial Lyapunov theory is not appliable. For suh systems, the stabilityan be analyzed by solving a semidefinite programming problem, see [20, 157, 158℄. Van-denberghe and Boyd [157℄ developed a solver that is speialized for these type of ontrolproblems.Another area where semidefinite programming has already proved valuable is signal pro-essing. For instane, Olkin [115℄ and Olkin and Titterton [116℄ used semidefinite pro-gramming to design an ative noise ontroller. Ative noise ontrollers aim at quietingnoisy areas, suh as fatory oors, by sending out anti{noise signals. The importane ofsemidefinite programming for designing and analyzing ontrollers was made lear in thebook of Boyd, El Ghaoui, Feron and Balakrishnan [20℄. This book has greatly stimulatedresearh in this area, see e.g. [135, 157, 158℄. Although the literature on semide�niteprogramming and linear matrix inequalities addresses mostly the real symmetri ase,there are many pratial situations that give rise to Hermitian LMIs, espeially in signalproessing [84, 81℄.Related design problems our in statistial methods for quality improvement. Oppor-tunities for quality improvement arise if we have knowledge about the e�et of ertaindesign parameters on the quality of a produt. Semidefinite programming an be usedto design an experiment for generating the most informative data. Vandenberghe, Boydand Wu [159℄ give semidefinite programming formulations for several problems in optimalexperiment design.Semidefinite programming problems also arise from strutured estimation problems instatistis. If the strutural onstraints involve inequalities, it is in general not possible toderive e�iient estimators analytially. For instane, in strutured ovariane estimation,one of the onstraints is always semidefiniteness, and this leads to optimization problemsin semidefinite matrix variables [159℄.



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThe (statistial) moment problem onerns the question what values a generalized mo-ment an attain, given bounds on other moments of the underlying distribution. In theseproblems, the distribution funtion is not restrited to any parametri family. KleinHaneveld [68℄ used duality theory of infinite dimensional linear programming to taklethese type of problems analytially. However, Vandenberghe, Boyd and Wu [159℄ reentlypointed out that some interesting moment problems an also be formulated as semidefiniteprogramming problems, whih enables us to solve large sale moment problems numer-ially. The eduational testing problem is a related statistial problem, whih has beenwell studied in the ontext of semidefinite programming, see [82, 151, 158℄.Semidefinite programming an be used within algorithms for nononvex global opti-mization. In this ontext, semidefinite programming relaxations an often provide goodlower bound information. In partiular, this approah has been advoated for nononvexquadrati programming, optimization with zero{one variables and, more generally, multi-quadrati programming, see the surveys of Pardalos [119℄ and Ramana and Pardalos [126℄.Combinatorial problems form an important lass within global optimization, where on-netions with semidefinite programming were reognized early. One of the pioneering on-tributions to this researh area is due to Gr�otshel, Lov�asz and Shrijver [50℄. Semidefiniteprogramming relaxations are provably e�etive for the max{ut problem, see Goemansand Williamson [40℄. Computational experiene with max{ut relaxations is reportedby Helmberg, Rendl, Vanderbei and Wolkowiz [53℄. The semidefinite relaxation formaximum lique problems yields the Lov�asz number [83℄. Semidefinite programmingrelaxations are also suessful for graph bisetion [53℄, and quadrati assignment [166℄.Results on semidefinite programming relaxations with the QAPLIB [22℄ set of quadratiassignment problems are reported by Zhao, Karish, Rendl and Wolkowiz [166℄.Eigenvalue optimization problems have been studied by many authors, among whih are[1, 28, 62, 117, 118, 128, 136℄. Sine these problems involve nonsmooth objetive funtions,it is natural to apply nonsmooth optimization tehniques, as in Cullum, Donath andWolfe [28℄. More reently however, e�iient interior point algorithms were proposed byJarre [62℄ and Alizadeh [1℄, based on semidefinite envelope representations of eigenvaluefuntions. Suh representations are disussed in Appendix B of this thesis.
1.2 NotationThe topi of this thesis is on the utting edge of various branhes of applied mathematis.This has unfortunately resulted in a need for a rather elaborate desription of notationalonventions.



1.2. NOTATION 51.2.1 Sets and Linear SpaesThe n{dimensional real Eulidean spae is denoted by <n. The standard inner produtof two vetors x; y 2 <n is yTx, where T denotes the matrix transpose. We let <+ ( <++ )denote the half{line of nonnegative (positive) real numbers. The n{dimensional omplexEulidean spae is denoted by Cn. Given x 2 Cn, we let Re x 2 <n and Im x 2 <n denotethe real part and the imaginary part of x respetively, i.e. x = ( Re x)+ i Im x, where i2 =�1. We let onj(x) denote the omplex onjugate of x, i.e. onj(x) = Re x � i Im x.The standard omplex valued inner produt of two vetors x; y 2 Cn is yHx, where Hdenotes the omplex onjugate transpose, or Hermitian adjoint, i.e. yH = onj(yT). TheMinkowski sum of two sets T and T 0 in <n isT � T 0 = fz 2 <n j z = x + y for some x 2 T ; y 2 T 0g;and the (asymmetri) di�erene of T and T 0 isT n T 0 := fx 2 T j x 62 T 0g:If A is a linear subspae of <n, then PA denotes the orthogonal projetion matrix ontoA. The dimension of A is denoted dim A.Given a set T , we let l T ; int T and rel T denote the losure of T , the interior of Tand the relative interior of T respetively. If T is a subset of Cn and A is an m�n matrix,then the image of T under the linear mapping A is denoted by AT , i.e.AT = fy 2 Cm j y = Ax; for some x 2 T g:The kernel, the image and the rank of A are denoted by Ker A, Img A and rank Arespetively. Notie that rank A = dim Img A, Img A = ACn and Ker A = fx 2 Cn jAx = 0g.1.2.2 Matries and VetorizationGiven real matries X and Y in <m1�m2 , the standard inner produt is defined byX � Y = tr XTY;where tr (�) denotes the trae of a matrix. We treat the spae of m1 �m2 matries withomplex entries as a real linear spae of dimension 2m1m2. For this spae, we define areal valued inner produt asX � Y = (( Re X) � Re Y ) + (( Im X) � Im Y );



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONor equivalently, X � Y = Re tr Y HX:The notation X ? Y denotes orthogonality in the sense that X � Y = 0.If X is an �n � �n matrix, we say that X is a square matrix of order �n. The linear spaeof real symmetri �n� �n matries is denoted by S(�n). Its orthogonal omplement in <�n��n,viz. the spae of skew symmetri �n � �n matries, is denoted by (S(�n))?. Remark thatX 2 S(�n) if and only if X = XT, and X 2 (S(�n))? if and only if X = �XT. The reallinear spae of Hermitian �n� �n matries is denoted by H(�n), and the real linear spae ofskew{Hermitian �n� �n matries is denoted by (H(�n))?. Remark that X 2 H(�n) if and onlyif Re X 2 S(�n) and Im X 2 (S(�n))?, or equivalently, XH = X. Similarly, X 2 (H(�n))? ifand only if Re X 2 (S(�n))? and Im X 2 S(�n), or equivalently, XH = �X. In the spaeof �n � �n matries with omplex entries, (H(�n))? is the orthogonal omplement of H(�n),with respet to the real valued inner produt X � Y .If the value of �n is lear from the ontext, we will drop the supersript (�n) and simply writeS, S?, H and H?, to denote the spaes of symmetri, skew{symmetri, Hermitian andskew{Hermitian matries respetively. If X 2 H is Hermitian positive (semi{) definite,we write X � 0 (X � 0). The one of positive semi{definite matries is denoted by H+and the one of Hermitian positive definite matries is H++. By definition,X � 0 () yHXy � 0 8y 2 C�n; X � 0 () yHXy > 0 80 6= y 2 C�n:Furthermore, we write X � Y if X � Y is positive semidefinite. We remark that givenan �n� �n matrix X, it holds that Im (yHXy) = 0 for all y 2 C�n, if and only if X 2 H(�n),see Horn and Johnson [56℄.Sine S(�n) is a real linear spae of dimensiondim S(�n) = �n + (�n� 1) + � � �+ 1 = �n(�n + 1)2 ;it is endowed with an orthonormal basis of ardinality m := dim S(�n). Given a matrixX 2 S(�n), we let x = veS(X) denote its oordinate vetor in <m, with respet to a fixedorthonormal basis of S(�n). Hene, if we denote this fixed basis by the symmetri matriesfU1; U2; : : : ; Umg, then xj = Uj �X for j = 1; 2; : : : ; m:Remark from the above identity that the inner produt X � Y for symmetri matries Xand Y orresponds to the standard Eulidean inner produt xTy = Pmj=1 xjyj, viz.X � Y = 0� mXj=1xjUj1A mXk=1 ykUk! = xTy:Similarly, (S(�n))? is a real linear spae of dimensiondim (S(�n))? = (�n� 1) + (�n� 2) + � � �+ 0 = �n(�n� 1)2 :



1.2. NOTATION 7Hene, it has an orthonormal basis of skew{symmetri matries fUm+1; Um+2; : : : ; U�n2g.Sine H(�n) = S(�n) + i (S(�n))?, it follows thatU1; U2; : : : ; Um; iUm+1; iUm+2; : : : ; iU�n2forms an orthonormal basis of the real linear spae of �n � �n Hermitian matries, withrespet to the inner produt X � Y = Re tr Y HX. The dimension of this spae isn := dim H(�n) = �n2. Given a matrix X 2 H(�n), we let x = veH (X) denote itsoordinate vetor in <n, with respet to the above mentioned orthonormal basis of H(�n),i.e. xj = Uj �X = Uj � Re X for j = 1; 2; : : : ; m;xj = ( iUj) �X = Uj � Im X for j = (m + 1); (m + 2); : : : ; n:We will use the onvention that lower ase letters represent vetors, and upper ase lettersrepresent matries. One we introdue a Hermitian matrix X 2 H(�n), we impliitly definethe lower ase symbol x to denote its vetor representation veH (X) in <�n2 , and vieversa. Moreover, if we introdue a ertain set A of Hermitian matries, it depends on theontext whether we onsider A as a subset of H(�n) or as a subset of <�n2. Thus, if we writeX 2 H(�n)+ , then H(�n)+ (the Hermitian positive semidefinite one) is treated as a subset ofH(�n), and if we write x 2 H(�n)+ , then H(�n)+ is treated as a subset of <n.Given a square matrix X, we let PH(X) and PH?(X) denote the projetions of X on Hand H? respetively. Namely, we letPH(X) = X + XH2 ; PH?(X) = X �XH2 :The identity matrix is denoted by I. For Hermitian X, we let �min(X) be the smallesteigenvalue of X. (Reall that Hermitian matries have only real eigenvalues.)The Hermitian Kroneker produt notation is onvenient when matrix produts have tobe vetorized. Given two �n � �n matries X and Z, we onsider the linear mappingfX;Z : H ! H defined by fX;Z(Y ) = PH(ZY XH):Sine fX;Z(Y ) is linear in Y , there exists for given X and Z a matrix X 
H Z suh that(X 
H Z) veH (Y ) = veH (f(Y )) for all Y 2 H(�n):This matrix is alled the Hermitian Kroneker produt of X and Z, and this produtis ommutative, i.e. X 
H Z = Z 
H X. Vetorization and Kroneker produts for realsymmetri matries are disussed in detail by Alizadeh, Haeberly and Overton [4℄ andTodd, Toh and T�ut�un�u [151℄.



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION1.2.3 Norm and DistaneGiven a vetor x 2 Cn, we let kxk denote a norm of x, for whih the dual norm is kxk�,i.e. kxk� = maxy f Re yHx j kyk = 1g:Moreover, the vetor norm k � k indues a matrix norm, viz. its operator norm, defined askY k = maxfkY xk j kxk = 1g;where Y is a matrix. The Eulidean norm of a vetor x is denoted by kxk2; the assoiatedoperator norm kY k2 is the maximal singular value of the matrix Y . In partiular, if Y ispositive semidefinite, then kY k2 is the largest eigenvalue (or spetral radius) of Y . TheFrobenius norm of Y is kY kF = pY � Y . Remark for Y 2 H thatkyk2 = kY kF = vuut �nXj=1�j(Y )2;where �1(Y ); �2(Y ); : : : ; ��n(Y ) are the eigenvalues of Y . Some well known properties ofthe matrix norms k � k2 and k � kF arekXk2 � kXkF :kXY kF � kXk2kY kF ;kXk2 = kXHk2; kXkF = kXHkF ;for arbitrary matries X and Y .The distane in Frobenius norm from a Hermitian matrix X to a given onvex set T inthe real spae of Hermitian matries is denoted by distF (X; T ), i.e.distF (X; T ) = infY 2T kX � Y kF :The distane from a vetor x 2 <n to a onvex set T � <n isdist(x; T ) = infy2T kx� yk:Similarly, we let dist(T ; T 0) = infx2T dist(x; T 0)denote the distane between two onvex sets T and T 0 in the real Eulidean spae.



1.3. CONIC FORM 91.2.4 Big O and Small oIn loal onvergene analysis, we use the standard Landau notation for sequenes. Inpartiular, if fu(t) j t > 0g and fw(t) j t > 0g are real sequenes with w(t) > 0, thenu(t) = O(w(t)) means that u(t)=w(t) is bounded, independent of t; u(t) = o(w(t)) meansthat limt#0 u(t)=w(t) = 0; u(t) � w(t) means that limt#0 u(t)=w(t) = 1; u(t) = �(w(t))whenever u(t)=w(t) and w(t)=u(t) are both bounded. For a Hermitian positive definitematrix, we use \O" and \�" to denote the order of all its eigenvalues. Hene, for U(t) 2H++, the notation U(t) = �(w(t)) signifies the existene of � > 0 suh that1�I � 1w(t)U(t) � �I; for all t > 0:Therefore, the ondition U(t) = �(w(t)) implies that kU(t)k = �(w(t)) and the diagonalentries U11(t); U22(t); : : : ; Unn(t)are all �(w(t)) too.In global onvergene analysis, the big O is used to denote the existene of a universalbound, instead of a bound for a speifi sequene. To prevent onfusion, this type of bigO is printed in boldfae. In partiular, if u(�) and w(�) are positive quantities that dependon the problem data (suh as the number of variables and onstraints in the problem),then u(problem data) = O(w(problem data))means that there exists a universal onstant � > 0 suh thatu(problem data) � �w(problem data)for any problem instane.1.3 Coni FormTo failitate the theoretial development of semidefinite programming, it is important toagree on a standard formulation of the problem. The oni form is the standard that isused throughout this book.1.3.1 Semidefinite ProgrammingThe optimization problem inffC �X j X 2 (B +A) \ H+g (1.2)



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONis a semidefinite program in oni form. The deision variable is a (Hermitian) positivesemidefinite matrix X, whih is restrited to an a�ine spae B +A, where B is a givenHermitian matrix and A is a linear subspae of H. The objetive is to minimize the linearfuntion C �X, where C is a given Hermitian matrix. Notie that we leave omplete free-dom regarding the formulation of the linear subspae A. Consequently, any semidefiniteprogram easily fits this framework. It will beome lear later why this formulation isaddressed to as the oni form.Many authors treat semidefinite programming in the so{alled standard form. The exam-ple below shows how a standard form semidefinite programming problem an be trans-formed into oni form.Example 1.1 Consider a standard semide�nite programming probleminffC �X j A(i) �X = �bi for i = 1; : : : ; m; X � 0g: (1.3)Let B 2 H be suh that A(i) �B = �bi for i = 1; 2; : : : ; m:Notie that if suh B does not exist, then the system of linear equalitiesA(i) �X = �bi for i = 1; 2; : : : ; m:is inonsistent, and does not desribe any geometrial objet. De�ne further the linearsubspae A � H by A = fY 2 H j A(i) � Y = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; mg:We an now rewrite (1.3) in oni form asinffC �X j X 2 (B +A) \ H+g:At first sight, the standard semidefinite program (1.3) in Example 1.1 may seem somewhatspeial: it involves only one semidefinite matrix X. In fat, a standard linear programmingproblem with �n nonnegativity onstraints, sayx1 2 <+; x2 2 <+; : : : ; x�n 2 <+;is a semidefinite program with �n semidefiniteness onstraints,x1 2 H(1)+ ; x2 2 H(1)+ ; : : : ; x�n 2 H(1)+ :Observe however, thatX1 � 0; X2 � 0 () " X1 X12XH12 X2 # � 0 for some X12;



1.3. CONIC FORM 11whih shows that we an transform two semidefiniteness onstraints into a single one,simply by introduing an extra variable X12. (See Appendix A for a review of Hermitianmatries and positive definiteness.) Some readers may get worried here about the numberof extra variables that are introdued in this way: a standard linear program with �nvariables for instane, yields a semidefinite program with an �n � �n matrix of deisionvariables. However, these extra variables are introdued for notational simpliity only;they will not be used in any algorithm.The fat that the deision variable X is a Hermitian matrix enables us to use suh speififeatures as eigenvalue deomposition, matrix multipliation, matrix square root (if X ispositive semidefinite) and matrix inverse (if X is positive definite). However, in thoseases where the interpretation of X as Hermitian matrix is not essential, it is more onve-nient to work with a vetor of deision variables. As desribed in Setion 1.2, we use thenotational onvention that given Hermitian matries B, C and X in H(�n), we let b,  and xdenote the oordinate vetors veH B, veH C and veH X in <n, where n = dim H(�n).In this way, we an rewrite (1.2) asinffTx j x 2 (b +A) \ H+g;where the deision variable is now treated as a vetor instead of a Hermitian matrix.1.3.2 Coni Convex ProgrammingA onvex one in <n is by definition a set K with the property that f0g 2 K and�(K � K) = K for all � > 0:Instead of `onvex one', some authors prefer the name `nonempty onvex one' for theabove notion. A linear subspae of <n is a onvex one A with the property that A = �A.The positive semidefinite one H+ is an example of a onvex one. Namely, using theharaterization X 2 H(�n)+ () uHXu � 0 for all u 2 C�n;it follows that X; Y 2 H+ =) X + Y 2 H+; tX 2 H+ for all t > 0:A oni onvex program is an optimization problem for whih the objetive is linear andthe onstraint set is given by the intersetion of an a�ine spae with a onvex one. Conionvex programming problems an thus be formulated as follows:(P) inffTx j x 2 (b +A) \ Kg;



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONwhere A is a linear subspae of <n, K is a onvex one in <n,  and b are vetors in<n. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that  and b are in A and its orthogonalomplement respetively. We denote this oni onvex program by CP(b; ;A;K). In itsmost general setting, the onvex one K is not neessarily losed, and onsequently, thedomain of the oni onvex program may not be losed either.By hoosing K = H+, we see that semidefinite programming is a speial ase of onionvex programming. In fat, Nesterov and Nemirovsky [110℄ pointed out that any onvexprogramming problem an be written in the oni form.1.4 OrganizationAppendix B shows you how to formulate various lasses of onvex and quasionvex fun-tions in a semidefinite program. This modeling guide is meant to whet your appetite forthe study of numerial algorithms for solving large sale semidefinite programs.Duality and optimality riteria form the foundation of our treatment. Using duality, itis possible to get upper and lower bounds for the optimal objetive value of a onvexoptimization problem. As suh, duality theory o�ers pratial tools for measuring thequality of approximate solutions. As will beome lear in Chapter 2, there are somedeliate issues in semidefinite programming duality, whih demand a autious treatment.However, in the ase that primal and dual interior solutions exist, the same kind of dualityrelations holds true as in linear programming.With the duality results in mind, we investigate the possibilities for generating primaland dual solutions suh that the assoiated upper and lower bounds on the optimalvalue approah eah other. We first assume in Chapter 3 that primal and dual interiorfeasible solutions exist, and even that suh a solution pair is known. Under these assump-tions, we extend some well known path{following algorithms from linear programming tosemidefinite programming. We derive worst{ase estimations on the global linear rate ofonvergene for these algorithms. These estimations generalize the polynomiality resultsthat are known for these algorithms in the ase of linear programming.Of ourse, there are many situations in whih interior feasible solutions are not knownin advane, and indeed, it may not even be known whether suh solutions exist. InChapter 4, we investigate the possiblities of solving semidefinite programs without anypre{knowledge, by using the self{dual embedding tehnique. This tehnique enables us toembed any semidefinite program in an artifiial semidefinite program, for whih a pair ofinterior feasible solutions an be hosen arbitrarily. As a result, the treatment of Chapter 3is appliable to this artifiial program, and this yields e�iient solution proedures forsolving semidefinite programs without pre{knowledge. However, some nasty ases anarise here if the original semidefinite program does not have interior solutions itself, and



1.4. ORGANIZATION 13we will examine these ases in detail.Chapters 3 and 4 provide su�iient tools for solving semidefinite programming problemsfrom srath. In Chapters 5 and 6, we study the loal properties of path{following inthe viinity of the optimal solution set. We will first analyze in Chapter 5 the limitingproperties of the entral path. In Chapter 6, it is shown that path{following algorithmsan benefit from these properties by generating the iterates lose enough to the entralpath. In partiular, we obtain the remarkable result that superlinear onvergene an beahieved, even if there are multiple optimal solutions.In Chapter 7, we study the possibilities of speeding up the global onvergene of primal{dual interior point methods. To this end, we leave the standard path{following frameworkin favor of the more general entral region approah. Whereas path{following methodstrae a one{dimensional urve, the iterates of entral region methods follow a full dimen-sional set. This feature typially results in the aeptane of longer steps. Furthermore, wewill improve the searh diretions by applying a seond order entrality orretion. Thesemodifiations lead to the introdution of the so{alled entering{preditor{orretor al-gorithm. This new algorithm is also of interest in the ontext of linear programming,sine it finally may lose the notorious gap between theory and pratie of interior pointmethods.The material in this thesis is largely based on [85, 87, 86, 146, 149, 148, 144℄. Additionaland related results are ontained in [11, 38, 140, 141, 147, 142, 143, 145℄.Semidefinite programming is a young branh in optimization, and many of its interestingfeatures are hardly explored yet. In Chapter 8, we give diretions for further researh inthis hallenging area.
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Chapter 2
Duality
For a given solution to a semidefinite programming problem, it is easy to hek its fea-sibility and to alulate the amount of onstraint violation. But how do you hek op-timality or near optimality in terms of the objetive value? Duality theory provides ananswer to these questions. The idea is to assoiate the semidefinite program with a dualsemidefinite program in suh a way that upper and lower bounds on the optimal valuean be alulated, one feasible solutions to the SDP problem and its dual are known.If the optimal value p� of (P) is finite and the infimum is attained, then an optimalsolution of (P) should onsist of a feasible solution x� for whih Tx� = p� as well as aertifiate proving the laim that p� is really the infimum. Dual solutions an serve asertifiates of this type. Similarly, if one laims that (P) is infeasible, one has to prove thislaim with a ertifiate whih an be a Farkas{type dual solution. In fat, duality theoryis an indispensable tool for heking the validity of solutions to optimization problems.To a large extent, duality results for linear programming an be generalized to the settingof oni onvex programming, as was pointed out by Du�in [32℄. However, ertifiatesin the ontext of oni onvex programming, suh as those proposed in [32℄, an beinfinitely long. More reently, Borwein and Wolkowiz [19℄ proposed a regularizationsheme whih results in ertifiates of finite length. We propose a dual version of theirregularization sheme in Setion 2.6. However, as we will see in Example 2.6, heking thefeasibility (orretness) of regularized ertifiates an be a nontrivial task. Fortunately,the struture of regularized ertifiates is now well understood in the speial ase ofsemidefinite programming, due to the reent results of Ramana [124℄.On aount of the �nite preision in omputational algorithms, we are led naturally tostudy the properties of approximate dual solutions for CP(b; ;A;K). We will see thatwhile exat dual solutions provide a lower bound on the optimal value of a oni onvexoptimization problem, approximate dual solutions provide a lower bound for the optimalvalue of `reasonably' sized (primal) solutions. Our analysis of approximate solutions



16 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYfollows the approah initiated by Todd and Ye [153℄.We present a unified treatment of duality theory for finite dimensional oni onvexprogramming. The results apply to the oni onvex programming problem in its mostgeneral form, in the sense that there are no suh restritions as losedness, pointedness,solidness, or onstraint qualifiations. We arefully survey some existing results knownfor CP(b; ;A;K), and show that various duality results that were previously known onlyfor the ase of losed, pointed and / or solid onvex ones an be extended to this generalsetting. Many new and interesting proofs and examples make the survey self{ontained.2.1 Terminology and PreliminariesGiven a onvex one K, we let K� denote the orresponding dual one, i.e.K� := fz 2 <n j zTK � <+g:The one �K� is also known as the polar one of K [132℄. It is easily verified that thedual one K� is onvex and losed. We let sub K denote the largest linear subspae thatis ontained in K, i.e. sub K := K \ (�K):Notie that sub K� = fz 2 <n j zTK = f0gg;we define K? := sub K�. A onvex one K is said to be pointed if sub K = f0g; K issaid to be solid if int K 6= ;. The linear subspae that is spanned by elements of K isspan K := K ��K:
Example 2.1 Let K = < � <+ � f0g, then K� = f0g � <+ � <, span K = <2 � f0g,sub K = <� f0g � f0g and K? = f0g � f0g � <.Consider now problem (P), i.e. the oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K). If K is losed,we say that (P) is a losed oni onvex program. The set of feasible solutions of (P) isFP := (b +A) \ K:It is easy to see that FP = FP � (A \K): (2.1)If x 2 A \ K, then x is alled a diretion (or a reession diretion in the terminology ofRokafellar [132℄); x is an interior diretion if it belongs to A\ rel K. If x is a diretion



2.1. TERMINOLOGY AND PRELIMINARIES 17and �x is not, i.e. x 2 (A \ K) n sub (A \ K), then x is a one{sided diretion. Ifx 2 A \ K is suh that Tx � 0, then x is a lower level diretion; suh x is a one{sidedlower level diretion if �x is not a lower level diretion. An improving diretion is adiretion x with Tx < 0. An improving diretion sequene is a sequene x(1); x(2); : : : inK suh that lim supi!1 Tx(i) < 0; limi!1 dist(x(i);A) = 0:Notie that if there exists an improving diretion, then there ertainly exists an improvingdiretion sequene. We will see in Setion 2.4 that the onverse is in general not true.If sub (A\K) 6= f0g, it is often onvenient to onsider only solutions in ( sub (A \K))?.Namely, it follows from (2.1) thatFP = �FP \ ( sub (A\ K))?�� sub (A\ K):Based on this observation, we say that x 2 <n is a normalized feasible solution of (P) ifx 2 FP \ ( sub (A \K))? :Obviously, if A\K is pointed, then any feasible solution is a normalized feasible solution.Example 2.2 The standard LP problemminf~Ty j ATy + z = ~b; y 2 <m; z � 0g;where A is an m�n matrix, an be ast as a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) in <m+nby letting bT := h 0; ~bT iT ; T = h ~T; 0 iT ;A := Ker h AT; I i ; K := <m � <n+;where I denotes the identity matrix of order n. Sine in this ase there holdssub (A \K) = ( Ker AT)� f0gn;the normalized feasible set isFP \ ( sub (A \ K))? = f(y; z) 2 FP j y 2 Img Ag:It is ustomary in linear programming theory to assume that A has full row rank, i.e.Img A = <m, whih implies that FP onsists only of normalized feasible solutions.The set of interior solutions is defined asoFP := FP \ rel K:



18 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYWe say that (P) is feasible (or onsistent) if FP 6= ; and (P) is strongly feasible (orsuper{onsistent in the terminology of Du�in [32℄) if oFP 6= ;. If (P) is feasible but notstrongly feasible, then (P) is said to be weakly feasible.Strong feasibility as defined above is also known as the generalized Slater's onstraintqualifiation.Obviously, if (P) is feasible, i.e. if (b+A)\K 6= ;, then dist(b+A;K) = 0. The onverseis in general not true, even if K is losed; see Example 2.3 at the end of this setion. Thisobservation gives rise to the definition of weak infeasibility, whih is sometimes referred toas sub{onsisteny [32℄ or asymptoti onsisteny [12℄. Problem (P) is said to be weaklyinfeasible if dist(b +A;K) = 0 but FP = ;:If dist(b +A;K) > 0;then (P) is alled strongly infeasible.Let p� := inf TFPdenote the optimal value of (P). The set of feasible solutions for whih the optimal valueis attained is F�P := fx 2 FP j Tx = p�g;and the normalized optimal set isF�P \ ( sub (A \K))? :Problem (P) is said to be solvable (or onvergent in the terminology of Du�in [32℄) ifF�P 6= ;. A speial ase of unsolvability ours when p� = �1. In this ase, we say that(P) is unbounded. Notie that if (P) is feasible and there exists an improving diretion,then (P) is unbounded.Assoiated with (P) is a dual program (D), viz.inf bTzs:t: z �  2 A? (D)z 2 K�:In other words, the dual of the oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) is by definition thelosed oni onvex program CP(; b;A?;K�). In analogy to the definitions of FP , oFP ,p� and F�P for the primal program, we defineFD := ( +A?) \ K�; oFD:= ( +A?) \ rel K�;



2.2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF CONVEX CONES 19and d� := inf bTFD; F�D := fz 2 FD j bTz = d�g;for the dual program. If (D) is weakly (in)feasible, strongly (in)feasible or solvable,then (P) is said to be dual weakly (in)feasible, dual strongly (in)feasible or dual solvable,respetively. Similarly, (P) is said to have a dual level diretion, dual improving diretion,et., if (D) has a level diretion, improving diretion, and so on. When we disuss thebipolar theorem (Theorem 2.1), we will see that if K is losed, then the dual of (D) isagain (P).Notie that if x 2 FP and z 2 FD, thenxTz = bTz + (x� b)Tz = bTz + Tx; (2.2)where we used the fat that b 2 A? and  2 A. The quantity xTz is alled the dualitygap at the feasible solution pair (x; z).The following example, a semidefinite programming problem, illustrates some of the ter-minology introdued above.Example 2.3 Consider the program CP(b; ;A;K) in <3, withb = h 0; 0; 1 iT ;  = h 0; 2; 0 iT ;A = fx 2 <3 j x1 = 0; x3 = 0g;and K = (x 2 <3 ����� " x1 x3=p2x3=p2 x2 # � 0) :Then K� = K and A? = fz 2 <3 j z2 = 0g. The primal is weakly infeasible,p� = inf (2x2 ����� " 0 1=p21=p2 x2 # � 0) = 1:The dual is d� = inf (z3 ����� " z1 z3=p2z3=p2 2 # � 0) :Hene, the dual is strongly infeasible if 2 < 0, weakly feasible and solvable with optimalvalue d� = 0 if 2 = 0, and strongly feasible and unbounded if 2 > 0.2.2 Basi Properties of Convex ConesThe result below is quoted from Corollary 16.4.2 of Rokafellar [132℄. We give a diretproof for ompleteness.



20 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYLemma 2.1 Let K1 and K2 be two onvex ones, thenK�1 \ K�2 = (K1 � K2)�:Proof. By definition, we have x 2 (K1 �K2)�if and only if xT(K1 �K2) � <+:Sine 0 2 K1 \ K2, the above relation is equivalent withxTK1 � <+; xTK2 � <+;i.e. x 2 K�1 \ K�2. Q.E.D.Based on Lemma 2.1, one may guess that the ones K�1�K�2 and (K1\K2)� are idential.However, this is in general not true even if K1 and K2 are both losed, sine the Minkowskisum K�1 � K�2 may not be losed. For instane in Example 2.3, we have h 0; 0; 1 iT 2l (A�K), but h 0; 0; 1 iT 62 A � K.Corollary 2.1 Let K be a onvex one. Then span K = ( sub K�)? = K??, i.e. span Kis the smallest linear subspae ontaining K.Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1 with K1 = K and K2 = �K. Q.E.D.Reall that a solid onvex one in <n is by definition a onvex one K for whih int K 6= ;,or equivalently, for whih the smallest subspae ontaining K is <n. Hene, we obtainfrom Corollary 2.1 that K is solid if and only if K� is pointed. Notie however, that ifK is not losed then K may be pointed whereas K� is not solid. (For instane, onsiderK = (<� <++) [ f0g. )Notie from Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 that� sub (A? \ K�)�? = ( sub (A� \ K�))?= ( sub (A�K)�)?= span (A�K):Hene, it follows that FD \ span (A�K)is the normalized dual feasible set.A well known result is the bipolar theorem (see Du�in [32℄, Ben-Israel [7℄ and Rokafel-lar [132℄, among others).



2.2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF CONVEX CONES 21Theorem 2.1 (bipolar theorem) Let K be a onvex one in <n. There holdsl K = K��:The bipolar theorem shows the nie symmetry between the dual pair (P) and (D): if K islosed, then CP(b; ;A;K) is the dual of the oni onvex program CP(; b;A?;K�).The bipolar theorem gives a dual haraterization of l K. Theorem 2.2 below gives a dualharaterization of rel K. To the best of the author's knowledge, this haraterization isnew.Theorem 2.2 Let K be a onvex one in <n. Thenx 2 rel Kif and only if x 2 span K; xT(K� n K?) � <++:Proof. Let z be an arbitrary nonzero vetor in (K� n K?), and let ẑ denote the nonzeroorthogonal projetion of z onto the subspae K?. By definition, x 2 rel K implies thatthere exists a positive number Æ(z) suh that x� Æ(z)ẑ 2 K. This yields0 � zT(x� Æ(z)ẑ) = zTx� Æ(z)kẑk22 < zTx:Moreover, sine rel K � span K, we have x 2 span K.Conversely, suppose that x 2 span K is suh that xT(K� n K?) � <++. Sine xTK? =f0g (see Corollary 2.1), it follows that xTK� � <+, i.e. x 2 K��. Let� := infz fxTz j z 2 K� \ span K; kzk = 1g:Then � > 0, beause K� and span K are losed. By onstrution, we have for all y 2span K, y 6= 0, and z 2 K� that zT  x + �kyk�y! � 0;whih implies that x 2 rel K��, Using the bipolar theorem, it follows that x 2 rel K.Q.E.D.The following lemma gives a formula for the relative interior of a Minkowski sum ofones. It follows from Corollary 6.1.1 in Rokafellar [132℄, but we give a diret proof forompleteness.



22 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYLemma 2.2 Let K1 and K2 be onvex ones in <n. Thenrel (K1 �K2) = ( rel K1)� rel K2:Proof. From Corollary 2.1, we know that span (K1�K2) is the smallest linear subspaeontaining K1 � K2. Sinespan (K1 � K2) = ( span K1)� span K2;it follows that x 2 ( rel K1)� rel K2 ) x 2 rel (K1 � K2): (2.3)On the other hand, we have l rel K1 = l K1 and l rel K2 = l K2 beause K1 andK2 are onvex, and hene K1 � K2 � l (( rel K1)� rel K2); (2.4)where we used the fat that the losure of a set is the union of that set with its limitpoints. Relation (2.4) implies thatrel (K1 �K2) � ( rel K1)� rel K2: (2.5)Combining (2.3) and (2.5) yields( rel K1)� rel K2 = rel (K1 �K2): Q.E.D.In fat, Lemma 2.2 holds not only for onvex ones but also for more general sets knownas robust sets. (A set S is said to be robust if it satisfies l rel S = l S.) This fat anbe shown by the same proof as used in Lemma 2.2.The following lemma shows how an invertible linear transformation of a one a�ets itsdual.Lemma 2.3 Let K be a onvex one in <n and let M 2 <n�n be an invertible matrix.Then (MTK)� = M�1K�:Proof. We note the following relationsy 2 (MTK)� () yTMTK � <+() My 2 K�() y 2 M�1K�: Q.E.D.



2.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF STRONG FEASIBILITY 232.3 Charaterization of Strong FeasibilityCombining Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.2, and Lemma 2.2, we obtain the following result.Theorem 2.3 There exists a primal interior solution if and only if there exists no one{sided dual level diretion.Proof. By definition, a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) has an interior solution ifand only if (b +A) \ rel K 6= ;, i.e.b 2 A� rel K = rel (A�K);where we used Lemma 2.2. From Theorem 2.2, we know that the above relation holds ifand only if b 2 span (A�K); bT((A�K)� n (A�K)?) � <++;whih, using Lemma 2.1, is equivalent withbT(A? \ K�) = f0g; bT((A? \ K�) n sub (A? \ K�)) � <++;i.e. there exist no one{sided dual level diretions. Q.E.D.The above haraterization of strong feasibility was established by Carver [23℄ for the asethat K = <n+. For general solid losed onvex ones, the result an be found in Fan [36℄,Du�in [32℄, and Berman and Ben-Israel [13℄. Notie however, that Theorem 2.3 above isappliable also if K is not solid.Speial ases of Theorem 2.3 are the arbitrage and priing result in the theory of finanialmarkets [57℄ and well known theorems of Lyapunov, Stein and Taussky in matrix theory(see the disussion in Berman and Ben-Israel [13℄ and Berman [12℄). Applying The-orem 2.3 to the oni onvex program CP(0; 0;A;K) yields a haraterization of theexistene of primal interior diretions:Corollary 2.2 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K). There exists a primalinterior diretion, i.e. A\ rel K 6= ;if and only if there is no one{sided dual diretion.If K = <n+ (the polyhedral ase), Corollary 2.2 redues to a lassial result of Gordan [49℄and Stiemke [139℄.Combining Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.2, it follows that if there exists an interior dire-tion (A\ rel K 6= ;), then there must also exist an interior solution ( oFP 6= ;).Based on Theorem 2.3, we derive a haraterization of the existene of improving interiordiretions:



24 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYCorollary 2.3 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K). There exists a primalimproving interior diretion, i.e. T(A\ rel K) 6� <+if and only if the dual is infeasible and there is no one{sided dual diretion.Proof. Notie that if  = 0 then there exist no primal improving diretions, and thedual has a feasible solution, viz. 0 2 A? \ K�.Suppose now that  6= 0. Below, we will onstrut an artifiial oni onvex program,for whih the interior solutions orrespond to primal improving diretions of the originalprogram. The orollary will then follow as an appliation of Theorem 2.3. First, sine 2 A, there holds � kk22 + (A \ Ker T) = fx 2 A j Tx = �1g:Hene, x is a primal improving interior diretion if and only if there exists some � > 0suh that �x 2  � kk22 + (A\ Ker T)! \ rel K:Applying Theorem 2.3, it follows that there exist primal improving interior diretions ifand only if the oni onvex program CP(�=kk22; 0;A \ Ker T;K) has no one{sideddual level diretions. The dual of CP(�=kk22; 0;A\ Ker T;K) is CP(0;�=kk22;A?�Img ;K�), and if it has a one{sided level diretion s, it must be ontained in (A? �Img ) \ K�. Sine  2 A, it follows that either Tz > 0 and there is � > 0 suh that�z 2 ( +A?) \ K, or Tz = 0 andz 2 (A? \ K�) n � K�:Hene, CP(�=kk22; 0;A \ Ker T;K) has no one{sided dual level diretions if and onlyif CP(b; ;A;K) is dual infeasible and has no one{sided dual diretions. Q.E.D.We remark that Nesterov, Todd and Ye [114℄ alled a losed oni onvex program stritlyinfeasible if it has a dual improving interior diretion. Corollary 2.3 shows that a programis stritly infeasible in the sense of [114℄ if and only if it is infeasible and has no one{sideddiretions. We will see in Corollary 2.4 that strit infeasibility implies strong infeasibility.The relation between dual diretions and primal strong feasibility has now been fullyinvestigated. We now proeed to study the relationships between dual diretions andboundedness of the dual feasible set, the dual lower level sets and the dual optimal set.



2.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF STRONG FEASIBILITY 25Lemma 2.4 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) for whih the primal isstrongly feasible. Let z(1); z(2); : : : in K� \ span (A�K) be a sequene withlimi!1 dist(z(i);  +A?) = 0; lim supi!1 bTz(i) <1:Then z(i), i = 1; 2; : : :, is a bounded sequene.Proof. Suppose to the ontrary that K� \ span (A � K) ontains some sequenez(1); z(2); : : : suh that limi!1 z(i) = 1; (2.6)whereas limi!1 dist(z(i);  +A?) = 0 and lim supi!1 bTz(i) <1 .Without loss of generality, we assume that z(i) > 0 for all i and that the limity := limi!1 z(i)kz(i)kexists. Sine the sequene z(i)= z(i), i = 1; 2; : : :, is ontained in the losed one K� \span (A�K), it follows thaty 2 K� \ span (A�K) = K� \ ( sub (A? \ K�))?; (2.7)where we used Lemma 2.1. Moreover, using (2.6) we havey = y � limi!1 1kz(i)k = limi!1 z(i) � kz(i)k 2 A?; (2.8)and, sine lim supi!1 bTz(i) <1,bTy = limi!1 bTz(i)kz(i)k = 0: (2.9)By onstrution, kyk = 1, so that (2.7)|(2.9) impliesy 2 (A? \ K�) n � K�; bTy = 0;i.e. y is a one{sided lower level diretion, whih ontradits the primal strong feasibility(see Theorem 2.3). Q.E.D.Theorem 2.4 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K). If the dual is weaklyinfeasible then the primal has no interior diretion.



26 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYProof. Apply Lemma 2.4 to the dual feasibility problem CP(0; ;A;K). Q.E.D.Combining Theorem 2.4 with the dual haraterization of (primal) interior diretions(Corollary 2.2) yields the following result.Corollary 2.4 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K). If the dual is weaklyinfeasible then the dual has a one{sided diretion.Notie that Corollary 2.4 is stated in terms of the dual program, sine the losedness ofK� is essential for this result.Theorem 2.5 A dual feasible oni onvex program is primal strongly feasible if and onlyif the normalized dual optimal set is nonempty and bounded.Proof. If the normalized dual optimal set is nonempty and bounded, then there isobviously no one{sided dual level diretion. Using Theorem 2.3, this implies that oFP 6= ;.Conversely, we know from Lemma 2.4 that if oFP 6= ; then any sequene z(1); z(2); : : :of normalized dual feasible solutions with limi!1 bTz(i) = d� is bounded. Sine FD isnonempty and losed, it follows that the normalized dual optimal set is nonempty andbounded. Q.E.D.Corollary 2.5 Consider a dual feasible oni onvex program. The normalized dual fea-sible set is bounded if and only if there exists a primal interior diretion.Proof. Apply Theorem 2.5 to the dual feasibility problem CP(0; ;A;K). Q.E.D.2.4 Farkas{Type LemmasIn the previous setion, we have disussed a dual haraterization of strong feasibility.We will now give a haraterization of strong infeasibility.Lemma 2.5 (First Farkas{type lemma) Consider a oni onvex programming prob-lem CP(b; ;A;K). The primal is strongly infeasible if and only if there exists a dualimproving diretion.



2.4. FARKAS{TYPE LEMMAS 27Proof. By definition, the primal is not strongly infeasible if and only if dist(b+A;K) =0. Sine dist(b +A;K) = 0 if and only if there exists a sequene x(1); x(2); : : : in K suhthat limi!1PA?x(i) = b;we obtain the relation dist(b +A;K) = 0 () b 2 l PA?K: (2.10)It is easy to see that a linearly transformed onvex one is also a onvex one. Therefore,we an apply the bipolar theorem, whih states thatl PA?K = (PA?K)��: (2.11)Combining the relation (2.10){(2.11) yieldsdist(b +A;K) = 0 () bT(PA?K)� � <+; (2.12)where (PA?K)� = f� 2 <n j �TPA?K � <+g= f� 2 <n j PA?� 2 K�g= (K� \ A?) +A:Combining the above relation with (2.12) and noting b 2 A?, we obtaindist(b +A;K) = 0 () bT(K� \ A?) � <+: Q.E.D.For the ase that K = <n+, Lemma 2.5 redues to the famous lemma of Farkas [37℄. Forgeneral losed onvex programming, the result has been established by Du�in [32℄ andBerman [12℄.Applying Lemma 2.5 to the oni onvex program CP(; b;A?;K�), we see thatdist( +A?;K�) = 0 () T(A\ K��) � <+: (2.13)However, from the bipolar theorem we have K�� = l K. This together with Theorem 2.4leads to the following haraterization of feasibility for oni onvex programs satisfyinga generalized Slater ondition.Corollary 2.6 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) with A \ rel K 6= ;.There holds FD 6= ;if and only if T(A \K) � <+:



28 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYProof. Sine A \ rel K 6= ;, we haveA \ l K = l (A \ K):Hene, we an replae K�� with K in relation (2.13). Moreover, we know from Theorem 2.4that (D) annot be weakly infeasible. The orollary thus follows from relation (2.13).Q.E.D.The result of Corollary 2.6 is due to Wolkowiz [160℄. For the speial ase that K is losedand pointed, Corollary 2.6 redues to a generalization of Farkas' lemma as it an be foundin many papers, inluding [1, 7, 12, 13, 27, 156℄.Naturally, we are also interested in a haraterization of feasibility without a Slater-typeondition. We an easily obtain suh a haraterization from Lemma 2.5.Lemma 2.6 (Seond Farkas{type lemma) A oni onvex program is dual feasible ifand only if there does not exist any primal improving diretion sequene.Proof. Consider a oni onvex programming problem CP(b; ;A;K). Notie that if = 0 then 0 2 FD and TK = f0g. In other words, we have dual feasibility and no primalimproving diretion sequene if  = 0. It remains to onsider the ase that  6= 0.Suppose  6= 0. We use a similar tehnique as in the proof of Corollary 2.3, namely wewill onstrut an artifiial oni onvex program, for whih the dual improving diretionsorrespond to dual feasible solutions of the original program. The orollary will thenfollow from Lemma 2.5. First, sine  2 A, there holdsTz > 0 and z 2 (A? � Img ) \ K�if and only if �z 2 ( +A?) \ K� for some � > 0:We onlude that the dual feasible set ( + A?) \ K� is nonempty if and only if theoni onvex program CP(�=kk22; 0; �A? � Img �? ;K) has a dual improving diretion.Applying Lemma 2.5, it follows that FD 6= ; if and only ifdist �kk22 + �A? � Img �? ;K! > 0: (2.14)From Lemma 2.1, we have�kk22 + �A? � Img �? = �kk22 + (A \ Ker T)= fx 2 A j Tx = �1g:



2.5. STRONG DUALITY 29primal dualInterior diretion Bounded normalized feasible setStrongly feasible Nonempty and bounded normalized op-timal setWeakly feasible One{sided level diretion, but no im-proving diretion sequeneWeakly infeasible Improving diretion sequene, but noimproving diretionStrongly infeasible Improving diretionStrongly infeasible and no one{sided di-retion Interior improving diretionTable 2.1: Feasibility haraterizations (`if{and{only{if') for dual feasible losed onionvex programsThis implies that (2.14) holds if and only if there exists no primal improving diretionsequene. Q.E.D.The result of Lemma 2.6 an also be found in Du�in [32℄, with a di�erent proof. InSetion 2.1, we already remarked that improving diretions may not exist, even if knowan improving diretion sequene. Combining Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, we see that thisis exatly what happens in the ase of dual weak infeasibility, see also Example 2.3.Table 2.1 summarizes the feasibility haraterizations for dual feasible losed oni onvexprograms. Sine duality is ompletely symmetri for losed oni onvex programs, wean make an analogous table of dual (in)feasibility haraterizations for primal feasibleprograms. The haraterizations that are listed in Table 2.1 are diret appliations ofCorollary 2.5, Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.3, Lemma 2.6, Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.3.2.5 Strong DualityIt is well known that if (P) is a linear program and p� is finite, then strong dualityholds, i.e. p� + d� = 0. Our objetive is to generalize the strong duality result for linearprogramming to oni onvex programming. Notie that, for a general oni onvexprogram, it is possible that d� is finite but (P) is weakly infeasible (see e.g. Example 2.3with 2 = 0). This means that we should allow an arbitrarily small onstraint violationfor the primal and define its subvalue as:p� := lim�#0 infx fTx j x 2 K; dist(x; b +A) < �g:



30 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYIf (P) is strongly infeasible, then p� = 1, but for weakly infeasible programs, the subvalueis possibly finite. We also define a matrix M,M := " I �0 1 # ; (2.15)where I denotes the identity matrix of order n.Lemma 2.7 Let  2 <, and onsider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K). Then thereholds dist " b # + MT (A� f0g);K �<+! = 0if and only if p� � .Proof. By definition, we have p� �  if and only if there exists a sequene x(1); x(2); : : :in K suh that limi!1 dist(x(i); b +A) = 0; limi!1 Tx(i) � : (2.16)Letting x(i)n+1 := maxf0;  � Tx(i)g for i = 1; 2; : : : ;we obtain a sequene (x(1); x(1)n+1); (x(2); x(2)n+1); : : : in K � <+ withlimi!1 dist " x(i)x(i)n+1 # ; " b # + MT (A� f0g)! = 0: (2.17)Conversely, if (x(i); x(i)n+1) 2 K � <+, i = 1; 2; : : :, is a sequene satisfying (2.17), thenx(1); x(2); : : : is a sequene satisfying (2.16). Q.E.D.Lemma 2.8 Let  2 <, and onsider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) with dist(b+A;K) = 0. Then there holdsh bT  i �(K � <+) \M�1 (A? � <)� � <+if and only if d� � �.Proof. Notie that M�1 = " I 0 1 # : (2.18)



2.5. STRONG DUALITY 31By definition, we have d� < � if and only if there exists a vetor z 2 FD suh thatbTz +  < 0:Letting zn+1 := 1, we see that" zzn+1 # 2 (K� � <+) \M�1 (A? � <); bTz + zn+1 < 0: (2.19)Conversely, suppose that there exists (z; zn+1) satisfying (2.19). Notie that if zn+1 = 0then s is a dual improving diretion whih ontradits the assumption that dist(b +A;K) = 0 (see Lemma 2.5). Hene, zn+1 > 0 and z=zn+1 2 FD. Moreover, we haved� � Tz=zn+1 < �;whih ompletes the proof. Q.E.D.Combining Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 with the extended Farkas' lemma, we obtain a strongduality theorem:Theorem 2.6 (Strong duality) Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K). If thedual is infeasible and the primal is strongly infeasible, thenp� = d� = 1:Otherwise, there holds p� = �d�:Proof. First onsider the ase of primal strong infeasibility, i.e. dist(b + A;K) > 0.In that we ase, p� = 1. From Lemma 2.5 it then follows that there exists a dualimproving diretion. Hene, we have d� = �1 = �p� if there exists a dual solution, andd� = 1 = p� otherwise.It remains to onsider the ase dist(b+A;K) = 0. Given  2 <, we know from Lemma 2.7that p� �  () dist " b # + MT (A� f0g);K� <+! = 0:The above relation implies, using Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.3, thatp� �  () h bT;  i �(K � <+) \M�1 (A? � <)� � <+:Applying now Lemma 2.8 yields p� �  () d� � �:



32 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYSine  is arbitrary, it follows that p� = �d�: Q.E.D.Sine p� � p�, we obtain from Theorem 2.6 the weak duality relationp� � �d�: (2.20)For the ase that the primal and the dual are not both infeasible, we see from the abovetheorem that p� = �d�. We will now show that if the primal has an interior solution(generalized Slater ondition), then the subvalue oinides with the optimal value, i.e.p� = p�. Hene, we an strengthen the duality result for the ase in whih the generalizedSlater ondition holds. We thus arrive at the following strong duality theorem.Theorem 2.7 (Slater duality) Suppose that oFP 6= ;. Thenp� = p� = �d�:Moreover, if p� > �1 then F�D 6= ;;and the normalized dual optimal solution set is bounded.Proof. Observe that sine oFP 6= ;, there holdsl FP = (b +A) \ l K:Therefore, for the purpose of proving the theorem, we an assume without loss of generalitythat K is losed, i.e. K = K��.Analogous to the definition of p�, we define the dual subvalue d� asd� := lim�#0 infz fbTz j z 2 K�; dist(z;  +A?) < �g:Applying Theorem 2.6 to the oni onvex program CP(; b;A?;K�), we obtain p� =�d� � �d�. Hene, if p� = �1 then d� = 1 and the theorem holds true. It remains toonsider the ase that p� = �d� > �1. By definition, the onditiond� = �p� <1means that there exists a sequene z(1); z(2); : : : in K� \ span (A�K) withlimi!1 dist(z(i);  +A?) = 0 and lim supi!1 bTz(i) = �p� <1:



2.5. STRONG DUALITY 33It follows from Lemma 2.4 that this sequene has a luster point, say z(1). Obviouslyz(1) 2 FD; bTz(1) = �p�:It follows from the relation �p� = d� � bTz(1) = �p�;that p� + d� = 0; F�D 6= ;:Finally, the boundedness of the normalized dual optimal solution set follows from Theo-rem 2.5. Q.E.D.For the ase that K is losed and solid, the strong duality theorem with Slater onditionis well known; see for example [1, 32, 110℄, among others. The result of Theorem 2.7,whih holds for general onvex ones, is due to Borwein and Wolkowiz [18℄.Theorem 2.7 implies the following well known fat: if K is losed and oFP � oFD 6= ;, thenF�P �F�D 6= ; and(x�)Tz� = Tx� + bTz� = 0; for all (x�; z�) 2 F�P � F�D:For the above ase, we say that a oni onvex programming problem has a omplementarysolution. A omplementary solution is a pair (x; z) 2 FP �FD suh thatxTz = 0:A fae of a one K is a set fae (K; z) := fx 2 K j xTz = 0g;where z 2 K�. Notie for x; y 2 K thatx + y 2 fae (K; z) =) x; y 2 fae (K; z);whih explains why \ fae (K; z)" is alled a fae of K. We remark that Theorem 2.2implies that K \ sub K is the smallest fae of K. If (x; z) is a omplementary solution,then F�P = FP \ fae (K; z); F�D = FD \ fae (K�; x):Therefore, F�P and F�D are also known as the optimal faes of (P) and (D) respetively. Astritly omplementary solution pair of (P) is a pair (x; z) 2 FP �FD suh thatx 2 rel ( fae (K; z)); z 2 rel ( fae (K�; x)):By definition, suh a solution pair is also a omplementary solution pair. It was shown byTuker [155℄ and Goldman and Tuker [44℄ that any solvable linear programming prob-lem has a stritly omplementary solution pair. Unfortunately, a oni onvex program



34 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYprimal feasible primal infeasiblestrong weak weak strongstrong p� = �d�(P)+(D) solvable p� = �d�(P) solvable (D) unbounded (D) unboundeddual feasible weak possible possible (D) unboundedweak possible possibledual infeasible strong possibleTable 2.2: Duality for losed oni onvex programsmay not have any stritly omplementary solution pair, even if it satisfies primal anddual Slater onditions. One therefore also enounters the term maximal omplementarysolution pair, whih is a omplementary solution pair (x; z) 2 ( rel F�P )� rel (F�D).Obviously, any omplementary solution pair is an optimal solution pair. The onversehowever, is in general not true unless oFP 6= ; or oFD 6= ;. This is beause without thelatter ondition, there may exist a positive duality gap and as a result there annot exista omplementary solution. Moreover, strong duality is neessary, but not su�iient for theexistene of a omplementary solution. The duality relations for oni onvex programsCP(b; ;A;K) with K losed are summarized in Table 2.2.All entries in the table represent possible ombinations of the status of the primal anddual problem. Only if we annot onlude anything more, we expliitly mention thatthe entry represents a possible state. Due to the omplete symmetry of the losed onionvex programming duality, the table is symmetri, so we only need to onsider theupper-right blok. The entries in the first row of the table are denoted by `A1', `A2', `A3'and `A4', in the seond row by `B1', `B2', and so on. The entries `A1', `A2', `A3' and`A4', are due to Theorem 2.7. Lemma 2.5 implies entry `B4'. The possibility of states`A3' and `B3' and `D3' (and hene `C4') is demonstrated by Example 2.3, while the entry`C3' is illustrated by Example 2.4, a semidefinite programming problem.Example 2.4 Consider the program CP(b; ;A;K) in <6 withb = h 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0 iT ;  = h 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0 iT ;A = fx 2 <6 j x2 = 0; x5 = 0g;and K = 8>>><>>>:x 2 <6 ��������� 26664 x1 x4=p2 x6=p2x4=p2 x2 x5=p2x6=p2 x5=p2 x3 37775 � 09>>>=>>>; :



2.6. REGULARIZATION 35Then K� = K and A? = fz 2 <6 j z1 = z3 = z4 = z6 = 0g. The primal is weaklyinfeasible, p� = inf 8>>><>>>:x4 ��������� 26664 x1 x4=p2 x6=p2x4=p2 0 1x6=p2 1 x3 37775 � 09>>>=>>>; = 1;and the dual is also weakly infeasible:d� = inf8>>><>>>:z5 ��������� 26664 0 1 01 z2 z5=p20 z5=p2 0 37775 � 09>>>=>>>; = 1:Finally, the possibility of the entries in Table 2.2 where weak infeasibility is not involved,an be demonstrated by a 2-dimensional linear programming problem:Example 2.5 Let n = 2,  2 <2, K = K� = <2+ andA = f(x1; x2) j x1 = 0g; A? = f(z1; z2) j z2 = 0g:We see that (P) is strongly feasible if 1 > 0, weakly feasible if 1 = 0 and stronglyinfeasible if 1 < 0. Similarly, (D) is strongly feasible if 2 > 0, weakly feasible if 2 = 0and strongly infeasible if 2 < 0.Weak infeasibility does not exist in linear programming. However, Examples 2.3 and 2.4illustrate that weakly infeasible problems do exist in semidefinite programming.2.6 RegularizationIn Theorem 2.6, we have shown that z 2 FD is an optimal solution of (D) if and only ifthere exists a sequene x(i) 2 K, i = 1; 2; : : :, withlimi!1 dist(b +A; x(i)) = 0; limi!1 Tx(i) = �bTz: (2.21)Suh a sequene is alled a erti�ate of the optimality of the dual solution s. Sine thisertifiate is a sequene, it has the rather inonvenient property that it has an infinitelength. We will see in this setion that finite ertifiates an be obtained by means ofregularization.If oFP 6= ; (a generalized Slater ondition), then p� = �d� and no regularization is needed,see Theorem 2.7. For a weakly feasible oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) however, we



36 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYmay try to replae K by a lower dimensional fae, say fae (K; z) for a ertain z 2 K�,suh that (b +A) \ fae (K; z) = (b +A) \ K; (b +A) \ rel fae (K; z) 6= ;:If we sueed in finding suh a fae (whih is then known as the minimal one [18, 19,160℄), then we an regularize CP(b; ;A;K) to CP(b; ;A; fae (K; z)), whih satisfiesthe generalized Slater ondition. Suh a regularization approah, whih we all primalregularization, was proposed by Borwein and Wolkowiz [18, 19℄ and Wolkowiz [160℄.In this setion, we propose a dual regularization approah, whih is based on the dualharaterization of strong feasibility, Theorem 2.3. In this approah, we transform allone{sided, non{improving, dual level diretions into two{sided diretions (lines), thusenlarging the dimension of sub K�. For notational onveniene, we will now interhangethe role of the primal and the dual: we assume that we want to solve the dual programCP(; b;A?;K�), and to this end we transform one{sided primal level diretions into lines,thus enlarging K.Let K be a onvex one in <n, and letA be a linear subspae of <n. We define an operator�A on K as follows: �AK := l (K � span (A \ l K)) : (2.22)Observe from this definition thatA \ l K � sub (�AK);i.e. if x 2 A \ K n � K is a one{sided diretion with respet to K, then this diretion xis not one{sided with respet to �AK. Observe also that �AK = l K if and only if theonvex program CP(b; ;A;K) has no primal one{sided diretions, i.e.�AK = l K () span (A \ l K) � l K: (2.23)Although CP(b; ;A;K � span (A \ K)) has no primal one{sided diretions, it is quitepossible for the losed oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;�AK) to have primal one{sideddiretions (see Example 2.6 below). Therefore, it makes sense to apply the operator �Ak times in suession, resulting in an operator �kA. More preisely, we let8><>: �0AK := K;�kAK := �A�k�1A K; for k = 1; 2; : : :: (2.24)In addition, we define �1AK := � dim AA K: (2.25)Eah time that we apply the operator �A to a one �kAK, we move any one{sided diretionin A \ �kAK into sub �k+1A K, so that it is not one{sided with respet to the larger one�k+1A K. After applying the �A operator dim A times in suesion, there will be no one{sided diretions in A \ �1AK, as the following lemma shows.



2.6. REGULARIZATION 37Lemma 2.9 Let K be a onvex one in <n and let A be a linear subspae of <n. Then�kAK = �1AK for all k � dim A:Proof. Sine the sets f�kAK : k = 0; 1; 2; : : :g are nested, we only need to show that�kAK = �k+1A K for some finite k. Suppose �kAK 6= �k+1A K for some k so thatspan (A \ �kAK) 6� �kAK: (2.26)From the definition (2.22), we havesub (A \ �kAK) � span (A \ �kAK) � sub (A \ �k+1A K);so that dim sub �A\ �kAK� < dim sub �A \ �k+1A K� � dim A:Thus, the dimension of sub �A \ �kAK� is inreased by one whenever (2.26) holds. Usingan indutive argument, it follows that k + 1 � dim A. Consequently, there will be somek � dim A for whih (2.26) does not hold. Together with (2.23), this implies the lemma.Q.E.D.We will now show that the property of strong infeasibility is invariant under the operator�A.Lemma 2.10 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) and let A0 � A be a linearsubspae. There holds dist �b +A;�k+1A0 K� = dist �b +A;�kA0K�for all k = 0; 1; : : :.Proof. Sine �kA0K � �k+1A0 K, we obviously havedist �b +A;�k+1A0 K� � dist �b +A;�kA0K� : (2.27)To prove the onverse, we fix any vetor x in �k+1A0 K. It follows from the definition (2.22)that there exists a sequene f(u(i); v(i))g withu(i) 2 �kA0K; v(i) 2 span �A0 \ �kA0K� ; i = 1; 2; : : : ;suh that x = limi!1(u(i) + v(i)):



38 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYAs v(i) 2 span �A0 \ �kA0K� � A0 � A, we havedist(u(i) + v(i); b +A) = dist(u(i); b +A) � dist �b +A;�kA0K� ;where the last step is due to u(i) 2 �kA0K. Letting i!1 yieldsdist(x; b +A) � dist �b +A;�kA0K� :Sine x is an arbitrary element of �k+1A0 K, we obtaindist �b +A;�k+1A0 K� � dist �b +A;�kA0K� :Combining this with (2.27) proves the lemma. Q.E.D.The following lemma shows that regularization with the subspae (A\ Ker T) does nothange the dual feasible set.Lemma 2.11 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K). There holdsFD = ( +A?) \ ��kA\ Ker TK��for all k 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g.Proof. Let z 2 FD. It su�ies to prove that this impliesz 2 ��kA\ Ker TK�� ; k = 0; 1; 2; ::: (2.28)Sine (�0A\ Ker TK)� = K�, relation (2.28) holds trivially for k = 0. Now assume that(2.28) holds for some k 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g. We need to show that (2.28) holds for k+ 1 in thesense that xTz � 0 for any x 2 �k+1A\ Ker TK. By definition, x 2 �k+1A\ Ker TK means thatthere exists some sequene (u(i); v(i)), i = 1; 2; : : :, satisfyingu(i) 2 �kA\ Ker TK; v(i) 2 span �A \ Ker T \ �kA\ Ker TK� ;suh that x = limi!1(u(i) + v(i)):However, sine z 2  +A? we have zTv(i) = 0, whereas (2.28) implies zTu(i) � 0, for alli. Consequently, there holds zTx � 0. Q.E.D.Although regularization does not a�et the dual feasible set, it an hange the nature ofdual (in)feasibility.



2.6. REGULARIZATION 39Lemma 2.12 For a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K), the regularized programCP (b; ;A;�1A\ Ker TK)is either dual strongly infeasible or dual strongly feasible.Proof. Reall from Lemma 2.9 that �A\ Ker T�1A\ Ker TK = �1A\ Ker TK. Hene, if theregularized primal has a one{sided level diretion, it must be an improving diretion. Itthus follows from Lemma 2.5 that the regularized dual is strongly infeasible if and only ifthe regularized primal has one{sided level diretions. Using Theorem 2.3, we onlude thatthe regularized dual is either dual strongly infeasible or dual strongly feasible. Q.E.D.Together, Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.12 imply that the regularization of a dual weaklyfeasible problem results in a dual strongly feasible problem. Similarly, the regularizationof a dual weakly infeasible problem results in a dual strongly infeasible problem. However,the set of dual feasible solutions is not a�eted by regularization. These onlusions aresummarized in the following theorem.Theorem 2.8 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) and letK0 := �1A\ Ker TK:There holds� The dual feasible sets of CP(b; ;A;K) and its regularization CP(b; ;A;K0) oinide,i.e. FD = ( +A?) \ (K0)�:� The regularized program CP(b; ;A;K0) is dual strongly feasible if and only if FD 6=;.� The regularized program CP(b; ;A;K0) is dual strongly infeasible if and only if FD =;.Combining Theorem 2.8 with Table 2.2, we see that the regularized oni onvex programis in perfet duality:Corollary 2.7 Assume the same setting as in Theorem 2.8. Then there holds� If d� = 1, then the regularized primal CP(b; ;A;K0) is either infeasible or un-bounded.



40 CHAPTER 2. DUALITY� If �1 < d� < 1, then the regularized primal is solvable with optimal value equalto �d�, i.e. d� = �min T ((b +A) \ K0) :� If d� = �1 then the regularized primal CP(b; ;A;K0) is infeasible.Applying Corollary 2.7 to the oni onvex program CP(0; ;A;K), we obtain a general-ization of Farkas' lemma:Corollary 2.8 A oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) is dual feasible if and only ifT (A \ �1A\ Ker TK)) � <+:We have seen that the regularization of a dual feasible oni program results in a oniprogram with strong dual feasibility. Due to this property, the dual regularized one isalled the minimal one for (D). The regularization sheme presented here is a dual versionof the minimal one duality of Borwein and Wolkowiz [18, 19℄ and Wolkowiz [160℄.Namely, the dual oni onvex program (D) is regularized in [18, 19, 160℄ by replaingthe original one K� by a smaller one, suh that the resulting program will be stronglyfeasible whenever (D) is feasible. In the preeding, we regularized (P) by transformingall its one{sided, non-improving, level diretions into two-sided diretions (lines), thusenlarging the one K. In this way, new primal solutions are reated that play the roleof sequenes that approah feasibility for the original problem (P), as an be seen fromLemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.10.An illustration of regularization for a semidefinite programming problem is given in Ex-ample 2.6.Example 2.6 Consider the program CP(b; ;A;K) in <6 withK = S+ � S+;where we let S+ := 8<:x 2 <3 ������ 24 x1 x3=p2x3=p2 x2 35 � 09=; :Moreover, we letb = h 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; p2 iT ;  = h 0; 0; 4; 4; 0; 0 iT ;A = fx 2 <6 j x2 = 0; x3 = x4; x5 = x6 = 0g:



2.6. REGULARIZATION 41Then K� = K and A? = fz 2 <6 j z1 = 0; z3 = �z4g. In other words, the primal isp� = inf 8<:24x4 ������ 24 x1 x4=p2x4=p2 0 35 � 0; 24 x4 11 0 35 � 09=; = 1with duald� = inf 8<:p2z6 ������ 24 0 z3=p2z3=p2 z2 35 � 0; 24 24 � z3 z6=p2z6=p2 z5 35 � 09=; :Notie that the primal is weakly infeasible, whereas (D) is� weakly infeasible if 4 < 0,� weakly feasible and solvable with optimal value d� = 0 if 4 = 0, and� weakly feasible and unbounded if 4 > 0.Sine A \K = <+ � f0g5 � Ker T, we obtain�A\ Ker TK = <� <+ �< � S+; (�A\ Ker TK)� = f0g � <+ � f0g � S+;for all 4. Notie that if 4 6= 0, then dim (A \ Ker T) = 1 and CP(b; ;A;�A\ Ker TK)is the regularized program. Indeed, the regularized dual is strongly infeasible for 4 < 0and strongly feasible for 4 > 0.However, if 4 = 0 then dim (A \ Ker T) = dim A = 2, and we have to take one stepmore. It an easily be veri�ed that�2AK = (<� <+ � <)� (<� <+ � <);and ��2AK�� = (f0g � <+ � f0g)� (f0g � <+ � f0g):Consequently, the regularization makes the dual strongly feasible, and makes the primalsolvable with optimal value 0.Example 2.6 reveals a drawbak of the regularization sheme: although the regularizedertifiates are finite, it may not be easy to hek their feasibility, sine this involves theone �1A\ Ker TK. For semidefinite programming (as in Example 2.6) however, we willsee in Setion 2.7 that �1A\ Ker TK an be ompletely desribed by semidefiniteness on-straints, after adding artifiial variables. The resulting regularized semidefinite programoinides with the regularized dual of Ramana [124℄, whih was originally derived in avery di�erent way. The relation between primal regularization and the so-alled extendedLagrange{Slater dual of Ramana [124℄ was already reognized by Ramana, Tun�el and



42 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYWolkowiz [127℄. The way in whih Zhao, Karish, Rendl and Wolkowiz [166℄ make theregularization expliit, is more or less the opposite of the tehnique of Ramana. Namely,in [166℄, the regularized semidefinite relaxation of a quadrati assignment problem istransformed into a strongly feasible semidefinite programming problem by eliminatingvariables, instead of adding variables.2.7 Regularization of Semidefinite ProgramsWe will now further analyze the struture of the regularized oni onvex program, forthe speial ase that K is the one of positive semidefinite matries, i.e. K = H+. Weonsider the real linear spae H(�n) of �n� �n Hermitian matries, with the real valued innerprodut X � Y , see Setion 1.2.2. Given two Hermitian matries X; Y 2 H(�n), it holdsthat X � Y = tr XY:In terms of this inner produt, we an define an orthonormal basis of H(�n). In thisway, we obtain a one{to{one orrespondene between Hermitian matries in H(�n) andtheir oordinate vetors in <n, where n = dim H(�n). Reall from Setion 1.2.2 that ifx; y 2 <n are the oordinate vetors of X; Y 2 H(�n), then X �Y = xTy. We an thereforetreat elements of H(�n) both as �n� �n Hermitian matries, and as real vetors of order n.For a semidefinite program CP(b; ;A;H(�n)+ ), we let B 2 H(�n) and C 2 H(�n) denote thematrix representations of the oordinate vetors b 2 <n and  2 <n, respetively.Consider an l � �n matrix R satisfying RRH = I, where l 2 f1; 2; : : : ; �ng. Remark thatfor suh R, there must exist a (�n � l) � �n matrix Q suh that h QH; RH i is a unitarymatrix. We define the following linear subspae of H(�n),HKer R := fX 2 H(�n) j RXRH = 0g;where RH denotes the omplex onjugate transpose (or adjoint) of R. (In terms of theHermitian Kroneker produt, HKer R orresponds to Ker R
HR in <n.) There holdsH(�n)+ � HKer R = fX 2 H(�n) j RXRH � 0g; (2.29)whih is a losed onvex one in H(�n). Here, it is onvenient to interpret the unitarymatrix h QH; RH i as a basis of the omplex Eulidean spae Cn. In this way,HKer R = 8<:X ������24 QR 35X h QH; RH i = 24 X11 X12XH12 0 35 for some X11; X129=; ;and H(�n)+ � HKer R = 8<:X ������24 QR 35X h QH; RH i = 24 X11 X12XH12 X22 35 ; X22 � 09=; :



2.7. REGULARIZATION OF SEMIDEFINITE PROGRAMS 43We will derive in this setion that the regularized ones �kAH(�n)+ are of the form (2.29).First of all, we notie that this is indeed the ase for k = 0, viz.H(�n)+ = H(�n)+ � HKer I;where I is the �n� �n identity matrix.We will see below that Img RH = RHCl plays a ruial role. We want to make lear thatImg RH is a omplex linear subspae of C�n, where we use the standard omplex valuedinner produt yHx for x; y 2 C�n. This is in ontrast with the spae of Hermitian matrieswhih is real: although the o�{diagonal entries of Hermitian matries are omplex, theinner produt X � Y is real valued for X; Y 2 H(�n).Lemma 2.13 Let A be a linear subspae of H(�n), and let K = H(�n)+ � HKer (R). IfY 2 rel (A \K), then( Ker Y ) \ Img RH � ( Ker ~Y ) \ Img RH 8 ~Y 2 A \ K:Proof. Suppose to the ontrary that there exists a ~Y 2 A \ K suh that ~Y u 6= 0 forsome u 2 ( Ker Y ) \ Img RH. Sine ~Y 2 K, it holdsuH ~Y u > 0:This implies that for any � > 0,uH(Y � � ~Y )u = �� uH ~Y u < 0;whih ontradits the fat that Y 2 rel (A\ K). Q.E.D.Lemma 2.14 Let R and K be as in Lemma 2.13, and let Y 2 A \ K. IfW 2 (Y + HKer (R)) \ H(�n)+then Ker W � ( Ker Y ) \ Img RH; (2.30)with equality holding if and only if W 2 rel ((Y + HKer (R)) \ H(�n)+ ).Proof. First, we remark that sine W is positive semidefinite, we haveu 2 Ker W () uHWu = 0:



44 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYSine W 2 Y + HKer (R) and Y 2 K, it holdsuHWu = uHY u � 0 8u 2 Img RH; (2.31)with uHY u = 0 if and only if u 2 ( Ker Y ) \ Img RH. This proves the onlusion (2.30).Now onsider v 2 ( Img RH)? = Ker R, v 6= 0, and notie thatvvH 2 HKer (R):Hene, W + �vvH 2 (Y + HKer (R)) \ H(�n)+ for all � � 0:For W 2 rel ((Y + HKer (R)) \ H(�n)+ ), it thus follows that vHWv > 0. Consequently,Ker W � Img RH. Together with (2.31), we obtainKer W = ( Ker Y ) \ Img RH: Q.E.D.We arrive now at the entral result of this setion, viz., if K is of the form (2.29), then sois �AK.Theorem 2.9 If K = H(�n)+ � HKer (R), then�AK = H(�n)+ � HKer ( ~R);where ~R is any matrix satisfying8<: Img ~RH = ( Img RH) \ Ker Y; for some Y 2 rel (A \ K)~R ~RH = I:Proof. Suppose that X 2 �AK, i.e. X = limi!1(X(i) � Y (i)) for some sequenesX(1); X(2); : : : and Y (1); Y (2); : : : in K and A\K respetively. We know from Lemma 2.13and the definition of ~R that Img ~RH � ( Img RH) \ Ker Y (i), so that~R(X(i) + Y (i)) ~RH = ~RX(i) ~RH � 0for all i 2 f1; 2; : : :g. The above relation shows that X 2 H(�n)+ � HKer ( ~R), from whihwe onlude that �AK � H(�n)+ � HKer ( ~R): To prove the onverse inlusion, onsider amatrix X 2 H(�n)+ � HKer ( ~R). Without loss of generality, we may assume that thereexists a matrix Q suh that RH = h QH; ~RH i :We partition RY RH, Y 2 rel (A \K) as follows:RY RH = 24 Q~R 35Y h QH; ~RH i = 24 Y11 Y12Y H12 Y22 35 :



2.7. REGULARIZATION OF SEMIDEFINITE PROGRAMS 45By definition of ~R and using the fat that RY RH � 0, it follows thatY11 � 0; Y12 = 0; Y22 = 0:Similarly, we partition the matrix RXRH as follows:RXRH = 24 X11 X12XH12 X22 35 :Sine X 2 H(�n)+ � HKer ( ~R), we have X22 � 0. Let �1 and �2 be positive numbers suhthat �1Y11 + X11 � 0; �2Y11 � X12XH12:(Suh numbers exist, beause Y11 is positive definite.) Then for any � > 0 there holdsR(X + �I + (�1 + �2=�)Y )RH � 0:Letting X(�) := X + �I + (�1 + �2=�)Y;it follows that X(�) 2 K andX = lim�#0 (X(�)� (�1 + �2=�)Y );so that X 2 �AK. Q.E.D.We already observed that �0AH(�n)+ = H(�n)+ = H(�n)+ � HKer (I):With an indutive argument, it thus follows from Theorem 2.9 that there exist matriesR(1); R(2); : : : suh that �kAH(�n)+ = H(�n)+ � HKer (R(k));for k = 1; 2; : : :. Notie also from Theorem 2.9 that �AK 6= K if and only if rank ~R <rank R. Together with Lemma 2.9, this implies that�kAK = �1AK for all k � minf�n; dim Ag: (2.32)It should be noted that �n an be onsiderably smaller than dim A.The following lemma shows the interesting fat that the linear subspae HKer ( ~R), where~R is defined as in Theorem 2.9, an be modeled by semidefinite onstraints.Lemma 2.15 Let R and ~R as in Theorem 2.9. There holdsHKer ( ~R) = 8<:W12 + WH12 ������24 W11 W12WH12 I 35 � 0;W11 + U 2 A; U 2 HKer (R)9=; :



46 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYProof. We first notie that24 W11 W12WH12 I 35 � 0 () W12WH12 � W11; (2.33)see Setion A.4. Consider W11; W12; W22 and U satisfying24 W11 W12WH12 I 35 � 0; W11 + U 2 A; U 2 HKer (R): (2.34)Let Y = W11 + U , thenW11 2 (Y + HKer (R)) \H(�n)+ ; Y 2 A \ �H(�n)+ � HKer (R)� :Using respetively Lemma 2.13, Lemma 2.14 and (2.33), we obtainImg ~RH � ( Img RH) \ Ker Y � Ker W11 � Ker WH12;so that WH12 ~RH = ( ~RW12)H = 0, andW12 + WH12 2 HKer ( ~R):Conversely, suppose that X 2 HKer ( ~R). Sine ~R ~RH = I there exists some matrix Qsuh that h QH; ~RH i is unitary. By definition, X 2 HKer ( ~R) means that24 Q~R 35X h QH; ~RH i = 24 X11 X12XH12 0 35 ;for some X11 and X12. LettingW12 := h QH; ~RH i 24 X11=2 X120 0 35 24 Q~R 35 ;it follows that X = W12 + WH12; Img ~RH � Ker WH12:Sine Img ~RH = ( Img R) \ Ker Y for some Y 2 rel (A\ (H�n+ � HKer (R))), we knowfrom Lemma 2.14 and the above inlusion thatKer �W11 = Img ~RH � Ker WH12for any �W11 2 rel ((Y + HKer (R)) \ H(�n)+ ). Letting �U = Y � �W11, it follows that24 � �W11 W12WH12 I 35 � 0; �W11 + �U 2 A; �U 2 HKer (R)



2.7. REGULARIZATION OF SEMIDEFINITE PROGRAMS 47for su�iiently large � > 0. Letting W11 := � �W11 and U := � �U , we see that (2.34) issatisfied. Q.E.D.Consider the kth regularized semidefinite programinffC �X j X 2 (B +A) \ �kA\ Ker TH(�n)+ g: (2.35)We already know from (2.32) that for all k = 0; 1; 2; : : :, there exist R(k) suh that�kA\ Ker TH(�n)+ = H(�n)+ � HKer (R(k)):Using Lemma 2.15, it follows that (2.35) is equivalent toinf C � (X + W (k)12 + (W (k)12 )H)s.t. X + W (k)12 + (W (k)12 )H 2 B +A24 W (k)11 W (k)12(W (k)12 )H I 35 � 0; X � 0;W (k)11 + U 2 A \ Ker T; U 2 HKer (R(k�1)):With a reursive argument, we obtaininf C � (X + W (k)12 + (W (k)12 )H)s.t. X + W (k)12 + (W (k)12 )H 2 B +AX � 0;24 W (i)11 W (i)12(W (i)12 )H I 35 � 0 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k (PRAM)W (i)11 + W (i�1)12 + (W (i�1)12 )H 2 A \ Ker T for i = 2; 3; : : : ; kW (1)11 2 A \ Ker T;whih is again a semidefinite program. This regularized program was proposed by Ra-mana [124℄ for the real symmetri ase, see also [126, 127℄. Moreover, Ramana usesk = dim A? = �n2 � dim A, whereas we show that k = min(�n; dim A) is su�iient. Itis important to note that heking the feasibility of a solution for Ramana's regularizedsemidefinite program is easy, beause it involves only linear and positive semidefinitenessonstraints.Remark 2.1 The introdution of auxiliary variables W (k) into the regularized programhas also disadvantages. In partiular, the duality relation of (D) and its Ramana dual



48 CHAPTER 2. DUALITY(PRAM) is asymmetri, sine Ramana's dualization sheme inreases the dimension ofthe problem. In order to regain symmetriity, Ramana and Freund [125℄ propose to on-sider the primal{dual pair of (PRAM) and its standard dual semidef inite programmingproblem. Sine the subvalue of (PRAM) is equal to its optimal value, it follows from (2.6)that this primal{dual pair is again in perfet duality, and this fat is known from Ramanaand Freund [125℄. However, as reently notied by De Klerk, Roos and Terlaky [71℄, it ispossible that the dual of (PRAM) is weakly (in)feasible, and we an therefore not obtainresults as in Theorem 2.8 for the primal{dual pair of Ramana and Freund.2.8 Inexat Dual SolutionsAs pointed out by Nesterov and Nemirovsky [110℄, interior point methods are well suitedfor solving oni onvex programs. Although interior point methods typially require theexistene of primal and dual interior solutions, it is possible to solve oni programs thatare not strongly feasible by using the self{dual embedding tehnique, see Chapter 4. With(P) being a nonlinear program, it is not surprising that the interior point methods (orindeed any other methods) require an infinite number of iterations to obtain an exat so-lution. Within a finite number of iterations these iterative methods an only ompute anapproximate solution of (P). Naturally suh an approximate solution of (P) an be inter-preted as an exat solution of a perturbed problem (bakward error analysis). However,this interpretation is of little pratial use. In what follows, we show that an approximatesolution of (P) an be used to infer many useful properties of the original oni program(P) suh as `approximate infeasibility'.In the analysis of approximate solutions, it is onvenient to add a variable whih measuresthe onstraint violation. A good way to onstrut suh a variable is by making use of thenorm one, whih is defined as follows:Knorm := f(x0; x) 2 <+ �<n j x0 � kxkg:Using the basi properties of norms, it is easily seen that Knorm is a losed, pointed andsolid onvex one. Moreover, it follows from the definition of dual norms thatK�norm = f(x0; x) 2 <+ �<n j x0 � kxk�g:The theorem below shows that if we have an approximate primal improving diretion,viz. some x 2 A suh that Tx = �1 and x `almost' in K, then the dual annot have any`reasonably' sized feasible solution.Theorem 2.10 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K). There holdsinfs2FD ksk� = supf�Tx j x 2 A; dist(x;K) � 1g:



2.8. INEXACT DUAL SOLUTIONS 49Proof. Construt the oni onvex programCP0�24 10 35 ; 24 0 35 ; f0g � A; (f0g � K)�Knorm1A ; (2.36)whih an be written asinffTx j x 2 A; x� u 2 K; kuk � x0 = 1g = inffTx j x 2 A; dist(x;K) � 1g:Using Lemma 2.1, it follows that the dual of the oni onvex program (2.36) isinffz0 j z 2 ( +A?) \ K�; kzk� � z0g = inffkzk� j s 2 FDg:Notie now that (2.36) is primal strongly feasible, beause it has a trivial interior solutionh 1; 0 iT 2 int Knorm. Theorem 2.7 is therefore appliable, and it yieldsinfz2FD kzk� = � inffTx j x 2 A; dist(x;K) � 1g: Q.E.D.Remark 2.2 For the ase of `p norms and K = <n+, the statement of Theorem 2.10 isknown from Todd and Ye [153℄.Remark 2.3 Suppose that we have an approximate solution x̂, withdist(x̂;K) < �1; dist(x̂;A) < �2:Let �x be suh that x̂+ �x 2 A and k�xk < �2. Then, we an invoke Theorem 2.10 withx := (x̂ + �x)=(�1 + �2) to onlude thatinfs2FD ksk� � �Tx � �Tx̂�1 + �2 � �2�1 + �2kk�;With an approximate Farkas{type dual solution, we an now dedue a lower bound onthe norm of primal feasible solutions. However, we annot onlude primal infeasibility,unless the Farkas{type dual solution is exat (whih atually implies primal strong infea-sibility). This is not surprising, sine the distintion between weakly feasible problemsand weakly infeasible problems is a deliate issue. In the terminology of Renegar [131℄,suh problems are ill{posed. Renegar [130, 131℄ also de�ned a ondition number for onionvex programs, that is based on the distane to ill-posedness, see also Epelman andFreund [34℄.We will now show that based on an approximate primal solution, viz. some x 2 b+A suhthat x is `almost' in K, we obtain a lower bound on the objetive value of any `reasonably'sized dual feasible solution. To the best of our knowledge, this result (Theorem 2.11) isnew.



50 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYTheorem 2.11 Consider a oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K). For all  2 <, thereholds inffkzk� j z 2 FD; bTz � g= supf�(Tx + xn+1) j x 2 xn+1b +A; dist(x;K) � 1; xn+1 � 0g:Proof. Reall from (2.15) and (2.18) thatMb := 24 I �b0 1 35 ; M�1b = 24 I b0 1 35 : (2.37)Now, we use a similar argumentation as in the proof of Theorem 2.10. First, onstrutthe oni onvex programCP0BBB�26664 100 37775 ; 26664 0 37775 ; f0g �M�1b (A�<); ((f0g � K)� Knorm)� <+1CCCA ; (2.38)whih an be written asinffTx + xn+1 j x� xn+1b 2 A; x� u 2 K; kuk � x0 = 1; xn+1 � 0g= inffTx + xn+1 j x 2 xn+1b +A; dist(x;K) � 1; xn+1 � 0g:Using Lemma 2.1, it follows that the dual of the oni onvex program (2.36) isinffz0 j z 2 (+A?)\K�; zn+1 = � bTs � 0; z0 � kzk�g = inffkzk� j z 2 FD; bTz � g:If b = 0, then (2.38) has the trivial interior solution h 1; 0; 1 iT 2 ( int Knorm)� <++.And if b 6= 0, then h 1; bT=kbk; 1=kbk iT 2 ( int Knorm)�<++ is a primal interior feasiblesolution. Hene, (2.38) is primal strongly feasible. Theorem 2.7 is therefore appliable,and it yieldsinffkzk� j z 2 FD; bTz � g =� inffTx + xn+1 j x 2 xn+1b +A; dist(x;K) � 1; xn+1 � 0g: Q.E.D.Suppose that x 2 b +A. If x 2 K, then d� � �Tx, as we already knew from (2.20). Ifdist(x;K) > 0, then x is an approximate solution, and we obtain from Theorem 2.11 thatinffkzk� j z 2 FD; bTz � g � �Tx� dist(x;K) :



2.9. DISCUSSION 51Remark that Theorem 2.10 follows from Theorem 2.11 by letting  ! 1. Theorem 2.6an also be seen as an appliation of Theorem 2.11 (the onverse is true as well, as hasjust been demonstrated).In semidefinite programming, a natural norm is the matrix 2-norm, i.e. the maximalsingular value of a matrix. In order to apply Theorem 2.10 and 2.11, we should be ableto ompute the dual of this matrix norm. Fortunately, this norm an easily be omputedfor Hermitian matries, using the eigenvalue deomposition. In partiular, if X 2 H andX = QH�XQ is the eigenvalue deomposition of X, thenkXk�2 = maxkY k2�1X � Y = maxkY k2�1 tr �XQHY Q:Notie now that kY k2 = kQHY Qk2, sine Q is unitary. Hene,kXk�2 = maxkY k2�1 tr �XY = maxkY k2�1 �nXj=1(�X)jjYjj = �nXj=1 j(�X)jjj ;whih is the `1 norm of the eigenvalues of X. Remark also that the Frobenius norm inH(�n) oinides with the Eulidean vetor norm in <n, so that kXk�F = kXkF .2.9 DisussionWe have treated oni onvex programming duality in a unified fashion. Speial attentionhas been given to oni onvex programs that do not satisfy onstraint qualifiations. Ithas also been shown how reent duality approahes of [18, 19, 124, 127, 160℄ fit intothe framework. Elaborating on the results of [153℄, we have also disussed the value ofapproximate dual solutions.We believe that duality results without onstraint qualifiations have not reeived enoughattention in the past. It is our hope that this thesis will help popularize these results infuture. In Chapter 4, we show that this type of duality relation an be used fruitfully inthe design of algorithms whose onvergene is guaranteed even in the absene of onstraintqualifiations.Our survey is restrited to oni onvex programming in finite dimensional real linearspaes. As suh, it inludes oni onvex programming with omplex numbers, if a realinner produt is used. For instane, we an treat Cn as a 2n-dimensional real linear spaeby using the real valued inner produt Re zHx. However, due to the lak of ordering ofomplex numbers, there is no obvious way to generalize duality results to omplex linearspaes (ordering is ruial in the definition of onvex ones, among others). Dualityresults for onvex programming in infinite dimensional real linear spaes have not beendisussed in this hapter. The strong duality result of Theorem 2.6 an be generalized to



52 CHAPTER 2. DUALITYsemi{infinite linear and onvex programming, see the olletive work of [16, 17, 32, 64,66, 67, 160℄. Results for oni onvex programming with infinitely many variables and abounded feasible set are given in [26℄; see also the books [5, 39℄.



Chapter 3Polynomiality of Path{followingMethods
Modern solvers for linear and quadrati programming often inorporate some variant ofthe primal{dual path{following method, whih is a lass of interior point methods. Thismethod turns out to be suited for solving semidefinite programming problems as well.In this hapter, we propose a framework for analyzing primal{dual path{following algo-rithms for semidefinite programming. Our framework is a diret extension of the v{spaeapproah, whih was developed by Kojima et al. [73℄ in the ontext of omplementarityproblems.Four basi variants of the path{following method are desribed in this hapter. All thesevariants share the strong property that the maximum number of main iterations neededfor omputing an approximate solution grows at most polynomially in the problem size.Interior point algorithms for semide�nite programming have been studied intensively inreent years. We give an overview of the literature in Setion 3.6.3.1 Primal{Dual TransformationsIn this setion, we give an interpretation of the so{alled V {spae solution that is assoi-ated with a pair of primal and dual matrix variables. A good understanding of V {spaesolutions is ruial for developing and analyzing eÆient primal{dual interior point meth-ods for semide�nite programming.In oni form, semidefinite programming problems are stated as(P ) inffC �X j X 2 (B +A) \ H+g;where B 2 H and C 2 H are given Hermitian matries, A � H is a linear subspae of H,



54 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODSand X 2 H is the deision variable. Let �n denote the order of B, C and X, i.e. B, C andX are �n� �n matries.A well known property of the semidefinite one H+ is that for any invertible �n� �n matrixL, it holds L�1XL�H 2 H+ () X 2 H+:The above relation an be written more onisely by using Hermitian Kroneker produtnotation, as follows: (L�1 
H L�1)H+ = H+:Whereas the linear transformation L�1 
H L�1 does not a�et the the one H+, ittransforms the linear subspae A into a di�erent linear subspae, denoted by A(L) :=(L�1 
H L�1)A, i.e. A(L) = fX j LXLH 2 Ag:Obviously, X is a feasible (optimal) solution of (P) if and only if �X := L�1XL�H is afeasible (optimal) solution of the transformed semidefinite program(PL) inff(LHCL) � �X j �X 2 (L�1BL�H +A(L)) \ H+g:We onlude that the programs CP(B;C;A;H+) and CP(L�1BL�H; LHCL;A;H+) areequivalent.Assoiated with (PL) is the dual semidefinite program(DL) inff(L�1BL�H) � �Z j �Z 2 (LHCL +A?(L)) \ H+g;where, using Lemma 2.3,A?(L) = (LH 
H LH)A? = f �Z j L�H �ZL�1 2 A?g:The feasible solution sets of (PL) and (DL) are denoted byFP (L) := (L�1BL�H +A(L)) \ H+and FD(L) := (LHCL +A?(L)) \ H+;respetively. Similarly, oFP (L) denotes the set of primal interior solutions,oFP (L) := (L�1BL�H +A(L)) \H++;and oFD (L) denotes the set of dual interior solutions,oFD (L) := (LHCL +A?(L)) \ H++:



3.1. PRIMAL{DUAL TRANSFORMATIONS 55Notie that FP = FP (I) and FD = FD(I).We assume that CP(B;C;A;H+) is both primal and dual strongly feasible, whih meansthat oFP (L) 6= ; and oFD (L) 6= ; for all invertible L. We have seen in Chapter 2 that thisassumption guarantees the existene of a omplementary solution, whih is by definition asolution (X;Z) 2 FP �FD suh that X �Z = 0. Reall that for given (X;Z) 2 FP �FD,the quantity X �Z is alled the duality gap at the solution pair (X;Z), see (2.2). Solving(P) is now equivalent to the duality gap minimization problem,minfX � Z j X 2 FP ; Z 2 FDg;for whih the optimal value is zero. We remark that the duality gap X � Z is invariantunder the transformation L�1 
H L�1, viz. if �X = L�1XL�H and �Z = LHZL, then�X � �Z = tr �X �Z = tr L�1XL�HLHZL = X � Z: (3.1)Now onsider X 2 oFP and Z 2 oFD. From a primal point of view, an interesting hoie forL is L = X1=2, yielding �X = L�1XL�H = I:Hene, �X + f� �X 2 H j � �XF < 1g � H++: (3.2)This means that we an take a large step in the transformed primal spae without leavingthe positive definite one. The transformed dual solution �Z = X1=2ZX1=2 however,may be lose to the boundary of H++. Based on this transformation, it is therefore notlear how the duality gap an be redued substantially. One would rather like to use atransformation that is neither preoupied with the primal problem, nor with the dualproblem. Suh a transformation will be alled a symmetri primal-dual transformation.A symmetri primal-dual transformation is by definition a transformation Ld suh thatL�1d XL�Hd = LHd ZLd:(The subsript `d' is reminisent to the standard notation used for primal{dual interiorpoint methods in linear programming, where d denotes a primal{dual saling vetor.) Thefollowing lemma haraterizes Ld.Lemma 3.1 Let X 2 H++ and Z 2 H++. An invertible �n� �n matrix Ld is a symmetriprimal-dual transformation in the sense thatL�1d XL�Hd = LHd ZLd;if and only if LdLHd = Z�1=2(Z1=2XZ1=2)1=2Z�1=2:



56 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODSProof. We have L�1d XL�Hd = LHd ZLd if and only ifX = LdLHd ZLdLHd = Z�1=2(Z1=2LdLHd Z1=2)2Z�1=2;or equivalently, (Z1=2LdLHd Z1=2)2 = Z1=2XZ1=2;from whih it follows that LdLHd = Z�1=2(Z1=2XZ1=2)1=2Z�1=2: Q.E.D.Based on Lemma 3.1, we letD(X;Z) := Z�1=2(Z1=2XZ1=2)1=2Z�1=2; (3.3)for X;Z 2 H++. It is now lear that Ld is a symmetri primal-dual transformation ifand only if LdLHd = D(X;Z). Obviously, Ld is not uniquely defined: possible hoiesfor Ld inlude the Cholesky fator of D(X;Z), in whih ase Ld is lower triangular, andthe square root of D(X;Z), in whih ase Ld is Hermitian. In fat, if Ld is a symmetriprimal{dual transformation, then so is LdQ for any unitary matrix Q of order �n. Sinethe transformed solution LHd ZLd is Hermitian positive definite, we an hoose Q in suha way that QHLHd ZLdQ is a positive diagonal matrix. Hene, there exists a symmetriprimal{dual transformation Ld that transforms the primal and dual solutions X and Zinto a positive diagonal matrix V , i.e.V = L�1d XL�Hd = LHd ZLd: (3.4)Remark that the matrix XZ is similar to V 2, viz.XZ = Ld(L�1d XL�Hd )(LHd ZLd)L�1d = LdV 2L�1d :This implies that the positive entries of the diagonal matrix V 2 are exatly the eigenvaluesof the matrix XZ, see Appendix A. The order in whih these eigenvalues appear on thediagonal of V 2 obviously depends on the hoie of Ld.The �n� �n matries Ld and V an be omputed numerially, with the following proedure:Algorithm 3.1 (Symmetri primal{dual transformation)1. Compute Cholesky fator LX of X 2 H++,X = LXLHX :



3.1. PRIMAL{DUAL TRANSFORMATIONS 572. Compute spetral deomposition (Q;�XZ) of LHXZLX 2 H++,LHXZLX = QH�XZQ:3. Let Ld = LXQH��1=4XZ ; V = �1=2XZ :The above proedure onsists of a Cholesky fatorization of an �n � �n Hermitian matrix,and a spetral deomposition of an �n� �n Hermitian matrix; both deompositions involveO(�n3) oating point operations.Unlike the primal transformation LXLHX = X, the symmetri primal{dual transformationLdLHd = D(X;Z) does not disriminate between the primal and the dual. However, theadvantage of the primal transformation, viz. that it maps to the entral solution I (see(3.2)), is also lost in general. Fortunately, a property that is similar to (3.2) does holdwith the symmetri primal{dual transformation Ld, if the pair (X;Z) is on the entralpath.De�nition 3.1 The primal-dual entral path is the setCPATH := �(X;Z) 2 FP � FD ����XZ = �I; � = tr XZ�n � :We remark that the entral path is invariant under transformations L, viz.XZ = �I () �X �Z = L�1XZL = �I;where as before �X := L�1XL�H and �Z = LHZL. In partiular, for the symmetriprimal{dual transformation Ld we haveV = L�1d XL�Hd = LHd ZLd = p�I;whih shows that V is a multiple of the identity matrix, if (X;Z) is on the entral path.Similar to (3.2), we therefore haveV + f�V 2 H j k�V kF < p�g � H++ if (X;Z) 2 CPATH:Hene, a large step an be taken in the transformed primal spae as well as in the trans-formed dual spae if the urrent iterate is on the entral path.



58 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODS3.2 The Newton DiretionIn the V -spae treatment, the entral objet is the V {solution, where V 2 is a diagonalmatrix of the eigenvalues of XZ. However, we steer the V -solution by updating theprimal and dual solutions X and Z respetively. In order to determine sensible updatesfor the X and Z variables, it is of primary interest to know how hanges in X and Za�et the assoiated V -spae solution. In this setion, we obtain suh insight by derivingthe relation between the derivatives of (X(t); Z(t)) trajetories, and the derivatives oforresponding V (t) trajetories, where t is a step length parameter. In system theoretiterms, we may think of X and Z as inputs with output V , and our next step is to derivethe di�erential equations that link the inputs with the output.As before, we onsider an interior solution pair (X;Z),X 2 (B +A) \H++; Z 2 (C +A?) \ H++;and we let V denote a orresponding diagonal V {spae solution. In other words, V is apositive diagonal matrix satisfyingV = L�1d XL�Hd = LHd ZLd;for some invertible matrix Ld. Suppose that (X(t); Z(t)) is a smooth trajetory of interiorfeasible primal{dual pairs, for t in some neighborhood of zero, and X(0) = X, Z(0) = Z.To this trajetory, we apply the linear transformation�X(t) := L�1d X(t)L�Hd ; �Z(t) := LHd Z(t)Ld;whih is the symmetri primal{dual transformation at t = 0. Obviously, it holds that�X(0) = �Z(0) = V:However, �X(t) and �Z(t) are in general not idential for t 6= 0. We will therefore applya symmetri primal{dual transformation to the pair ( �X(t); �Z(t)). Namely, we let G(t)be a smooth trajetory suh that G(t)G(t)H = D( �X(t); �Z(t)) and G(0) = I. ThenV (t) := G(t)H �Z(t)G(t) is a V -spae trajetory for (X(t); Z(t)) with symmetri primal{dual transformation LdG(t). In partiular,G(t)�1 �X(t)G(t)�H = G(t)H �Z(t)G(t):Remark that without further restritions on G(t), the V {spae solution V (t) is in gen-eral not diagonal for t 6= 0. Notie also that a feasible hoie for G(t) is G(t) =D( �X(t); �Z(t))1=2. Impliit di�erentiation of the identityV (t) = 12G(t)H �Z(t)G(t) + 12G(t)�1 �X(t)G(t)�H



3.2. THE NEWTON DIRECTION 59yields V [1℄(t) = PH �G[1℄(t)H �Z(t)G(t)�G(t)�1G[1℄(t)G(t)�1 �X(t)G(t)�H�+12G(t)H �Z [1℄(t)G(t) + 12G(t)�1 �X [1℄(t)G(t)�H= PH �[G[1℄(t)HG(t)�H �G(t)�1G[1℄(t)℄V (t)�+12G(t)H �Z [1℄(t)G(t) + 12G(t)�1 �X [1℄(t)G(t)�H: (3.5)Here, we use supersript [1℄ to denote first order derivatives, i.e.V [1℄(t) = d V (t)d t ; �X [1℄(t) = d �X(t)d t ; et.(In (3.5), we used the identity0 = d G(t)G(t)�1d t = G[1℄(t)G(t)�1 + G(t) d G(t)�1d t ;i.e. ( d G(t)�1= d t) = �G(t)�1G[1℄(t)G(t)�1.)Using the fat that G(0) = I, we obtain from (3.5) thatV [1℄(0) = 12( �Z [1℄(0) + �X [1℄(0)) + PH([G[1℄(0)H �G[1℄(0)℄V ): (3.6)Moreover, di�erentiating the feasibility onstraints�X(t) 2 V +A(Ld); �Z(t) 2 V +A?(Ld);we have �X [1℄(0) 2 A(Ld); �Z [1℄(0) 2 A?(Ld):In the sequel, we restrit to trajetories �X(t) and �Z(t) that are a�ine in the step lengtht, i.e. �X(t) = V + tDX ; �Z(t) = V + tDZ ;where we let DX := �X [1℄(0); DZ := �Z [1℄(0)denote the primal and dual searh diretions in the transformed linear spaes A(LD) andA?(Ld) respetively. These diretions an be transformed bak into diretions �X 2 Aand �Z 2 A? by the relations�X = LdDXLHd ; �Z = L�Hd DZL�1d : (3.7)Furthermore, we hoose a speifi G(t) trajetory, viz. G(t) = D( �X(t); �Z(t))1=2. SineG(t) is now Hermitian for all t, we have G[1℄(0) 2 H, and we an simplify (3.6) toV [1℄(0) = 12( �Z [1℄(0) + �X [1℄(0)): (3.8)



60 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODSWe omment on this hoie of G(t) in Setion 3.6.Based on (3.8), we an ompute the Newton diretion (DX ; DZ) towards a solution onthe entral path with a duality gap of �n� for given  2 [0; 1℄. Namely, we propose tolinearize the nonlinear system8<: V (1)2 = �IDX 2 A(Ld); DZ 2 A?(Ld):Using (3.8) and the relation d V (t)2d t = 2PH �V (t)V [1℄(t)� ;this yields PH(V (DX + DZ)) = �I � V 2; (3.9)DX 2 A(Ld); DZ 2 A?(Ld): (3.10)We remark that (3.9) is a Sylvester equation in DX + DZ ; see e.g. Higham [54℄ for adisussion on Sylvester equations. Sine V is a positive diagonal matrix, the equation ishere partiularly easy to solve. The solution is made expliit in the following lemma.Lemma 3.2 Let V be a positive diagonal matrix, and Y a Hermitian matrix of the sameorder. Then PH(V X) = Y () Xij = 2YijVii + Vjj for all i; j:The proof of Lemma 3.2 is straightforward, and hene omited. Here, the unique solutionof (3.9) is DX + DZ = �V �1 � V; (3.11)whih is an �n� �n real diagonal matrix. From (3.10), the Newton diretion (DX ; DZ) nowfollows as an orthogonal deomposition of DX +DZ onto A(Ld) and A?(Ld) respetively.Therefore, kDXk2F + kDZk2F = kDX + DZk2F : (3.12)From V?(�V �1 � V ), we obtainkDX + DZk2F = (�V �1 � V )� (1� )V 2F = 2 �V �1 � V 2F + (1� )2�n�: (3.13)For the duality gap, we havekV (t)k2F = tr (V + tDX)(V + tDZ);so that using DX?DZ and (3.11) it follows thatkV (t)k2F = kV k2F + tV � (DX + DZ) = (1� t + t) kV k2F ;



3.3. NEIGHBORHOODS OF THE CENTRAL PATH 61i.e. �(t) := kV (t)k2F =�n = (1� t + t)�: (3.14)The Newton equations (3.9)-(3.10) an be stated in terms of the untransformed variables,using (3.4) and (3.7) as follows. Pre-multiplying (3.11) with Ld and post-multiplying withLHd yields, using (3.7),�X + D(X;Z)�ZD(X;Z) = �LdV �1LHd � LdV LHd :Applying (3.4) to the above relation, we obtain�X + D(X;Z)�ZD(X;Z) = �Z�1 �X: (3.15)At first sight, the above relation is more appealing than (3.11), sine it does not involveLd and V . However, the transformation to the V {spae as in (3.11) turns out to havemany omputational advantages, espeially if the algorithms get more involved suh as inChapter 7.It is important to note that equation (3.15) also follows (impliitly) from the primal-dualpath-following sheme of Nesterov and Todd [112, 113℄ for self-saled ones. Namely, inthe treatment of Nesterov and Todd one may hoose the logarithmially homogeneousbarrier funtion log(detX), and use D(X;Z) as a so{alled saling point, to derive thediretion (3.15). However, its motivation is then very di�erent. See also Setion 3.6.3.3 Neighborhoods of the Central PathIn path{following methods, the hoie of the parameter  and the step length t has tobe made in suh a way that, starting from a well entered solution (X;Z), the resultingsolution pair (X(t); Z(t)) is again lose to the entral path. In V {spae terminology, wedemand that the transformed solution V (t) is lose to a multiple of the identity matrixI. We introdue Æ : H ! <+ as a measure of distane to the entral path as follows:Æ(Y ) := I � �nI � Y 2Y 2F :In partiular, we have Æ(V (t)) = I � 1�(t)V (t)2F ;and �(t)2Æ(V (t))2 = V (t)22F � �n�(t)2 = tr h(X(t)Z(t))2i� �n�(t)2: (3.16)It follows that the Æ(V (t)) measure is not inuened by the way in whih we fatorize thematrix D(X(t); Z(t)). In fat, V (t)2 � �(t)I is similar to X(t)Z(t)� �(t)I, viz.LdG(t)(V (t)2 � �(t)I)G(t)�1L�1d = X(t)Z(t)� �(t)I:



62 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODSHene, if we denote the eigenvalues of X(t)Z(t) by �1(t); : : : ; ��n(t) 2 <, then Æ(V (t)) =P�ni=1(1� �i(t)=�(t))2.Based on the Æ(Y ) measure, we define a neighborhood of the entral path as follows:N2(�) := fY 2 H++ j Æ(Y ) � �g;where 0 < � < 1 is a given onstant. The name N2 is reminisent of the lassifiation ofneighborhoods of the entral path for linear programming by Mizuno, Todd and Ye [95℄.If V (t) 2 N2(�), then obviously(1 + �)�(t)I � V (t)2 � (1� �)�(t)I: (3.17)We also define a wide neighborhood of the entral path, viz. the N�1{neighborhood:N�1(�) := (Y 2 H++ �����Y 2 � (1� �)I � Y 2�n I) ; (3.18)where 0 < � < 1 is a given onstant. Notie from (3.17) thatV (t) 2 N2(�) =) V (t)2 � (1� �)�(t)I =) V (t) 2 N�1(�);i.e. N2(�) � N�1(�), whih explains why N�1(�) is alled a wide neighborhood. For adisussion of neighborhoods of the entral path in the ontext of linear programming, werefer to Mizuno, Todd and Ye [95℄ and Sturm and Zhang [146℄.3.4 Tehnial ResultsIn this setion, we derive some tehnial lemmas that will be used in proving the mainresults of this hapter.We define U(t) := PH?((V + tDX)(V + tDZ))and W (t) := PH((V + tDX)(V + tDZ)):Notie that U(t) is skew-Hermitian, whereas W (t) is Hermitian. This implies thatU(t)?W (t): (3.19)Lemma 3.3 Suppose that Æ(V ) < 1 and 0 � t < t�, where we lett� = maxft j V + tDX � 0; V + tDZ � 0g:There holds Æ(V (t))2 =  1�(t)W (t)� I2F � kU(t)k2F�(t)2 :



3.4. TECHNICAL RESULTS 63Proof. As in (3.16), we remark that�(t)2Æ(V (t))2 = V (t)22F � �n�(t)2; (3.20)where V (t)22F = tr ((V + tDX)(V + tDZ))2 = tr (W (t) + U(t))2:Now using the fat that U(t) is skew-Hermitian, and using (3.19),V (t)22F = (W (t)� U(t)) � (W (t) + U(t)) = kW (t)k2F � kU(t)k2F : (3.21)As I �W (t) = �n�(t);it now follows together with (3.20) and (3.21) thatÆ(V (t))2 = kW (t)k2F � �n�(t)2�(t)2 � kU(t)k2F�(t)2=  1�(t)W (t)� I2F � kU(t)k2F�(t)2 : Q.E.D.It follows from (3.9) thatW (t) = V 2 + tPH(V (DX + DZ)) + t2PH(DXDZ)= (1� t)V 2 + t�I + t2PH(DXDZ): (3.22)Combining this relation with (3.14) and Lemma 3.3, it follows that�(t)2Æ(V (t))2 = (1� t)(V 2 � �I) + t2PH(DXDZ)2F � kU(t)k2F� (1� t)(V 2 � �I) + t2PH(DXDZ)2F :Applying the triangle inequality to the above relation, we obtain�(t)Æ(V (t)) � (1� t)�Æ(V ) + t2 kPH(DXDZ)kF : (3.23)Lemma 3.4 There holds kPH(DXDZ)kF � 12 kDX + DZk2F :



64 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODSProof. Using the triangle inequality and the geometri{arithmeti mean inequalityrespetively, we havekDXDZ + DZDXkF � kDXDZkF + kDZDXkF� 2 kDXkF kDZkF� kDXk2F + kDZk2F ;whih together with (3.12) implies thatkPH(DXDZ)kF = 12 kDXDZ + DZDXkF � 12 kDX + DZk2F : Q.E.D.Lemma 3.5 There holds:1. If Æ(V ) < 1 then 1� kDX + DZk2F � 2Æ(V )21� Æ(V ) + �n(1� )2:2. If V 2 N�1(�) for some � 2 (0; 1) then1� kDX + DZk2F � �n2�1� � + �n(1� )2:Proof. From (3.13) we know thatkDX + DZk2F = 2 �V �1 � V 2F + (1� )2�n�: (3.24)Based on the above identity, we will now establish the two bounds.1. For the ase that Æ(V ) < 1, we use the inequality�V �1 � V F � �V �12 I � 1�V 2F = Æ(V ) �V �12 : (3.25)As V 2 � (1 � Æ(V ))�I, see (3.17), it follows that I � (1� Æ(V ))�V �2. Therefore,using also that Æ(V ) < 1, �V �122 � �1� Æ(V ) :Combining the above relation with (3.24){(3.25), it follows that1� kDX + DZk2F � 2Æ(V )21� Æ(V ) + �n(1� )2:



3.4. TECHNICAL RESULTS 652. Suppose that V 2 N�1(�) for some � 2 (0; 1). Using the definition of the Frobeniusnorm, k�V �1 � V k2F = k�V �1k2F � �n� � �nk�V �1k22 � �n�;from whih we obtain for V 2 N�1(�) thatk�V �1 � V k2F � �n�1� � � �n� = �1� � �n�:Together with (3.24), the above relation yields1� kDX + DZk2F � �n2�1� � + �n(1� )2: Q.E.D.The next result follows by ombining Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 with the inequality(3.23).Lemma 3.6 Suppose Æ(V ) < 1. For 0 � t < t� there holds(1� t + t)Æ(V (t)) � (1� t)Æ(V ) + t22  2Æ(V )21� Æ(V ) + �n(1� )2! :We will now investigate how we an hoose the parameter  to guarantee feasibility ofthe full Newton step. Our basi observation is that if Æ(V (t)) < 1 for 0 � t � 1 then, byontinuity, V (1) � 0, implying that the full Newton step is feasible.Suppose V 2 N2(�). From Lemma 3.6, it follows for  2 (0; 1℄ that(1� t + t)Æ(V (t)) � (1� t)� + 12(t)2  �21� � + �n(1�  )2! (3.26)yielding the following lemma.Lemma 3.7 Let  2 (0; 1℄ and � 2 (0; 1). If V 2 N2(�) and�21� � + �n(1�  )2 � 1 (3.27)then t� > 1 and V (1) � 0.Proof. Let t 2 [0; t�). Based on (3.26) and (3.27) we obtain(1� t + t)Æ(V (t)) � (1� t)� + 12(t)2;



66 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODSso that Æ(V (t)) < 1 if 0 � t � 1:By ontinuity this implies that t� > 1 andX(t) � 0; Z(t) � 0 for 0 � t � 1:The lemma is proved. Q.E.D.If we set  = 1, we obtain a so{alled pure entering step. If we are lose enough to theentral path, the pure entering step redues the distane Æ(V ) quadratially fast to zero,as the following lemma shows.Lemma 3.8 If  = 1 and Æ(V ) � 1=2, thenÆ(V (1)) � Æ(V )2:Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.7 that t� > 1 if  = 1 and Æ(V ) � 1=2. Hene, thedesired result is an immediate onsequene of Lemma 3.6. Q.E.D.The following lemma is ruial for algorithms that use the wide N�1{neighborhood.Lemma 3.9 Suppose that 0 <  < 1 and V 2 N�1(�) for some � 2 (0; 1). ThenV (t) 2 N�1(�) for any step length t satisfying0 � �nt � 2��2=(1� �) + (1� 2) :Proof. Remark from definition (3.18) that V (t) 2 N�1(�) if and only if�min(V (t)2) � (1� �)�(t);where �min(V (t)2) is the smallest eigenvalue of V (t)2. Sine the Hermitian matrix V (t)2is similar to (V + tDX)(V + tDZ), we know from Lemma A.2 that�min(V (t)2) = �min((V + tDX)(V + tDZ)) � �min(W (t)): (3.28)However, we know from (3.22) thatW (t) = (1� t)V 2 + t�I + t2PH(DXDZ);whih, using also V 2 N�1(�) and (3.14), implies�min(W (t)) � (1� t)(1� �)� + t�� t2 kPH(DXDZ)k2= (1� �)�(t) + t(��� t kPH(DXDZ)k2):



3.5. FOUR PATH{FOLLOWING ALGORITHMS 67Combining the above relation with (3.28), it follows that�min(V (t)2) � (1� �)�(t) if �(t) � 0 and 0 � kPH(DXDZ)k2 t � ��:Sine we know from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 thatkPH(DXDZ)k2 � kPH(DXDZ)kF � �n�2  2�1� � + (1� )2! ;it follows that V (t) 2 N�1(�) for 0 � �nt � 2��2=(1� �) + (1� 2) : Q.E.D.3.5 Four Path{Following AlgorithmsIn [46℄, Gonzaga provides a lear survey of interior point methods for linear programmingand linear omplementarity problems. He disussed three algorithms, viz. (1) the shortstep algorithm, (2) the preditor-orretor algorithm and (3) the largest step algorithm.In this setion, we generalize these algorithms to semidefinite programming. In addition,we will generalize the long step algorithm of Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise [75℄.We first present a generi path-following algorithm with unspeified parameters �, (k)and t(k), for k = 0; 1; : : :, and a ertain neighborhood N (�) of the entral path. Speifihoies for these parameters and the neighborhood will then lead to the four above men-tioned algorithms.Algorithm 3.2 (Path{following)Data: � > 0, (X(0); Z(0)) with V (0) 2 N (�).Step 0 Set k = 0.Step 1 If X(k) � Z(k) < � then stop.Step 2 Choose (k) 2 [0; 1℄ and solve (�X(k);�Z(k)) from8<: �X(k) + D(X(k); Z(k))�Z(k)D(X(k); Z(k)) = (k)�(k)(Z(k))�1 �X(k);�X(k) 2 A; �Z(k) 2 A?;with �(k) = X(k) � Z(k)=�n.Step 3 Choose t(k) and let X(k+1) = X(k) + t(k)�X(k), Z(k+1) = Z(k) + t(k)�Z(k).Step 4 Set k = k + 1 and return to Step 1.We will hoose the parameters suh that V (k) 2 N (�) for all k.



68 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODS3.5.1 The Short Step AlgorithmIn the generi algorithm, the hoie8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: N (�) = N2(�)� = 12(k) = 11+1=p2�n for k = 0; 1; 2; : : :t(k) = 1 for k = 0; 1; 2; : : :leads to the so-alled short step algorithm. This type of algorithm was studied for linearprogramming by Monteiro and Adler [98℄ and Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise [74℄. We let := 11 + 1=p2�nso that (k) =  for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : :Based on the tehnial results of the previous setion, we obtain the following result forthe short step algorithm.Lemma 3.10 For the short step algorithm, we haveV (k) 2 N2(�)for k = 0; 1; : : :.Proof. Let k 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g. For the given hoie of parameters, we have�21� � + �n(1�  )2 = 12 + 12 = 1:Hene, we have from Lemma 3.7 that the maximum step length t� is greater than 1. Using(3.26) with t = 1 it thus follows thatÆ(V (k+1)) � 22whih implies Æ(V (k+1)) < 12 :As V (0) 2 N2(�) by hypothesis, the lemma follows by indution. Q.E.D.We are now in a position to prove the polynomiality of the algorithm for obtaining an�-optimal solution.



3.5. FOUR PATH{FOLLOWING ALGORITHMS 69Theorem 3.1 The short step algorithm omputes an �-optimal solution inO(p�n log X(0) � Z(0)� )iterations.Proof. We know from Lemma 3.10 that all iterates of the short step algorithm areontained in N2(�). Therefore, the algorithm is well defined. For given k 2 f0; 1; : : :g weknow from (3.14) that X(k+1) � Z(k+1) = �n�(k)(1) = X(k) � Z(k):Taking the logarithm on both sides and using the definiton of , we arrive at the relationlog �X(k+1) � Z(k+1)� = log  + log �X(k) � Z(k)�= (k + 1) log  + log �X(0) � Z(0)�= log �X(0) � Z(0)�� (k + 1) log 1 + 1p2�n!� log �X(0) � Z(0)�� k + 12p2�n:The theorem is proved. Q.E.D.3.5.2 The Preditor{Corretor AlgorithmThe short step path following algorithm is of little pratial value, beause it has a fixedrate of onvergene, viz.  = 1=(1+1=p2�n). In order to perform better than the worst asebehavior, an adaptive rate of onvergene is neessary. The preditor-orretor algorithmof Mizuno, Todd and Ye [95℄ is suh an adaptive algorithm. This preditor-orretoralgorithm is obtained by the following hoie of parameters:N (�) = N2(�); � = 1=2;(k) = 8<: 1 for k = 0; 2; 4; : : : ;0 for k = 1; 3; 5; : : : ;t(k) = 8<: 1 for k = 0; 2; 4; : : : ;maxf�t j V (k)(t) 2 N2(�) for 0 � t � �tg for k = 1; 3; 5; : : : :The even numbered iterations are alled orretor steps, the odd numbered iterations arealled preditor steps.



70 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODSAt the start of a orretor iteration, we have V 2 N2(12). From Lemma 3.8, we haveÆ(V (1)) � Æ(V )2 � 14 :Preditor iterations therefore always start with V 2 N2(14). Using Lemma 3.6, it followswith  = 0 that Æ(V (t)) � 14 + �nt22(1� t) :This means that if 0 � t � 21 +p1 + 8�nthen Æ(V (t)) � 12 ;implying that the step lengths in the preditor iterations are never shorter than 2=(1 +p1 + 8�n). Similar to Theorem 3.1, this yields:Theorem 3.2 The preditor-orretor algorithm omputes an �-optimal solution inO(p�n log X(0) � Z(0)� )iterations.3.5.3 The Largest Step AlgorithmThe pratial performane of the preditor-orretor algorithm an be enhaned by om-bining the preditor and orretor steps in a single iteration. This idea leads to the largeststep algorithm of Gonzaga [47℄. In eah iteration of the largest step algorithm, we de-termine the smallest  2 [0; 1℄ suh that V (1) 2 N2(�). In partiular, we ompute aentering diretion (�X;�Z) from8<: �X + D(X;Z)�ZD(X;Z) = �Z�1 �X�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?and the so-alled a�ine saling diretion (�Xa;�Za) from8<: �Xa + D(X;Z)�ZaD(X;Z) = �X�Xa 2 A; �Za 2 A?:We an now rewrite (3.15) as�X = �X + (1� )�Xa; �Z = �Z + (1� )�Za;



3.5. FOUR PATH{FOLLOWING ALGORITHMS 71where we added a subsript  to stress the dependene of �X and �Z on .In the largest step algorithm we set  = � where � is obtained by omputing� := minf� j Æ(V(1)) � � for � �  � 1g;whih amounts to solving a quarti equation, as an be seen from Lemma 3.3. We hoose� = 1=2. Our analysis of the short step algorithm implies � < 1=(1 + 1=p2�n), and thisgives the following result:Theorem 3.3 The largest step algorithm omputes an �-optimal solution inO(p�n log X(0) � Z(0)� )iterations.As disussed above, the searh diretion in the largest step algorithm an be interpretedas a path{following diretion (3.15), where the parameter  is determined adaptively.However, there is a di�erent interpretation of the largest step searh diretion, whihis sometimes more onvenient. Namely, we an view the largest step algorithm as apreditor{orretor algorithm with an inexat (or simplified) omputation of the predi-tor. This simplified preditor diretion is defined as the solution (�Xp;�Zp) of�Xp + D(X;Z)�ZpD(X;Z) = ��Z�1�Xp 2 A; �Zp 2 A?:The searh diretion (�X;�Z) an be written in terms of the orretor and simplifiedpreditor as �X = �X + (1� )�Xp; �Z = �Z + (1� )�Zp:In this interpretation, we first take a unit step along the entering diretion (�X;�Z),and next a step of length t = 1�  along the simplified preditor diretion (�Xp;�Zp),until we reah the boundary of the N2{neighborhood. This amounts to the same shemeas in the preditor{orretor algorithm of Setion 3.5.2. However, in Setion 3.5.2 thepreditor (a�ine saling) diretion was omputed with the updated primal{dual transfor-mation after ompleting the orretor (entering) step, whereas we define the simplifiedpreditor diretion in terms of the outdated transformation, i.e. prior to the enteringstep. The simplified approah has omputational advantages, sine it allows the reuse ofmatrix fatorizations in the orthogonal deomposition of DpX + DpZ .Obviously, it is also possible to update the primal{dual transformation only at preditorsteps and use a simplified orretor step. This approah leads to the simplified preditor{orretor algorithm as studied for linear programming by Gonzaga and Tapia [48℄. How-ever, this sheme does not lead to a polynomial algorithm, unless a safeguard is used at



72 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODSthe orretor step. Problems in the simplified orretor arise due to the adaptivenessof the preditor step length. Namely, after a long preditor step, the old primal{dualtransformation is in general no longer adequate, see [48℄.3.5.4 The Long Step AlgorithmA onsiderable amount of researh in linear programming [73, 75, 95, 165℄ onerns longstep primal{dual interior point algorithms that generate iterates in the wide neighbor-hood N�1(�). Suh algorithms have been extended to semidefinite programming by Mon-teiro [97℄, Monteiro and Zhang [105℄ and Sturm and Zhang [148℄. A main iteration of thismethod an be desribed as follows.First, a searh diretion is obtained for a target on the entral path with a onsiderablysmaller duality gap, i.e. (k) 2 (0; 1) is hosen suh that11� (k) = O(1); 1(k) = O(1);for all k = 0; 1; 2; : : :. Reall that in the short step algorithm, 1=(1 � (k)) = 1 + p2�n,whih is not universally bounded. This explains the terminology `short step' and `longstep'.Seond, the method takes the largest possible step in the (�X(k);�Z(k)) diretion, withoutleaving the N�1(�){neighborhood, i.e. t(k) is maximal with respet toV (k)(t) 2 N�1(�) for 0 � t � t(k): (3.29)The parameter � is a universal onstant in (0; 1), i.e.1�(1� �) = O(1):From Lemma 3.9, we know that�nt(k) � 2�(k)�((k))2=(1� �) + (1� ((k))2) ; (3.30)for eah iteration k = 1; 2; : : : of the long step algorithm. This gives the following result:Theorem 3.4 The long step algorithm omputes an �-optimal solution inO(�n log X(0) � Z(0)� )iterations.



3.6. DISCUSSION 73Remark that the worst ase estimation for the long step algorithm is an order p�n worsethen the estimates for the three N2{neighborhood methods. However, sine the N�1{neighborhood is wider than the N2{neighborhood, the iterates of the long step methodtrae the entral path more loosely than the iterates of N2{neighborhood methods. Intypial iterations, the long step algorithm an use this freedom to take longer steps. Inthe speial ase of linear programming, it is widely known that the worst ase estimate(3.30), viz. 1=t(k) = O(�n), an be highly pessimisti. Using probabilisti arguments,Mizuno, Todd and Ye [95℄ argue that t(k) is typially 1=O(log �n) for the long step path{following algorithm, and this behavior is also observed in pratie. A variant of the longstep algorithm was implemented in OB1, whih is one of the first interior point odes forlarge sale linear programming, see Lustig, Marsten and Shanno [88℄. For variants of thelong step algorithm that do not use the N�1{neighborhood, we refer to Roos, Terlaky andVial [134℄.3.6 DisussionIn reent years, the generalization of interior point methods to semidefinite programminghas been intensively investigated. However, in the ase of primal{dual searh diretionsthe topi still appears to be rather ontroversial.Alizadeh [1℄, Jarre [62℄, Nesterov and Nemirovsky [110℄, Nesterov and Todd [112℄ andVandenberghe and Boyd [157℄ generalized some interior point algorithms that are basedon optimization of a potential funtion or a barrier funtion. These kind of interiorpoint algorithms were proposed for linear programming by Karmarkar [65℄, Renegar [129℄,Todd and Ye [152℄ and Gonzaga [45℄. Another lassial interior point method for linearprogramming is the a�ine saling method of Dikin [30℄, and generalization of this methodto semidefinite programming is straightforward. However, Muramatsu [106℄ gives anexample in semidefinite programming for whih this algorithm fails to onverge to anoptimal solution, if the starting point is poorly hosen. In linear programming, the interestin barrier, potential redution and a�ine saling methods dereased a ouple of yearsago, in favor of (pure) primal{dual methods, whih were proposed by Kojima, Mizunoand Yoshise [75℄. The exellent numerial results for primal{dual methods as obtainedby Lustig, Marsten and Shanno [88, 89℄ helped the primal{dual method to beome theentral issue in interior point methods.It appears that there are several ways in whih primal{dual methods an be extended tosemidefinite programming. In partiular, primal{dual diretions an be derived on thebasis of� self{saled barriers,� matrix targets, and



74 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODS� eigenvalue targets.3.6.1 Self-Saled BarriersThe symmetri primal{dual approah with self{saled barriers was proposed by Nesterovand Todd [112, 113℄, in a slightly more general setting than semidefinite programming.The entral objet in this approah is the self{saled barrier funtion F (X) := � log detX.(It is not important here to know the definition of self{saled barriers. However, thepreise definition is given in [112, 113℄.) In Definition 3.1, we have defined the primal{dual entral path as the set of feasible primal{dual pairs (X;Z) for whih XZ = �I forsome �. We then derived a searh diretion by setting a �{target on the entral path. Apair (X;Z) on the entral path orresponding to a parameter � is alled a �{enter. A�{enter an also be haraterized as the minimizer of the funtionC �X + B � Z + �(F (X) + F (Z)):A Newton{type diretion for minimizing the above funtion is naturally based on theHessian of F (�). Instead of evaluating the Hessian at the urrent iterate, Nesterov andTodd [113℄ propose to evaluate it at the so{alled primal{dual saling point. This primal{dual saling point is exatly the matrix D(X;Z) as defined in (3.3). In this way, Nesterovand Todd were the first who obtained the path{following diretion (�X;�Z) as definedin (3.15), whih is therefore alled the Nesterov{Todd diretion. The interpretation of thisNesterov{Todd diretion as a Newton diretion towards an eigenvalue target (as in thishapter) is due to Sturm and Zhang [149℄. More reently, Todd, Toh and T�ut�un�u [151℄and Kojima, Shida and Shindoh [77℄ interpreted the Nesterov{Todd diretion as a Newtondiretion towards a matrix target.3.6.2 Matrix TargetsA very popular approah for deriving primal{dual path{following diretions is based onlinearization of the system 8<: (X + �X)(Z + �Z) = �I�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?; (3.31)yielding 8<: X�Z + (�X)Z = �I �XZ�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?: (3.32)However, (3.32) is over-determined and therefore in general not solvable. So, we shouldeither add a number of artifiial variables, or relax some onstraints. Helmberg, Rendl,



3.6. DISCUSSION 75Vanderbei and Wolkowiz [53℄ proposed to replae the restrition �X 2 A by �X 2A � H?, whih makes the resulting system solvable. In order to get primal feasibleiterates, [53℄ further proposes to take the Hermitian part of the solution �X in the atualsteps. This tehnique is also known as the XZ{method.Independently of [53℄, Kojima, Shindoh and Hara [80℄ developed a more general frameworkfor linearizing (3.31). Namely, they propose to add skew{Hermitian variables UX and UZto the system (3.32), yielding8>>><>>>: X(�Z + UZ) + (�X + UX)Z = �I �XZ�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?(UX ; UZ) 2 M; (3.33)where M is an arbitrary maximal monotone linear subspae of H? �H?. By definition,this is a linear subspae M of dimension dimH? = �n2, with the property that(UX ; UZ) 2 M =) UX � UZ � 0:For given M, the system (3.33) has a unique solution (�X;�Z; UX ; UZ), see [80℄. Weremark that ifMP is a linear subspae ofH? then M = MP�M?P is maximal monotone,where M?P is the orthogonal omplement of MP in H?. For example, if we let MP =H?, then M?P = f0g, and (3.33) desribes the Helmberg{Rendl{Vanderbei-Wolkowizdiretion. Moreover, if we let M = f(UX ; UZ) j L�1d UXL�Hd = LHd UZLdg, then (3.33)desribes the Nesterov{Todd diretion, see Kojima, Shida and Shindoh [77℄. We will seein Setion 3.6.3 how the Kojima{Shindoh{Hara family of path{following diretions anbe interpreted in the V {spae framework.Instead of adding artifiial variables, it is also possible to redue the number of onstraintsin (3.32) in order to make it solvable, and this leads us to the similarity{symmetrizationtehniques. The basi observation here is that(X + �X)(Z + �Z) = �I () PH((X + �X)(Z + �Z)) = �I:The Hermitian system PH((X + �X)(Z + �Z)) = �I desribes only dim H nonlin-ear equations, instead of the former dim H + dim H? equations. Linearization of thisHermitian system yields8<: PH(X�Z + (�X)Z) = PH(�I �XZ)�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?: (3.34)This approah, whih was proposed by Alizadeh, Haeberly and Overton [4℄, is sometimesalled the XZ + ZX method. Shida, Shindoh and Kojima [138℄ showed that the system(3.34) is solvable if PH(XZ) � 0, whih holds true if X and Z are well entered.



76 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODSA generalization of this tehnique was proposed by Zhang [164℄, inspired by the work ofMonteiro [97℄. Zhang proposed to let a similarity transformation preede the symmetriza-tion in (3.34), namely,8<: PHfL�1(X�Z + (�X)Z)Lg = PHfL�1(�I �XZ)Lg�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?; (3.35)where L is a given invertible matrix. For L = I, we obtain the Alizadeh{Haeberly{Overton diretion, for L = Ld the Nesterov{Todd diretion and for L = Z�1=2 theHelmberg{Rendl{Vanderbei{Wolkowiz diretion. The lass of diretions (3.35) was fur-ther analysed by Monteiro and Zhang [105℄ and Monteiro [96℄. A disadvantage of theAlizadeh{Haeberly{Overton and Monteiro{Zhang approah is that it is in general rela-tively hard to solve the searh diretion (�X;�Z). In fat, the system (3.35) may nothave a unique solution and an even be inonsistent, see Todd, Toh and T�ut�un�u [151℄for an example. However, it an be show that there exists a unique solution to (3.35)if PH(L�1XZL) � 0 or kI � V 2=�k2 � 1=2, see Shida, Shindoh and Kojima [138℄, andMonteiro and Zanj�aomo [104℄, respetively.Reall that the Nesterov{Todd diretion satis�es relation (3.15), i.e.�X + D(X;Z)�ZD(X;Z) = �Z�1 �X:where D(X;Z) := Z�1=2(Z1=2XZ1=2)1=2Z�1=2, see de�nition (3.3). Tseng [154℄ analyzedpath{following methods in a more general framework, namely he onsiders searh dire-tions that satisfy the system8<: PH (�X + D� (X;Z)�ZD1�� (X;Z)) = �Z�1 �X�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?; (3.36)with D� (X;Z) = Z�1=2(Z1=2XZ1=2)�Z�1=2:As speial ases, we have D0(X;Z) = Z�1, D1=2(X;Z) = D(X;Z) and D1(X;Z) = X.Therefore, (3.36) yields the Helmberg{Rendl{Vanderbei{Wolkowiz diretion for � = 0,and the Nesterov{Todd diretion for � = 1=2.In the V {spae approah of Setion 3.2, we onsidered a positive diagonal matrix V 2,with on the diagonal the eigenvalues of XZ. In partiular, if LX is the Cholesky fatorof X, i.e. X = LXLHX , then LHXZLX = QHV 2Q for some orthogonal matrix Q, see alsoAlgorithm 3.1 in Setion 3.1. Letting L̂X := LXQH, we haveL̂HXZL̂X = V 2; L̂X L̂HX = X:We derived a Newton diretion for steering V (t)2, by �nding out how the derivative ofV (t)2 is related to the derivatives of X(t) and Z(t). A very similar, and in fat equivalent,



3.6. DISCUSSION 77idea was reently worked out by Monteiro and Tsuhiya [102℄. However, the motivationof their diretion �ts more in the framework of matrix targets, and the relation with theV {spae diretions of Sturm and Zhang [149℄ has not been realized before.Monteiro and Tsuhiya [102℄ propose to linearize the system8>>><>>>: RX(1)L�1(Z + �Z)L�HRX(1) = �IRX(t)2 = LH(X + t�X)L�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?; (3.37)where L is a given invertible matrix. Notie that RX(t) = �LH(X + t�X)L�1=2. Weintrodued the auxiliary funtion RX(t) in order to simplify the presentation.Letting LX(t) := L�HRX(t), we an rewrite (3.37) as8>>><>>>: LX(1)H(Z + �Z)LX(1) = �ILX(t)LX(t)H = X + t�X; LHLX(t) 2 H�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?: (3.38)Now, de�ne the target funtionW (t) := LX(t)H(Z + t�Z)LX(t):Impliit di�erentiation of the identity(X + t�X)(Z + t�Z) = LX(t)W (t)LX(t)�1yieldsX�Z + (�X)Z + 2t�X�Z = LX(t)W [1℄(t)LX(t)�1 + L[1℄X (t)W (t)LX(t)�1�LX(t)W (t)LX(t)�1L[1℄X (t)LX(t)�1: (3.39)Linearization of the target equation W (1) = �I yields the identity W [1℄(0) = �I�W (0),where W (0) = LHXZLX , LX := LX(0). Substitute this into (3.39), to obtain for t = 0that X�Z + (�X)Z = (�I �XZ) + (L[1℄X (0)L�1X )XZ �XZ(L[1℄X (0)L�1X ):It follows that the Monteiro{Tsuhiya diretions are solutions of the system8>>>>>><>>>>>>: X�Z + (�X)Z = (�I �XZ) + (L[1℄X (0)L�1X )XZ �XZ(L[1℄X (0)L�1X )2PH �L[1℄X (0)LHX� = �XLHLX ; LHL[1℄X (0) 2 H�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?: (3.40)We will see in Setion 3.6.3 how the Monteiro{Tsuhiya family of path{following diretionsan be interpreted in the V {spae framework.



78 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODS3.6.3 Eigenvalue TargetsThe third main approah, after the self{saled barrier approah and the many variants ofthe matrix target approah, is the eigenvalue target approah. In this approah, we set atarget for the eigenvalues of the matrix XZ, instead of its entries.An iterate in the Q{method onsists of a primal{dual pair of diagonal matries (�X ;�Z)and a ommon eigenvetor basis Q. This method was proposed by Alizadeh, Haeberlyand Overton [2, 4℄. A Newton diretion is obtained by linearizing the diagonal system(�X + ��X)(�Z + ��Z) = �I:However, the hoie of variables in this method makes the feasibility restritions nonlinear,viz. Q�XQH 2 B +A and Q�ZQH 2 C +A?. Another weak point of the Q{method isits lak of global onvergene.A di�erent method with eigenvalue targets was proposed by Sturm and Zhang [149, 144℄,as a way to extend the v{spae approah of Kojima, Megiddo, Noma and Yoshise [73℄ tosemidefinite programming. In the semidefinite V {spae approah, we derive a Newtondiretion by setting a target for V 2, the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of XZ, as disussedin this hapter. For path{following methods, we arrived at the Newton equation (3.15),whih orresponds with the Nesterov{Todd diretion [113℄.In order to obtain (3.15) in the framework of Nesterov and Todd [113℄, it is important touse a modi�ed Newton diretion, in whih the Hessian of the barrier funtion is evaluatedat the saling point D(X;Z), instead of the solution pair (X;Z) itself. This saling pointgives the Nesterov{Todd diretion an arti�ial avor, and this is probably one reason whythe Nesterov{Todd diretion is not as popular as it should be.However, Sturm and Zhang [149℄ derived the Nesterov{Todd diretion as a pure Newtondiretion for the entral path equation V 2 = �I, exatly as we did in this hapter. Theonept of a symmetri primal{dual transformation is used to explain our interest in V {spae solutions. The V {spae solutions themselves are sale invariant, and the Newtondiretion (3.15) is pure. Unfortunately, many people somehow got the wrong impressionthat the diretion (3.15) is some kind of modi�ed or saled Newton diretion.The V {spae approah seems to be more versatile than self{saled barrier and matrixtarget tehniques, sine it is not restrited to targets on the entral path. In fat, (3.8)shows that any diagonal searh diretion DX+DZ an be interpreted as a Newton diretionfor V by hoosing an appropriate target, see also Chapter 7. We will now show that o�-diagonal entries (DX +DZ)ij, i 6= j also have an interpretation in the V {spae, for those(i; j) where Vii 6= Vjj.To see this, reall that the diretion (3.15) was derived for a speifi hoie of the trans-formation G(t), namely for Hermitian positive definite G(t). If we onsider fatorizations



3.6. DISCUSSION 79D( �X(t); �Z(t)) = G(t)G(t)H with non{Hermitian G(t), we obtain a family of Newton di-retions for a given target in the V {spae. Namely, if we set a target ~DG 2 H? for theskew{Hermitian part of G(1), by demandingPH?G[1℄(0) = ~DG;we obtain from (3.6) thatV [1℄(0) = 12(DZ + DX)� 2PH( ~DGV ):Linearizing the nonlinear system V (1)2 = �I yields8<: PH(V (DX + DZ)) = (�I � V 2) + 4PH(V PH( ~DGV ))DX 2 A(Ld); DZ 2 A?(Ld); ~DG 2 H?; (3.41)from whih we obtain DX + DZ = �V �1 � V + 4PH( ~DGV ):Using the fat that ~DG is skew{Hermitian, we have4PH( ~DGV ) = 2( ~DGV � V ~DG);whih is a Hermitian matrix with only o�-diagonal entries, whereas (�V �1 � V ) is adiagonal matrix. This implies thatkDX + DZk2F = k�V �1 � V k2F + 4k ~DGV � V ~DGk2F : (3.42)Notie that on the i-th row and j-th olumn of (DX + DZ), we have(DX + DZ)ij = (�V �1 � V )ij + 2(Vjj � Vii)( ~DG)ij: (3.43)Therefore, (DX ; DZ) is a V {spae diretion ifVii = Vjj; i 6= j =) (DX + DZ)ij = 0 for i; j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; �ng:In this way, we an interpret the Kojima{Shindoh{Hara family of primal{dual path{following diretions (3.33) in the V {spae framework. Namely, if we let�UX := L�1d UXL�Hd ; �UZ := LHd UZLd;we an rewrite (3.33) as8>>><>>>: V (DZ + �UZ) + (DX + �UX)V = �I � V 2DX 2 A(Ld); DZ 2 A?(Ld)(Ld �UXLHd ; L�Hd �UZL�1d ) 2 M: (3.44)



80 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODSHene, the Kojima{Shindoh{Hara diretions satisfy�I � V 2 = PH(�I � V 2)= PH(V (DZ + �UZ) + (DX + �UX)V )= PH(V (DX + DZ)) + PH(V �UZ + �UXV ):Sine �UX ; �UZ 2 H?, it holds that PH(V �UZ + �UXV ) = PH(V ( �UZ � �UX)), and(DX + DZ)ij = (�V �1 � V )ij + Vjj � ViiVii + Vjj ( �UZ � �UX)ij; (3.45)for all rows i and olumns j.Letting ( ~DG)ij := ( �UZ)ij � ( �UX)ij2(Vii + Vjj) 8 i; j; (3.46)it follows that any Kojima{Shindoh{Hara diretion (3.45) an be interpreted as a V {spaediretion (3.43). Hene, our remarks on the V {spae searh diretion are appliable, suhas the observation that the diagonal of DX + DZ is equal to �V �1 � V , for any path{following diretion in this family. In this hapter, we have made the hoie ~DG = 0 inthe V {spae framework, whih orresponds to �UX = �UZ in the Kojima{Shindoh{Haraframework, and this yields the Nesterov{Todd diretion. As an be seen from (3.42), thishoie results in the shortest Newton step DX +DZ. Considering the fat that the regionof quadrati onvergene of Newton's method is losely tied to the length of the Newtonstep, this explains why we prefer to hoose ~DG = 0.In a similar fashion, we an interpret the Monteiro{Tsuhiya [102℄ family of primal{dualpath{following diretions (3.40) in the V {spae framework. Namely, if we letÛX := L�1d (L[1℄X (0)L�1X )Ld;then we see from (3.40) that the Monteiro{Tsuhiya diretions satisfyV DZ + DXV = (�I � V 2) + (ÛXV 2 � V 2ÛX):By taking the Hermitian part, we havePH(V (DX + DZ)) = (�I � V 2) + PH �(ÛX � ÛHX)V 2� ;whih implies (DX + DZ)ij = (�V �1 � V )ij + (Vjj � Vii)(ÛX � ÛHX)ij: (3.47)for all rows i and olumns j. Referring to (3.43), it follows that Monteiro{Tsuhiya dire-tions are V {spae diretions with ~DG = PH?(ÛX). In the Monteiro{Tsuhiya framework,we an set any desired value for PH?(ÛX), by hoosing an appropriate invertible matrix



3.6. DISCUSSION 81L in (3.40). Therefore, the Monteiro{Tsuhiya framework is equivalent to the V {spaeframework, and all our remarks onerning the V {spae diretions are again appliable.Interestingly, we obtain the Nesterov{Todd diretion ( ~DG = 0 ) by hoosing L = LZwith LZLHZ = Z in the Monteiro{Tsuhiya framework. Namely, from (3.40) we have thenLHZLX 2 H and onsequently LXL�1Z = L�HZ (LHZLX)L�1Z 2 H. This further implies theidentity X = (LXL�1Z )Z(LXL�1Z );so that LXL�1Z = D(X;Z). Now, we haveLHZL[1℄X (0) 2 H =) L�HZ (LHZL[1℄X (0))L�1Z = (L[1℄X (0)L�1X )(LXL�1Z ) = LdÛXLHd 2 H;and hene ~DG = PH?(ÛX) = 0.3.6.4 Final Remarks on the Searh DiretionAs pointed out by Kojima, Shida and Shindoh [79℄, the di�erene between the variousprimal{dual path{following diretions is minor if XZ is lose to a multiple of the identitymatrix, whih is the ase in the N2{neighborhood. However, for iterates that are onlyloosely entered, suh as in the N�1{neighborhood, the di�erene an be onsiderable. Inpartiular, the long step path{following method ahieves an O(�n log(X(0) �Z(0)=�)) itera-tion bound with the Nesterov{Todd diretion (see Monteiro and Zhang [105℄, Sturm andZhang [148℄ and Theorem 3.4), whereas the iteration bound is O(�n3=2 log(X(0) � Z(0)=�))with the Helmberg{Rendl{Vanderbei{Wolkowiz diretion (see Monteiro [97℄ and Mon-teiro and Zhang [105℄). Another interior point algorithm that does not follow the entralpath losely is the primal{dual a�ine saling algorithm, whih was proposed for linear pro-gramming by Monteiro, Adler and Resende [99℄. De Klerk, Roos and Terlaky [72℄ provedpolynomial onvergene for an extension of this a�ine saling algorithm to semidefiniteprogramming, using the V {spae framework (with ~DG = 0). However, Muramatsuand Vanderbei [107℄ show that the algorithm may fail if Helmberg{Rendl{Vanderbei{Wolkowiz diretions are used. Some non{path{following methods are only defined in theV {spae framework, suh as the primal{dual Dikin{type algorithm of Jansen, Roos andTerlaky [60℄ and the primal{dual one a�ine saling algorithm of Sturm and Zhang [145℄,whih were extended to semidefinite programming by De Klerk Roos and Terlaky [72℄and Berkelaar, Sturm and Zhang [11℄, respetively.Finally, it should be notied that in this book, semidefinite programming is treated inHermitian matries, whereas all ited referenes study the real symmetri ase.



82 CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALITY OF PATH{FOLLOWING METHODS



Chapter 4Self{Dual Embedding Tehnique
In Chapter 3, we have analyzed the iteration omplexity of finding an �-optimal solution,if an interior, su�iiently entered pair of primal and dual solutions is known before-hand. We will see in this hapter how we an adapt the algorithms of Chapter 3 to solvesemidefinite programming problems without any pre{knowledge. To this end, we use theself{dual embedding tehnique. This tehnique will also be used to takle semidefiniteprogramming problems that may be unbounded, unsolvable, or infeasible.Self-duality will be disussed within the framework of oni onvex programming. Inpartiular, we onsider the oni onvex program(P) inffTx j x 2 (b +A) \ Kgand its dual (D) inffbTz j z 2 ( +A?) \ K�g;where K � <n is a onvex one, A is a linear subspae of <n and b and  are given vetorsin A? and A respetively. Throughout this hapter, we make the following assumption.Assumption 4.1 The onvex one K is losed, solid ( int K 6= ;) and pointed (K\�K =f0g).Notie that under Assumption 4.1, any nonzero diretion (for (P) or (D)) is a one{sideddiretion and vie versa.4.1 Self{DualitySelf{duality has been defined by Du�in [32℄ for oni onvex programs that are formulatedin the so{alled symmetri form. More reently, Ye, Todd and Mizuno [163℄ formulated a



84 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUElinear program in a di�erent form, and argued that their program is self{dual sine \thedual of the problem is equivalent to the primal". Below, we propose a definition of self{duality that does not depend on the speifi form in whih the program is formulated.De�nition 4.1 A oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) is � self{dual if � is a symmetripermutation matrix suh that  = �b; A? = �A; K� = �K:If, in addition, b =  = 0, then the program is said to be homogeneous.Notie from the above definition that a self{dual program is indeed its own dual, after asimple reordering of the variables. More preisely, if CP(b; ;A;K) is a � self{dual onionvex program, then �(b +A) =  +A?; �K = K�;so that x 2 <n is primal feasible if and only if �x is dual feasible, and, using the symmetryof �, T = bT�;so that the primal objetive value Tx is idential to the dual objetive value bT(�x) forall x 2 <n. Notie also that K� = �K implies that K is losed; self{dual oni onvexprograms are therefore always losed.Remark 4.1 The requirement that � is symmetri, i.e. � = �T, is natural. Namely,for any permutation matrix �, there holds �T = ��1. From the relation A? = �A, ittherefore follows using Lemma 2.3 that�A = A? = (�T�A)? = ��1(�A)? = �TA;i.e. �A = �TA and similarly, �A? = �TA?. Hene, the relation A? = �A alreadyimplies some symmetry.Below are two elementary results for self{dual oni onvex programs.Lemma 4.1 Let A be a linear subspae of <n suh that A? = �A for some symmetripermutation matrix �. Then�PA = PA?�; �PA? = PA�:



4.1. SELF{DUALITY 85Proof. Sine � is a symmetri permutation matrix, we know that �A? = �2A = A.Hene, the orthogonal deompositionx = y + z; y 2 A; z 2 A?is equivalent to �x = �y + �z; �y 2 A?; �z 2 A:From the above deompositions, it follows for arbitrary x that �PAx = �y and PA?�x =�y respetively. Q.E.D.Lemma 4.2 Let CP(b; ;A;K) be a � self{dual program where K is a solid onvex one.Then yTPA�y = yTPA?�y = 12yT�y > 0 for all y 2 int K:Proof. Let y 2 int K, then�y 2 � int K = int �K = int K�;where in the first identity, we used the fat that � is an invertible matrix. Sine K� ispointed (f. Corollary 2.1), and 0 6= �y 2 int K�, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that0 < yT�y = yT�PAy + yT�PA?y:Using now Lemma 4.1 and the symmetriity of �, the lemma follows. Q.E.D.The properties of self{dual oni onvex programs result in a partiularly nie form ofweak{duality:Theorem 4.1 If CP(b; ;A;K) is a � self{dual oni onvex program, thenTx = 12xT�x � 0for all x 2 (b +A) \ K.Proof. Sine x� b 2 A, �x�  2 A? and b?, we have0 = (x� b)T(�x� ) = xT�x� bT�x� Tx = xT�x� 2Tx:Moreover, xT�x � 0 beause x 2 K and �x 2 K�. Q.E.D.



86 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUEIf x� is a solution to a � self{dual program CP(b; ;A;K) and (x�)T�x� = 0, then x� isalled a self{omplementary solution. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that if x� is a self{omplementary solution, then it is also an optimal solution.As before, we denote the optimal value and the subvalue of the oni onvex programCP(b; ;A;K) by p� and p�, respetively. That is,p� := infx fTx j x 2 (b +A) \ Kg; p� := lim�#0 infx fTx j x 2 K; dist(x; b +A) < �g:If CP(b; ;A;K) is self{dual, then p� = �p�; (4.1)as follows from Theorem 2.6. Sine p� � p�, we know that the optimal value p� isnonnegative, and the subvalue p� is non-positive. This implies in partiular that a self{dual program annot be unbounded. In fat, only the diagonal entries in Table 2.2(whih summarizes duality relations) are appliable to self{dual programs, beause forsuh programs, the primal and the dual are essentially idential.4.2 Self{Dual EmbeddingThere are basially two di�erent types of dual variables involved in losed oni onvexprogramming, viz.� Dual feasible solutions, and� Nonzero dual diretions.The former yield lower bounds on the optimal value, and the latter onern the feasibilityof the problem, see Chapter 2. The homogeneous self{dual embedding, to be disussedin Setion 4.2.1, ombines both types of dual variables into a single self{dual program.In Setion 4.2.2, we will treat the extended self{dual model, whih is a strongly feasibleself{dual model for whih the optimal solution set orresponds to feasible solutions of thehomogeneous self{dual model.4.2.1 The Homogeneous Self{Dual ModelConsider a �SD self{dual program (SD),(SD) infxSDfTSDxSD j xSD 2 (bSD +ASD) \ KSDg;



4.2. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING 87i.e. (SD) is the oni onvex program CP(bSD; SD;ASD;KSD). We assume that KSD issolid. The optimal value of (SD) is denoted by p�SD. We introdue an invertible matrixM(bSD; SD), M(bSD; SD) := 26664 I bSD 00 1 0�TSD 0 1 37775 ;and we let AH := M(bSD; SD)(ASD � <� f0g); KH := KSD � <+ � <+:Applying Lemma 2.3, we haveA?H = M(bSD; SD)�T(A?SD � f0g � <);where M(bSD; SD)�T = 26664 I 0 SD�bTSD 1 00 0 1 37775 :Using the self{duality of (SD), it follows that CP(0; 0;AH;KH) is a homogeneous �Hself{dual program with �H = 26664 �SD 0 00 0 10 1 0 37775 :This type of homogeneous self{dual program was proposed by Goldman and Tuker [43,155℄ in the ontext of linear programming. The onvex one AH \ KH onsists of thosesolutions (xSD; x0; z0) for whih(H) 8>>>><>>>>: xSD 2 (x0bSD +ASD) \ KSD;x0 � 0;z0 = �TSDxSD � 0:The onepts of omplementary solution, improving diretion and nonzero lower level di-retion for (SD) an be haraterized in terms of the homogeneous program (0; 0;AH;KH)as follows:� xSD is a self{omplementary solution to (SD) if and only if(xSD; 1; 0) 2 AH \ KH:



88 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUE� xSD is an improving diretion for (SD) if and only if(xSD; 0; z0) 2 AH \ KH for some z0 > 0:� xSD is a nonzero lower level diretion for (SD) if and only if(xSD; 0; z0) 2 AH \ KH n f0g for some z0 � 0:With the above observation, it is straightforward to prove the following theorem.Theorem 4.2 If (xSD; x0; z0) 2 AH \ KH, thenxTSD�SDxSD = 0; x0z0 = 0:Moreover, if (xSD; x0; z0) 2 AH \KH n f0g and (SD) is strongly feasible, then x0 > 0 andxSD=x0 is a self{omplementary solution of (SD).Remark 4.2 It follows from Theorem 4.2 that if(xSD; 0; z0) 2 AH \ KH n f0g;then (SD) is not strongly feasible, i.e. it is either weakly feasible, or weakly infeasible, orstrongly infeasible. However, if it is strongly infeasible, then it must have an improvingdiretion x0SD and (x0SD; 0;�TSDx0SD) 2 AH \ KH.Remark 4.3 Even if (SD) is not strongly feasible, it may have a self{omplementarysolution xSD, in whih ase (xSD; 1; 0) 2 AH \ KH.4.2.2 The Extended Self{Dual ModelGiven a �SD self{dual program (SD), we have onstruted a �H homogeneous self{dualmodel (0; 0;AH;KH), generalizing the Goldman{Tuker [43℄ model to oni onvex pro-gramming. We will now add a normalization onstraint to the model, and we will make theprogram strongly dual. This results in an extension of Ye, Todd and Mizuno's self{dualformulation [163℄ for linear programming, to the ontext of oni onvex programming.Choose � 2 int KH, and let � := �TPAH�H�PA?H�22 :



4.2. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING 89By onstrution, KH is solid, and we an apply Lemma 4.2 to onlude that � is a welldefined positive quantity. DefinebE := � PAH�H�; E := � PA?H�; (4.2)and notie from Lemma 4.1 that E = �HbE: (4.3)Sine E is simply a permutation of bE and � > 0, we havekbEk2 = kEk2 > 0:Using the definitions of E and �, and then applying Lemma 4.2, we further havekbEk22� = kEk22� = �kPA?H�k22 = �TPAH�H� = �T�H�2 : (4.4)We shall now study the oni onvex program CP(bE; E;AE;KH), whereAE := (AH \ Ker bTE)� Img E:Just as in the homogeneous self{dual model, we partition the deision variable asxE = (xSD; x0; z0);with xSD 2 KSD, x0 2 <+ and z0 2 <+. Introduing an auxiliary variabley0 := �kEk22 TExE; (4.5)we an reformulate CP(bE; E;AE;KH) as follows:
(E) min ��T�H�=2� y0s:t: xE � y0� 2 AHbTExE = kbEk22xE 2 KH; y0 2 <:To see this, remark that by definition of E,xE � y0� 2 AH () xE � y0� E 2 AH:Sine obviously, bTExE = kbEk22 () xE � bE 2 Ker bTE;



90 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUEwe obtain from the above two relations and the fat that bE 2 AH, E 2 A?H, thatxE � bE 2 AE () 8><>: xE � y0� 2 AH;bTExE = kbEk22From the relation xE 2 y0� +AH, we obtain�T�H �PA?HxE� = �T�H �y0PA?H�� = y02 �T�H�;where we used Lemma 4.2 in the last identity. Using the definition of bE, it thus followsthat bTExE� = �T�HxE � y02 �T�H�:Combining this with (4.4), we obtain an alternative form for the normalization onstraintof (E), viz. bTExE = kbEk22 () �T�HxE = 1 + y02 �T�H�: (4.6)It is obvious from (4.6) that the lower level sets of (E) are bounded. Moreover, it is noweasily verified that � 2 (bE +AE)\ int KH, i.e. � is an interior solution, whih an serve asan initial solution in interior point methods (remark that we an hoose any � 2 int KH).The feasible solutions xE of (E) for whih y0 = 0 orrespond to those solutions of thehomogeneous model (H) that are normalized by the onstraint �T�HxE = �T�H�=2. Thenormalization guarantees that if y0 = 0, then xE is a nonzero diretion of the homogeneousmodel (H).Theorem 4.3 The oni onvex program CP(bE; E;AE;KH) has the following properties:1. It is self{dual,2. It has an interior solution, viz. � 2 (bE +AE) \ int KH, and hene3. It has a self{omplementary solution,4. Any self{omplementary solution is a nonzero diretion of CP(0; 0;AH;KH), and5. For any nonzero diretion xE of the homogeneous program CP(0; 0;AH;KH), thereexists � > 0 suh that �xSD is a self{omplementary solution for CP(bE; E;AE;KH).Proof.



4.2. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING 911. It is already known from (4.3) that E = �HbE. Moreover, K�H = �HKH, sineCP(0; 0;AH;KH) is self{dual. It remains to show that A?E = �HAE. To this end,we remark using Lemma 2.1 thatA?E = h (AH \ Ker bTE)� Img E i?= (AH \ Ker bTE)? \ Ker TE= (A?H � Img bE) \ Ker TE= (A?H \ Ker TE)� Img bE;where we used bE?E in the last identity. Using (4.3) and the fat that A?H = �HAH,it follows that A?E = �HAE.2. Using (4.6), it is easily verified that the solution xE = �, y0 = 1 satisfies all theonstraints of (E).3. The self{dual program CP(bE; E;AE;KH) has a self{omplementary solution be-ause it is strongly feasible, see Theorem 2.7.4. Let xE be a self-omplementary solution of (E). By definition, this means that0 = xTE�HxE = 2 kEk22 y0:Consequently, y0 = 0 and xE 2 AH\KH. Moreover, xE 6= 0 due to the normalizationonstraint (4.6).5. Let xE 2 AH \ KH n f0g. Sine �H� 2 int K�H, we obtain using Theorem 2.2 that�T�HxE > 0;so that �T�H��T�HxExE 2 hbE + (AH \ Ker bTE)i \ KH: Q.E.D.Remark from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 that if (SD) is strongly feasible and (x; x0; z0)is an optimal solution of (E), then x=x0 is a self{omplementary solution of (SD). Usingthe interior point method [110℄, we an thus obtain an optimal solution to (SD) by solvingthe artifiial program (E), for whih we an hoose an initial feasible solution � 2 int KSD.We will see in the next setion that even if (SD) is not strongly feasible (in whih aseit may not be solvable), it is still a good idea to solve the embedding (E), if the solutionmethod generates a so{alled weakly entered sequene.



92 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUE4.3 Weakly Centered SequenesUp to now, we did not use the speial struture of the homogeneous program (H) in ourstudy of the extended self{dual program (E). In this setion however, we will fous on thefull struture of (E), and we partition the deision variable as xE = (xSD; x0; z0), just likewe did in the homogeneous model previously. Similarly, we write�T = h uTSD; u0; v0 i :Throughout this setion, we make the following assumption:Assumption 4.2 The one KSD is solid, i.e. int KSD 6= ;.Sine � 2 int KH = ( int KSD)�<++ � <++, there holdsuSD 2 int KSD; u0 > 0; v0 > 0:We an now formulate the model (E) as follows:min (�T�H�=2)y0s.t. xSD � y0uSD 2 (x0 � y0u0)bSD +ASD (4.7)z0 � y0v0 = �TSD(xSD � y0uSD) (4.8)�T�HxE = (1 + y0)�T�H�=2 (4.9)xSD 2 KSD; x0 2 <+; z0 2 <+; y0 2 <:Remark from (4.5) and Theorem 4.1 that(�T�H�=2)y0 = TExE = x0z0 + (xT�SDx)=2: (4.10)In the sequel, we will analyze the behavior of weakly entered sequenes for (E); theexistene of suh sequenes will be demonstrated in Setion 4.5.De�nition 4.2 A sequene x(k)E = (x(k)SD; x(k)0 ; z(k)0 ) 2 (bE + AE) \ KH, k = 1; 2; : : :, isweakly entered if and only if there exists some onstant ! 2 (0; 1) suh thatx(k)0 z(k)0 � !TEx(k)E > 0 for all k = 1; 2; : : : ; (4.11)and limk!1 TEx(k)E = 0.Condition (4.11) is also known as the minimal entrality ondition [153℄. This onditionholds true for all path{following algorithms, and for some potential redution methods. Inpartiular, Nesterov and Todd [112℄ developed a framework of primal{dual interior pointalgorithms for solving self{saled oni onvex programming, whih is a sublass of oni



4.3. WEAKLY CENTERED SEQUENCES 93onvex programming that inludes linear programming and semidefinite programming,among others. All their algorithms generate a sequene of weakly entered iterates. Weremark here that if (SD) is a linear (semidefinite, self{saled) programming problem,then (E) is also a linear (semidefinite, self{saled) programming problem, sine KH =KSD � <+ � <+.Sine TExE = (�T�H�=2)y0, see (4.4) and (4.5), it follows by definition that weakly enteredsequenes satisfy x(k)0 z(k)0 � !(�T�H�=2)y(k)0 > 0 for all k = 1; 2; : : : :This immediately implies the following result.Lemma 4.3 Let x(1)E ; x(2)E ; : : : be a weakly entered sequene, thenlimk!1 y(k)0x(k)0 = 0 () limk!1 z(k)0 = 0;and limk!1 y(k)0z(k)0 = 0 () limk!1x(k)0 = 0:The lemma below shows a ruial property of weakly entered sequenes: the omponentsx(k)0 and z(k)0 avoid the boundary of the one <+ essentially as muh as possible.Lemma 4.4 Let xE = (x; x0; z0) 2 (bE + AE) \ KH and ! 2 (0; 1) be suh that x0z0 �!TExE > 0. For any x0E = (x0; x00; z00) 2 (bE +AE) \ KH there holdsx0 � !1 + (TEx0E=TExE)x00and z0 � !1 + (TEx0E=TExE)z00:Proof. Beause x0E � xE 2 AE and �H(x0E � xE) 2 A?E , there holds0 = (x0E � xE)T�H(x0E � xE)= (x0E)T�Hx0E + xTE�HxE � 2xTE�Hx0E= 2TE(x0E + xE)� 2xT�x0 � 2(x0z00 + z00x0): (4.12)Sine x 2 K and �x0 2 K�, we have xT�x0 � 0. We thus obtain from (4.12) thatTE(x0E + xE) � x0z00 + z0x00 (4.13)



94 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUEThe lemma follows by multiplying (4.13) with x0=TE(x0E +xE) and z0=TE(x0E +xE) respe-tively. Q.E.D.The argumentation that is used in the proof of Lemma 4.4 is due to G�uler and Ye [52℄.Theorem 4.4 below shows why weakly entered sequenes are so interesting in the ontextof self{dual embeddings. Namely, if we an generate a weakly entered sequene for (E)then we an also solve (SD), whenever it has a omplementary solution or an improvingdiretion. In other ases, (SD) must be either weakly feasible or weakly infeasible, and wean generate a sequene of solutions for (SD), for whih the amount of onstraint violationonverges to zero and the orresponding objetive values are in the limit ontained in theinterval [p�SD; p�SD℄.Theorem 4.4 Let x(k)E = (x(k); x(k)0 ; z(k)0 ), k = 1; 2; : : :, be a weakly entered sequene for(E). There holds1. lim infk!1 x(k)0 > 0 if and only if (SD) has a self{omplementary solution. Moreover,if (SD) has a self{omplementary solution then x(k)SD=x(k)0 , k = 1; 2; : : : is a boundedsequene and therefore it has a luster point x(1)SD . Any suh luster point x(1)SD is aself{omplementary solution of (SD).2. lim infk!1 z(k)0 > 0 if and only if (SD) is strongly infeasible. Moreover, if (SD) isstrongly infeasible, then x(k)SD=z(k)0 , k = 1; 2; : : : is a bounded sequene and thereforeit has a luster point x(1)SD . Any suh luster point x(1)SD is an improving diretion of(SD).3. If limk!1 z(k)0 = 0, then x(k)SD=x(k)0 is a sequene in KSD for whihlimk!1 dist(x(k)SDx(k)0 ; bSD +ASD) = 0; limk!1 TSDx(k)SD + z(k)0x(k)0 = 0 � p�SD:4. If limk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 = 1, then (SD) is infeasible, and x(k)SD=z(k)0 is an improvingdiretion sequene in KSD, viz.limk!1 dist(x(k)SDz(k)0 ;ASD) = 0; limk!1 TSDx(k)SDz(k)0 = �1:Proof.1. From Theorem 4.3 and the disussion in Setion 4.2.1, it follows that (SD) has a self{omplementary solution if and only if (E) has an optimal solution (x�SD; x�0; 0) with



4.3. WEAKLY CENTERED SEQUENCES 95x�0 > 0. From Lemma 4.4, we know that if (E) has an optimal solution (x�SD; x�0; 0)with x�0 > 0, then lim infk!1 x(k)0 � !x�0 > 0:The onverse is also true, beause the sequene (x(k)SD; x(k)0 ; z(k)0 ) is bounded (andhene it has a luster point, whih must be an optimal solution to (E)).2. Similarly, (SD) is strongly infeasible if and only if the embedding (E) has an optimalsolution (x�SD; 0; z�0) with z�0 > 0, whih is equivalent with the relationlim infk!1 z(k)0 � !z�0 > 0:3. Suppose that limk!1 z(k)0 = 0, so that, using Lemma 4.3,limk!1 y(k)0x(k)0 = 0:Combining this with (4.7)-(4.8), we obtainlimk!1 dist(x(k)SDx(k)0 ; bSD +ASD) = 0; limk!1 TSDx(k)SD + z(k)0x(k)0 = 0:4. Suppose that limk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 = 1. Then x(k)0 ! 0 so that using Lemma 4.3,limk!1 y(k)0z(k)0 = 0:Combining this with (4.7)-(4.8), we obtainlimk!1 dist(x(k)SDz(k)0 ;ASD) = 0; limk!1 TSDx(k)SDz(k)0 = �1:By definition, x(k)SD=z(k)0 is then an improving diretion sequene, whih implies that(SD) is infeasible (see Lemma 2.6). Q.E.D.Theorem 4.5 Let x(k)E = (x(k); x(k)0 ; z(k)0 ), k = 1; 2; : : :, be a weakly entered sequene for(E). There holds p�SD � lim supk!1 z(k)0x(k)0 :



96 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUEProof. It is known from Theorem 4.4 that lim infk!1 z(k)0 > 0 if (SD) is stronglyinfeasible. Using e.g. Lemma 4.3, it follows that lim infk!1 x(k)0 = 0, and henep�SD = limk!1 z(k)0x(k)0 = 1:Now suppose that (SD) is not strongly infeasible, or equivalently, lim infk!1 z(k)0 = 0. Forthis ase, we know from Theorem 4.4 that x(k)SD=x(k)0 is a sequene in KSD, withlimk!1 dist(x(k)SDx(k)0 ; bSD +A) = 0:Therefore, we have the following inequality for the subvalue p�SD of (SD):p�SD � lim infk!1 TSDx(k)SDx(k)0 = � lim supk!1 z(k)0x(k)0 :Using (4.1), the theorem follows. Q.E.D.Remark 4.4 It follows from Theorem 4.5 that if lim supk!1(z(k)0 =x(k)0 ) = 1, then (SD)is infeasible.Remark 4.5 Theorem 4.5 also shows that if there is no duality gap, i.e. p�SD = 0, thenlimk!1(z(k)0 =x(k)0 ) = 0.4.4 The Primal{Dual ModelUp to now, we have only onsidered self{dual embeddings for self{dual programs. How-ever, the self{dual embedding tehnique is appliable to general losed oni onvex pro-grams, simply by ombining the original primal and dual programs into a single, self{dualprogram. To be more speifi, onsider a losed oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K), andlet bSD := h bT; T iT ; SD := h T; bT iT ; (4.14)and ASD := A�A?; KSD := K � K�: (4.15)The program (SD) is easily seen to be �SD self{dual, with�SD = 24 0 II 0 35 :



4.4. THE PRIMAL{DUAL MODEL 97If CP(b; ;A;K) is both primal and dual feasible, then (b; ;A;K) and (SD) are equivalent,as follows from the weak duality relation for oni onvex programming. Therefore, itis interesting to study the self{dual embedding (E) of the above onstruted self-dualmodel (SD). Sine our basi interest lies in the onnetion with the original programCP(b; ;A;K), we partition xSD and uSD as follows:xTSD = h xT; zT i ; uTSD = h uTp ; uTd i :Sine (SD) is self{dual, the results of Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 are appliable. However, if(SD) has no self{omplementary solution, it is not fully equivalent with the original onionvex program CP(b; ;A;K). Below, we will therefore use the speial struture of theprimal{dual model, to dedue as muh information as possible for CP(b; ;A;K) and itsdual.Theorem 4.6 Consider a losed oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) and let x(k)E , k =1; 2; : : :, be a weakly entered sequene for the self{dual embedding (E), whereCP(bSD; SD;ASD;KSD)is de�ned as in (4.14){(4.15). Then1. (SD) has a self{omplementary solution if and only if lim supk!1 x(k)0 > 0.2. (SD) is strongly infeasible if and only if lim supk!1 z(k)0 > 0.3. If limk!1 z(k)0 = 0 thenlimk!1 dist(x(k)x(k)0 ; b +A) = 0; lim supk!1 Tx(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 � p�and d� � � lim infk!1 Tx(k)x(k)0 � � lim supk!1 Tx(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 :Proof. The ases of self{omplementarity and strong infeasibility are known fromTheorem 4.4.If limk!1 z(k)0 = 0 then neither (P) nor (D) is strongly infeasible, and it follows fromTheorem 2.6 that p� = �d�; p� = �d�: (4.16)Moreover, we know from Theorem 4.4 thatlimk!1 dist(x(k)x(k)0 ; b +A) = 0;



98 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUEso that by definition of the subvalue,p� � lim infk!1 Tx(k)x(k)0 ; d� � lim infk!1 bTz(k)x(k)0 : (4.17)Moreover, using (4.8) and Lemma 4.3, it follows thatlimk!1 Tx(k) + bTz(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 = 0: (4.18)Combining (4.16){(4.18), the theorem follows. Q.E.D.Some remarks onerning Theorem 4.6 have to be made:Remark 4.6 The ase of self{omplementarity was already known from Theorem 4.4,whih also states that self{omplementarity will be demonstrated by a self{omplementarysolution, say x�SD = (x�; z�). It is obvious that (x�; z�) is then a omplementary solutionpair for (P) and (D).Remark 4.7 Similarly, we know from Theorem 4.4 that strong infeasibility will be demon-strated by an improving diretion, say x�SD = (x�; z�). In this ase, we have Tx� + bTz� <0, so that either Tx� and bTz� are both negative, or exatly one of the quantities Tx� andbTz� is negative, say Tx� < 0 and bTz� � 0. In the former ase, z� and x� demonstrateprimal and dual strong infeasibility respetively. In the latter ase, it follows that (D) isstrongly infeasible, but we do not have omplete information about (P): (P) an be eitherunbounded or infeasible.Remark that by definition, (P) is unbounded if and only if p� = �1, and (D) is infeasibleif and only if d� = 1. The following is therefore a onsequene of Theorem 4.6.Corollary 4.1 If (P) is unbounded and (D) is weakly infeasible, thenlimk!1 z(k)0 = 0; limk!1 Tx(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 = �1:Conversely, if limk!1 z(k)0 = 0; limk!1 Tx(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 = �1; (4.19)then (D) is weakly infeasible and either (P) is unbounded or p� > �d�.Remark 4.8 If (P) is strongly feasible, then p� = �d� (see Theorem 2.7), and Corol-lary 4.1 haraterizes the ase of primal unboundedness. In general however, we annotonlude unboundedness from (4.19), as is illustrated later in this hapter by Example 4.7.



4.4. THE PRIMAL{DUAL MODEL 99There are still some ases that are not desribed by Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.1.Namely, it an happen that� p� is finite, and p� = �d�, but (P) is not solvable,� p� and d� are finite, but p� + d� > 0,� (P) is weakly feasible, but (D) is weakly infeasible,� (P) and (D) are both weakly infeasible.In all these remaining ases, we will obtain some partial information, based on the valueof lim supk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 .Theorem 4.7 Consider a losed oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K) and let x(k)E , k =1; 2; : : :, be a weakly entered sequene for the self{dual embedding (E), where we usethe primal{dual model CP(bSD; SD;ASD;KSD) as de�ned in (4.14){(4.15). Suppose thatlimk!1 x(k)0 = limk!1 z(k)0 = 0 andlim infk!1 Tx(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 > �1; lim infk!1 bTz(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 > �1:Then1. If lim supk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 = 1, then (SD) is weakly infeasible, and p� 6= �d�. Hene,p� + d� = 1. Moreover, x(k)SD=z(k)0 , k = 1; 2; : : :, is an improving diretion sequene.2. If 0 < lim supk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 <1, then p� 6= �d� and neither (P) nor (D) is stronglyfeasible. Moreover, x(k) > 0 for all suÆiently large k, and any luster point ofthe sequene x(k)= x(k) is a nonzero lower level diretion, demonstrating the fatthat (D) is not strongly feasible.3. If lim supk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 = 0, we have the following:� If limk!1 x(k) =x(k)0 = 1, then (D) is not strongly feasible. Moreover, x(k)is positive for all suÆiently large k, and any luster point of the sequenex(k)= x(k) is a nonzero lower level diretion, demonstrating the fat that (D)is not strongly feasible.� Otherwise, i.e. if lim infk!1 x(k) =x(k)0 <1, then (P) is solvable and weaklyfeasible. Moreover, any luster point of the sequene x(k)=x(k)0 is an optimalsolution for (P) and lim infk!1 Tz(k)=x(k)0 = �p�.Proof.



100 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUE1. It is already known from Theorem 4.4 that if lim supk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 = 1, then (SD)is weakly infeasible, and x(k)SD=z(k)0 , k = 1; 2; : : :, is an improving diretion sequene.Using Corollary 4.1, we have p� > �1 and d� > �1, and it follows that p�+d� = 1and p� 6= �d�.2. We use that p� > �1 and d� > �1 to onlude from Theorem 4.5 that iflim supk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 > 0;then p� + d� > 0. Together with Theorem 2.7, this implies that neither (P) nor (D)is strongly feasible. Using Theorem 4.6, we know that the sequene x(k)=x(k)0 annothave any luster point. Namely, if x is suh a luster point then x 2 (b + A) \ Kand Tx < p�, a ontradition. Consequently, limk!1 x(k) =x0 = 1 and we obtainfrom (4.7) that any luster point x� of the sequene x(k)= x(k) is a nonzero diretion,i.e. 0 6= x� 2 A \ K. Dividing (4.8) by x0, and using Lemma 4.3, we havelim supk!1 Tx(k)x(k)0 = � lim infk!1 bTz(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 <1;where the inequality is an assumption of the lemma. Sine x(k)0 = o(kx(k)k), thisinequality implies that Tx� � 0, i.e. x� is a lower{level diretion.3. Suppose that lim supk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 = 0. The ase that limk!1 x(k) =x(k)0 = 1 isompletely analogous to the ase 0 < lim supk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 < 1, whih has beentreated above. If lim infk!1 x(k) =x(k)0 < 1, then the sequene x(k)=x(k)0 musthave a luster point, and it follows from Theorem 4.6 that suh a luster point is anoptimal solution for (P). We also know from Theorem 4.6 that there is no omple-mentary solution pair, and hene limk!1 z(k) =x(k)0 = 1. We have already seenabove that this implies that any luster point of z(k)= z(k) is a dual lower level dire-tion, demonstrating weak feasibility of (P). From (4.8) and lim supk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 = 0,it follows that lim infk!1 Tz(k)=x(k)0 = �p�. Q.E.D.Solving the self{dual embedding (E) is really equivalent to solving (P) if (P) is stronglyfeasible, as the following theorem shows.Theorem 4.8 Consider a losed oni onvex program CP(b; ;A;K), and suppose thatit is primal strongly feasible. Let x(k)E , k = 1; 2; : : :, be a weakly entered sequene forthe self{dual embedding (E), where CP(bSD; SD;ASD;KSD) is de�ned as in (4.14){(4.15).Then CP(b; ;A;K) is



4.4. THE PRIMAL{DUAL MODEL 1011. Solvable if and only if lim infk!1 x(k)0 > 0:Moreover, if (P) is solvable, then any luster point of the (bounded) sequene((x(k)x(k)0 ; z(k)x(k)0 ) jk = 1; 2; : : :) ;is a omplementary solution pair. (Cf. Theorem 4.6.)2. Unbounded and dual strongly infeasible if and only iflim infk!1 z(k)0 > 0:Moreover, if (D) is strongly infeasible then any luster point of the (bounded) se-quene x(1); x(2); : : : is a primal improving diretion, ertifying the dual strong infea-sibility. (Cf. Theorem 4.6 and Remark 4.7.)3. Unbounded and dual weakly infeasible if and only iflimk!1 z(k)0 = 0; limk!1 Tx(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 = �1: (4.20)Moreover, if (D) is weakly infeasible then x(k)=z(k)0 , k = 1; 2; : : : is a primal improvingdiretion sequene, ertifying the dual weak infeasibility. (Cf. Corollary 4.1.)4. Dual weakly feasible and not primal solvable, if and only iflimk!1x(k)0 = 0; limk!1 z(k)0 =x(k)0 = 0:Moreover, if (D) is feasible and (P) is not solvable, then� z(k)=x(k)0 , k = 1; 2; : : :, is a bounded sequene, and any luster point of thissequene is a dual optimal solution.� Any luster point of the sequene x(k), k = 1; 2; : : : is a nonzero lower leveldiretion, ertifying that (D) is not strongly feasible.� x(k)=x(k)0 , k = 1; 2; : : : is a sequene of approximate primal solutions, withlimk!1 Tx(k)x(k)0 = p�; limk!1 dist(x(k)x(k)0 ; b +A) = 0:(Cf. Theorem 4.7.)



102 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUEApplying Theorem 4.6, Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 4.7, it is straightforward to proveTheorem 4.8.Only slightly weaker results than those of Theorem 4.8 hold under the ondition thatp� = �d�, without requiring primal strong feasibility. Suh results are then appliableto Ramana's regularized semidefinite programs, see Setion 2.7. See De Klerk, Roosand Terlaky [71℄ for a disussion of the self{dual embedding for regularized semidefiniteprograms.4.4.1 Examples in Semidefinite ProgrammingSeveral primal-dual interior point algorithms were reently extended from linear to semi-definite programming, see Chapter 3 and [80, 82, 97, 113, 149℄, among others. All thesealgorithms generate a sequene of weakly entered iterates, so that all results of Setion 4.4are appliable.We will illustrate the theory of weakly entered sequenes for (E) with some semidefiniteprogramming problems, i.e. K = K� = H+. We ontinue with our onvention that givena Hermitian matrix Y 2 H(�n), the lower ase symbol y denotes veH Y , whih is theoordinate vetor of Y with respet to a fixed orthonormal basis of the real linear spaeH(�n) of Hermitian �n� �n matries. Letting n denote the dimension of H(�n), i.e. n = �n2, itfollows that y 2 <n. The pair of primal and dual semidefinite programming problems is(P) inffC �X j X 2 (B +A) \H+g;and (D) inffB � Z j Z 2 (C +A?) \H+g:Sine I 2 H++, we an hoose � = h uTp ; uTd ; uT0 ; vT0 iT as follows:Up = Ud = I; u0 = v0 = 1:With this hoie, there holds �T�H�2 = �n + 1:We obtain the following formulation of the extended self{dual model (E) from (4.7){(4.9),by speializing it to semidefinite programming.min (�n + 1)y0s.t. X � y0I 2 (x0 � y0)B +AZ � y0I 2 (x0 � y0)C +A?z0 � y0 = �C � (X � y0I)�B � (Z � y0I)tr X + tr Z + x0 + z0 = (1 + y0)(�n + 1)X � 0; Z � 0; x0 � 0: z0 � 0; y0 2 <:



4.4. THE PRIMAL{DUAL MODEL 103Weakly entered sequenes will now be parameterized by a ontinuous parameter � > 0suh that lim�#0 y0(�) = 0:We will only disuss those di�iult ases where lim�#0(x0(�) + z0(�)) = 0.First, we onsider a weakly infeasible problem.Example 4.1 (Weakly infeasible) Let �n = 2 andB = 24 0 10 35 ; C = 24 0 01 35 ; A = 8<:X ������X = 24 0 0x22 359=; :The primal is weakly infeasible,p� = inf 8<:x22 ������ X = 24 0 1x22 35 � 09=; = 1and the dual is strongly feasible and unbounded,d� = inf8<:2z12 ������ Z = 24 z11 z121 35 � 09=; = �1:We onstrut a weakly entered sequene for 0 < � � 1=3 as follows:X(�) = �3I + 24 0 �2� 35 ; Z(�) = �3I + 24 3� (2� + 2�2 + 3�3) ���2 35 ;y0(�) = �3; x0(�) = �2 + �3; z0(�) = � + �3:We see that lim�#0 z0(�) = 0; lim�#0 B � Z(�) + z0(�)x0(�) = �1;whih indeed implies that the dual is unbounded and the primal is weakly infeasible, seeTheorem 4.8. Finally, notie that lim�#0 z0(�)x0(�) = 1:In order to be able to solve the self{dual embedding (E), we speialized the preditor-orretor algorithm for semidefinite programming (see Chapter 3) to the speial strutureof (E). The plots below show the numerial results for the examples in this setion. Thesolid lines represent the primal objetive valuesC �X(k)x(k)0 � y(k)0 ; C �X(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 � y(k)0 ;
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Figure 4.1: Example 4.1 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
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Figure 4.2: Example 4.2whereas the dual objetive valuesB � Z(k)x(k)0 � y(k)0 ; B � Z(k) + z(k)0x(k)0 � y(k)0are represented by dashed lines. Reall from Theorem 4.6 that (C�X(k)+z(k)0 )=(x(k)0 �y(k)0 )and (B � Z(k) + z(k)0 )=(x(k)0 � y(k)0 ) are lower bounds for p� and d� respetively.The next example, whih is from Vandenberghe and Boyd [158℄, gives a feasible problem,where strong duality fails to hold.Example 4.2 (Weakly dual) Let �n = 3 andB = 26664 0 1=3 00 01=3 37775 ; C = 26664 0 �1=3 00 02=3 37775 ;
A = 8>>><>>>:X ��������� X = 26664 x11 �x33=2 x130 x23x33 377759>>>=>>>; ;so that the primal is solvable and weakly feasible,p� = inf8>>><>>>:23x33 � 23x12 ��������� X = 26664 x11 (1� x33)=2 x130 x23x33 37775 � 09>>>=>>>; = 23



4.4. THE PRIMAL{DUAL MODEL 105and the dual is also solvable and weakly feasible,d� = inf 8>>><>>>:13z33 + 23z12 ��������� Z = 26664 0 z33 � 1 0z22 0z33 37775 � 09>>>=>>>; = 13 :Remark that p� + d� = 1 > 0 so that strong duality fails. A weakly entered sequene for0 < � � 1=2 is given byX(�) = �2I + 26664 1 �=2 00 00 37775 ; Z(�) = �2I + 26664 0 �� 03� (2� + 4�2) 00 37775 ;y0(�) = �2; x0(�) = � + �2; z0(�) = � + �2so that lim�#0 z0(�)x0(�) = 1;whih indeed implies that p� 6= �d�, see Theorem 4.7.The third ase is a problem where strong duality holds, but there exists no omplementarysolution pair (see Vandenberghe and Boyd [158℄).Example 4.3 (Strongly dual) Let �n = 2 andB = 24 0 01 35 ; C = 24 0 10 35 ; A = 8<:X ������ X = 24 0 x120 359=; ;so that the primal is solvable and weakly feasible,p� = inf 8<:2x12 ������ X = 24 0 x121 35 � 09=; = 0and the dual is strongly feasible but not solvable,d� = inf 8<:z22 ������ Z = 24 z11 1z22 35 � 09=; = 0:Notie that p� + d� = 0, but the dual has no optimal solution. A weakly entered sequenefor 0 < � � 1=3 isX(�) = �3I + 24 0 ��2� 35 ; Z(�) = �3I + 24 3� (2� + 3�2 + 3�3) ��2 35 ;
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Figure 4.3: Example 4.3 0 5 10 15 20 25
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Figure 4.4: Example 4.4y0(�) = �3; x0(�) = � + �3; z0(�) = 2�2 + �3:Hene, lim�#0 x0(�) = 0; lim�#0 z0(�)x0(�) = 0;whih indeed holds if and only if the primal is weakly feasible and the dual is not solvable,see Theorem 4.8.So far, we have seen a weakly infeasible problem with lim�#0 z0(�)=x0(�) = 1, a feasibleproblem with only weak duality and lim�#0 z0(�)=x0(�) 2 (0;1) and a strongly dual prob-lem with lim�#0 z0(�)=x0(�) = 0. The reader may wonder whether the asymptoti behaviorof the indiator z0(�)=x0(�) ompletely haraterizes the three ases that we onsider.Unfortunately, this is not the ase, as the next example shows.Example 4.4 (Weakly infeasible) Let �n = 2, and onsiderB = 24 0 10 35 ; C = 0; A = 8<:X ������ X = 24 0 0x22 35 � 09=; :The primal is weakly infeasible,p� = inf 8<:0 ������ X = 24 0 1x22 35 � 09=; = 1;and the dual is solvable and weakly feasible,d� = inf 8<:2z12 ������ Z = 24 z11 z120 35 � 09=; = 0:



4.4. THE PRIMAL{DUAL MODEL 107We onstrut a weakly entered sequene for 0 < � � 1=3 asX(�) = �2I + 24 0 �1 35 ; Z(�) = �2I + 24 2� 3(� + �2) ��0 35 ;y0(�) = �2; x0(�) = � + �2; z0(�) = 2� + �2:We see that lim�#0 z0(�)x0(�) = 2:The reader may still wonder whether we an distinguish weak infeasibility from strongduality. It appears somewhat di�iult indeed, to onstrut an example of an infeasibleproblem where z0(�)=x0(�) ! 0, but it does exist.Example 4.5 (Weakly infeasible) Let �n = 3 andB = 0; C = 26664 0 �1 00 00 37775 ; A = 8>>><>>>:X ��������� X = 26664 x11 x12 x130 �x11=2x33 377759>>>=>>>; :The primal is solvable and weakly feasible,p� = inf 8>>><>>>:�2x12 ��������� X = 26664 x11 x12 x130 �x11=2x33 37775 � 09>>>=>>>; = 0and the dual is weakly infeasible,d� = inf8>>><>>>:0 ��������� Z = 26664 z11 �1 0z22 z110 37775 � 09>>>=>>>; = 1:We onstrut a weakly entered sequene for 0 < � � 1=3 byX(�) = �4I + 26664 �2 �3=2 00 ��2=21 37775 ;
Z(�) = �4I + 26664 �2 �� 03� (� + 2�2 + �3 + 4�4) �20 37775 ;
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Figure 4.6: Example 4.6y0(�) = �4; x0(�) = � + �4; z0(�) = �3 + �4;so that lim�#0 z0(�)x0(�) = 0:After Example 4.5 there is little hope that feasibility with lak of strong duality wouldimply lim sup�#0 z0(�)=x0(�) > 0. Indeed, we an onstrut a feasible problem with onlyweak duality but lim�#0 z0(�)=x0(�) = 0.Example 4.6 (Weakly dual) Let �n = 4 andB = 26666664 0 1=3 0 00 0 00 01=3
37777775 ; C = 26666664 0 �1=3 0 00 0 00 02=3

37777775 ;
A = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:X

������������ X = 26666664 x11 �x44=2 x13 x140 �x11=2 x24x33 x34x44
377777759>>>>>>=>>>>>>; :The primal is solvable and weakly feasible,p� = inf 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:23x44 � 23x12 ������������ X = 26666664 x11 (1� x44)=2 x13 x140 �x11=2 x24x33 x34x44

37777775 � 09>>>>>>=>>>>>>; = 23 ;



4.4. THE PRIMAL{DUAL MODEL 109and the dual is also solvable and weakly feasible,d� = inf 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:23z12 + 13z44 ������������ Z = 26666664 z11 z44 � 1 0 0z22 z11 00 0z44
37777775 � 09>>>>>>=>>>>>>; = 13 :Hene, p� + d� = 1 > 0, so that strong duality fails. Remark that the �rst three rows andolumns of this program are the same as in Example 4.5, with the additional onstraintsx12 = 1� x442 � 12 ; z12 = z44 � 1 � �1:As a onsequene, we an onstrut a weakly entered sequene that is very similar to theone in Example 4.5, viz.X(�) = �4I + 26666664 �2 �3=2 0 00 ��2=2 01 0�� �3
37777775 ;

Z(�) = �4I + 26666664 �2 �� 0 04� (2� + 2�2 + 5�4) �2 00 00
37777775 ;y0(�) = �4; x0(�) = � + �4; z0(�) = �3 + �4;and lim�#0 z0(�)x0(�) = 0:Our results on the indiator lim sup�#0 z0(�)x0(�)are summarized in Table 4.1. The possible ombinations in the table are illustrated byExamples 4.1{4.6. The impossibility of the remaining ombinations follows from Theo-rem 4.5; see also Remark 4.4 and Remark 4.5.As promised in Remark 4.8, we will now give an example where (Tx(�) + s0(�))=x0(�) !�1, but (P) is not unbounded. We onsider this as an extremely nasty ase, sine itimplies bTs(�)=x0(�) !1, even though d� = �p� <1.



110 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUElim sup�#0 z0(�)=x0(�)0 (0;1) 1p�SD = 1 Example 4.5 Example 4.4 Example 4.1p�SD 2 (0;1) Example 4.6 Example 4.2 impossiblep�SD = 0 Example 4.3 impossible impossibleTable 4.1: Distinguishing the di�iult ases where x(k)0 + s(k)0 ! 0Example 4.7 We onsider a semide�nite program, whih has some similarity to Exam-ple 4.5, viz.
p� = inf 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:2x45 ����������������

266666666664
x11 �x55=2 x13x22 x110 1 x45x55

377777777775 � 09>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>; = 0;
for whih the dual is weakly infeasible,

d� = inf8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:z44
����������������
266666666664
z11 z55 00 �z11=2z33 z44 1z55

377777777775 � 09>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>; = 1:
Notie however, that d� = 0. We onstrut a weakly entered sequene for small � by

X(�) = �12I + 266666666664
�6 ��3=2 03� O(�3) �6�12 �7 ��5�3

377777777775 ;
Z(�) = �12I + 266666666664

�6 �9 0�12 ��6=23�O(�3) �5 �7�9
377777777775 ;
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Figure 4.7: Example 4.7y0(�) = �12; x0(�) = �7 + �12; z0(�) = �5 + �12:We have lim�#0 Tx(�) + z0(�)x0(�) = �2�5 + �5 + �12�7 + �12 = �1;but (P) is not unbounded. See Corollary 4.1 and Remark 4.8.4.5 Existene of Weakly Centered SequenesIn this setion, we will prove the existene of a weakly entered sequene for (E), if weuse the primal{dual model CP(bSD; SD;ASD;KSD) of Setion 4.4. In fat, we will give aonstrutive proof using the theory of logarithmially homogeneous barriers, whih hasbeen developed by Nesterov and Nemirovsky [110℄.De�nition 4.3 Let K be a losed, solid and pointed onvex one. Then F : int K ! < isa �-logarithmially homogeneous barrier for K if F is a twie ontinuously di�erentiableonvex funtion on int K suh that F (x(i)) ! 1 for any sequene x(i) in int K, i =1; 2; : : :, that onverges to the boundary of K, andF (tx) = F (x)� � log t for all x 2 int K; t > 0; (4.21)where � � 1 is a �xed parameter.It is known that any losed, pointed and solid onvex one K is endowed with a logarith-mially homogeneous barrier, see Theorem 2.5.1 in [110℄. Moreover, Proposition 2.3.5 in[110℄ states that logarithmially homogeneous barriers are stritly onvex funtions. Im-portant speial ases are the n-logarithmially homogeneous barrier F (x) = �Pni=1 log xi



112 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUEfor the one K = <n+, and the �n-logarithmially homogeneous barrier F (X) = � log detXfor the one K = H(�n)+ .Let F (x) be a �-logarithmially homogeneous barrier for K, and define its onjugate (orLegendre{Young{Fenhel transform) byF �(z) := supx2 int Kf(�z)Tx� F (x)g: (4.22)Notie that if z 62 K�, then (�z)Tx > 0 for some x 2 int K, whih together with(4.21) implies F �(z) = 1. In fat, Nesterov and Nemirovsky [110℄ showed that F �(z)is a �-logarithmially homogeneous barrier for K� (see Theorem 2.4.4 therein). Hene,F �(z) <1 if and only if z 2 int K�. Moreover, the bionjugate F �� of F is again F , i.e.F (x) = F ��(x), see e.g. Rokafellar [132℄.Let x 2 int K. Using definition (4.22) and the first order optimality onditions foronave maximization, it follows thatF �(z) = (�z)Tx� F (x) if z = �rF (x);from whih we obtain �rF (x) 2 int K�; (4.23)and rF �(z) = �x if z = �rF (x): (4.24)Using (4.21), it is straightforward to show thatrF (x=t) = trF (x) for all t > 0; (4.25)and rF (x)Tx = ��: (4.26)The above properties of F are also listed by Nesterov and Todd [113℄ and Nesterov, Toddand Ye [114℄. Based on the barrier F , one an define a barrier path with parameter � > 0,see Theorem 4.9 below. In the ase of semidefinite programming, the entral path (seeChapter 3) is the barrier path for F (x) = � log(detX).Theorem 4.9 (barrier path) Let K be a onvex one that is losed, pointed and solid.Suppose that CP(b; ;A;K) is a oni onvex program that is primal and dual stronglyfeasible. Let F : int K ! < be a �-logarithmially homogeneous barrier for K, and de�ne��(x) := (�)Tx� �F (x);with � > 0. Then there exists a unique vetor x(�) 2 (b +A) \ int K suh that��(x(�)) = maxf��(x) j x 2 (b +A) \ int Kg:



4.5. EXISTENCE OF WEAKLY CENTERED SEQUENCES 113Moreover, letting z(�) := ��rF (x(�)), there holdsx(�)Tz(�) = ��; x(�) = ��rF �(z(�));and z(�) = arg maxf(�b)Tz � �F �(z) j z 2 ( +A?) \ int K�g:Proof. First, notie that ��(�) is a onave funtion. Moreover, for all x 2 (b+A)\ int Kand z 2 ( +A?) \ int K�, there holds��(x) = bTz � zTx� �F (x) � bTz + �F �(z=�):Hene, ��(x) is bounded from above on (b + A) \ int K, and sine ��(�) is a stritlyonave funtion, it follows that ��(�) ahieves a maximum, and the maximizer x(�) isunique. From the first{order optimality onditions, we know that x(�) satisfiesr��(x(�)) = �� �rF (x(�)) 2 A?:Letting z(�) := ��rF (x(�)), it follows from (4.23) that z(�) 2 ( +A?) \ int K�, andusing (4.24){(4.25), we havex(�) = �rF �(z(�)=�) = ��rF �(z(�));so that �b� �rF �(z(�)) 2 A:The above relation shows that z(�) satisfies the optimality onditions formaxf(�b)Tz � �F �(z) j z 2 ( +A?) \ int K�g:Finally, it follows from (4.26) thatz(�)Tx(�) = ��rF (x(�))Tx(�) = ��: Q.E.D.We now propose the following barrier for K � K�,FSD(x; z) := F (x) + F �(z):Using (4.21), we see that FSD(x; z) is a 2�{logarithmially homogeneous barrier, and fromdefinition (4.22) and the fat that F (x) = F ��(x), we obtain thatF �SD(z; x) = FSD(x; z):This leads to the following definition:



114 CHAPTER 4. SELF{DUAL EMBEDDING TECHNIQUEDe�nition 4.4 Let K be a solid onvex one suh that K� = �K for some symmetripermutation matrix �. A �{logarithmially homogeneous barrier F : int K ! < for K is� self{onjugate if and only ifF �(�x) = F (x) for all x 2 int K:For the extended self{dual model (E), we defineFE(xSD; x0; z0) := FSD(xSD)� logx0 � log z0;where FSD is a (2�){logarithmially homogeneous �SD self{onjugate barrier for KSD. Itis easy to verify that FE is then a (2�+2){logarithmially homogeneous �H self{onjugatebarrier for KH. Sine (E) is strongly feasible (see Theorem 4.3), we an apply Theorem 4.9to arrive at the following result.Theorem 4.10 De�ne ��(xE) := (�E)Tx� �FE(xE);and let xE(�) := arg maxf��(xE) j xE 2 (bE +AE) \ int KEg:Then x0(�)z0(�) = � = 1� + 1TExE(�)and lim�#0 TExE(�) = 0.Proof. From Theorem 4.9, we know that xE(�) is well defined, andxE(�)TzE(�) = 2(� + 1)�; xE(�) = ��rF �E(zE(�));where zE(�) := ��rFE(xE(�)). In addition, Theorem 4.9 tells us that zE(�) is themaximizer of the funtion �bTEzE � �F �E(zE) = ��(�HzE) over all dual interior solutionszE, and therefore xE(�) = �HzE(�) = ���HrFE(xE(�)): (4.27)Notiing that rFE(xE) = h rFSD(xSD)T; �1=x0; �1=z0 iT ;we obtain from (4.27) that x0(�) = �=z0(�):Hene, x0(�)z0(�) = � = 12(� + 1)xE(�)TzE(�) = 1� + 1TExE(�);



4.6. DISCUSSION 115where we used Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D.Theorem 4.10 shows that fxE(�) j � > 0g is a weakly entered sequene for (E).We have used the theory of logarithmially homogeneous barriers, to establish the ex-istene of weakly entered sequenes for oni onvex programming. In the speialase of semidefinite programming however, there is no need for this barrier argument.Namely, onsider the primal{dual path{following methods that were disussed in Chap-ter 3. We may initialize these methods with a primal{dual pair (x(0)E ; z(0)E ) that satisfiesz(0)E = �Hx(0)E , i.e. the initial primal and dual solutions are essentially the same. In par-tiular, we may start with the identity solution, as explained in Setion 4.4.1. It is theneasily heked that all subsequent iterates (x(k)E ; z(k)E ) also satisfy suh a property. Namely,sine primal{dual path{following algorithms generate iterates in an N�1(�){neighborhoodof the entral path (see (3.18)), we havex(k)0 z(k)0 � (1� �)(x(k)E )Tz(k)E2�n + 2 :This shows that iterative sequenes in the N�1(�){neighborhood are weakly entered with! = (1� �)=(�n + 1).4.6 DisussionExtensions of the self{dual embedding tehnique to semidefinite programming were pro-posed independently by Potra and Sheng [123℄, De Klerk, Roos and Terlaky [70, 71℄, Luo,Sturm and Zhang [85℄ and Nesterov, Todd and Ye [114℄. The proposed extensions arebased on the self{dual formulations of Ye, Todd and Mizuno [163℄ and Jansen, Roos andTerlaky [59, 58, 134℄ for linear programming. Potra and Sheng [123℄ only onsider theproblem of finding a omplementary solution for a semidefinite program. De Klerk, Roosand Terlaky [70℄ and Nesterov, Todd and Ye [114℄ also address ases where omplemen-tary solutions do not exist, but do not investigate the more nasty ases that involve weakinfeasibility. However, Luo, Sturm and Zhang [85℄ systematially investigate the mostdeliate issues in self{dual embeddings. In fat the treatment in this hapter is basedon [85℄. More reently, De Klerk, Roos and Terlaky also addressed suh issues in [71℄.The treatment in [123, 70, 71℄ restrits to the semidefinite programming ase, whereas[114, 85℄ onsider the more general setting of oni onvex programming. Nesterov, Toddand Ye [114℄ disuss the appliation of logarithmially homogeneous barrier tehniques toself{dual embeddings.
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Chapter 5
Properties of the Central Path
In this hapter, we take a areful look at the behavior of the entral path, when itapproahes the optimal solution set of a semidefinite program. We will demonstrate thatthe primal-dual entral path onverges to the analyti enter of the optimal solution set.Moreover, the distane to this analyti enter from any point on the entral path is shownto onverge at the same R-rate as the duality gap. This result an be interpreted as anerror{bound for solutions on the entral path, with respet to the optimal solution set.Underlying the analysis is an assumption that a stritly omplementary solution pair forthe semidefinite program exists.5.1 IntrodutionOur study onerns again the semidefinite program (P), given as(P) inffC �X j X 2 (B +A) \ H+g;with feasible solution set FP = (B +A) \H+. For the orresponding dual program (D),(D) inffB � Z j Z 2 (C +A?) \H+g;the feasible solution set is given by FD := (C +A?) \ H+.Throughout this hapter, we assume that (P) and (D) are both strongly feasible, and thata stritly omplementary solution pair exists.Assumption 5.1 There exist positive de�nite solutions X 2 FP and Z 2 FD for (P)and (D) respetively.



118 CHAPTER 5. PROPERTIES OF THE CENTRAL PATHAssumption 5.2 There exists a pair of stritly omplementary primal-dual optimal so-lutions for (P) and (D). Spei�ally, there exists (X�; Z�) 2 FP � FD suh that8><>: X�Z� = 0;X� + Z� � 0: (5.1)Remark that (5.1) is indeed equivalent with the definition of strit omplementarity inSetion 2.5, i.e. X� 2 rel ( fae (H+; Z�)); Z� 2 rel ( fae (H+; X�)):Sine X�Z� = Z�X� = 0, we an diagonalize X� and Z� simultaneously. Therefore,by applying a unitary transformation to the problem data if neessary, we an assumewithout loss of generality that X�, Z� are both diagonal and of the formX� = 24 �B 00 0 35 ; Z� = 24 0 00 �N 35 ; (5.2)where �B := diag (�1; :::; �K), �N := diag (�K+1; :::; ��n) for some integer 0 � K � �nand some positive salars �i > 0, i = 1; 2; :::; �n. Here the subsripts B and N signifythe \basi" and \nonbasi" subspaes (following the terminology of linear programming).Throughout this hapter, the deomposition of any �n� �n Hermitian matrix X is alwaysmade with respet to the above partition B and N . In fat, we shall adhere to thefollowing notation throughout: X = 24 XB XUXHU XN 35 ;so XU will always denote the o�-diagonal blok of X with size K � (�n�K), et.Notie that X 2 FP is an optimal solution to (P) if and only if XZ� = 0. Hene, theprimal optimal solution set an be written asF�P := fX 2 FP j XU = 0 and XN = 0g:Analogously, the dual optimal solution set is given byF�D := fZ 2 FD j ZU = 0 and ZB = 0g:Given � 2 <++, the pair (X;Z) 2 FP �FD is said to be the �-enter (X(�); Z(�)) if andonly if XZ = �I; (5.3)



5.1. INTRODUCTION 119see Definition 3.1. We refer to [80, 144, 157℄ for a proof of the existene and uniquenessof �-enters; see also Theorem 4.9. The entral path of the problem (P) is the urvef(X(�); Z(�)) j � > 0g:Consider the linear subspae AB in H(K) defined asAB := 8<:XB 2 H(K) ������ 24 XB 00 0 35 2 A9=; : (5.4)The primal optimal solution set an now be formulated asF�P = fX 2 H(�n) j XB 2 (�B +AB) \H(K)+ ; XU = 0; XN = 0g;and rel F�P = fX 2 FP j XB � 0g. The logarithmially homogeneous barrier funtionlog detXB is stritly onave on rel F�P , see [110℄ and also Setion 4.5. Moreover, As-sumption 5.1 implies that F�P and F�D are bounded, see Theorem 2.5 or Table 2.1. Hene,there exists a unique maximizer Xa of log detXB on rel F�P ; this maximizer Xa is alledthe analyti enter of F�P . It is haraterized by the Karush-Kuhn-Tuker system8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
XaBZB = I;XaB 2 (�B +AB) \ H++;ZB 2 A?B \ H++;XU = 0; XN = 0: (5.5)In a similar fashion, we define the analyti enter of F�D as the maximizer of the logarith-mi barrier log detZN on the relative interior of F�D. LettingAN := 8<:XN 2 H(�n�K) ������ 24 XB XUXHU XN 35 2 A for some XB; XU9=; ; (5.6)with orthogonal omplementA?N = 8<:ZN 2 H(�n�K) ������ 24 0 00 ZN 35 2 A?9=; :We an haraterize Za by the Karush-Kuhn-Tuker system8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
XNZaN = I;ZaN 2 (�N +A?N) \H++;XN 2 AN \ H++ZB = 0; ZU = 0: (5.7)



120 CHAPTER 5. PROPERTIES OF THE CENTRAL PATH5.2 AnalysisThe notion of entral path plays a fundamental role in the development of interior pointmethods, see Chapter 3. In this setion, we shall study the analyti properties of theentral path in the ontext of semidefinite programming. These properties will be used inChapter 6, where we perform loal onvergene analysis of a preditor-orretor algorithmfor SDP.For linear programming (i.e., X is diagonal for all X 2 B + A), it is known that theentral path urve onverges: (X(�); Z(�)) ! (Xa; Za), as � ! 0, with (Xa; Za) beingthe analyti enter of the primal and dual optimal solution sets F�P and F�D respetively[90℄. Another important property of the entral path in the ontext of linear programmingis that it never onverges tangentially to the optimal fae [101℄. This means that for anypoint on the entral path, the distane to the end of the entral path is of the same orderas the distane to the optimal fae, viz. O(�). The aim of this setion is to establish asimilar property of the entral path for semidefinite programming. More speifially, weshall prove that kX(�)�Xak+ kZ(�)� Zak = O(�):We begin with the following lemma whih shows that the setf(X(�); Z(�)) j 0 < � < 1gis bounded.Lemma 5.1 For any � > 0 there holdskX(�)k+ kZ(�)k = O(1 + �):Proof. Sine X(�) � X(1) 2 A and Z(�) � Z(1) 2 A?, it follows that (X(�) �X(1)) ? (Z(�)� Z(1)). Using this property, we obtain�n� + �n = X(�) � Z(�) + X(1) � Z(1)= X(1) � Z(�) + Z(1) �X(�):Sine X(1) � 0 and Z(1) � 0, we havekX(�)k+ kZ(�)k = O(X(1) � Z(�) + Z(1) �X(�)) = O(1 + �): Q.E.D.It follows from Lemma 5.1 that the entral path has a limit point. We will now show thatany limit point of the entral path f(X(�); Z(�))g is a stritly omplementary optimalprimal-dual pair.



5.2. ANALYSIS 121Lemma 5.2 For any � 2 (0; 1) there holdsXB(�) = �(1); XN(�) = �(�);ZB(�) = �(�); ZN(�) = �(1):Hene, any limit point of f(X(�); Z(�))g as � ! 0 is a pair of stritly omplementaryprimal-dual optimal solutions of (P) and (D).Proof. Let 0 < � < 1. For notational onveniene, we will use X and Z to denote thematries X(�) and Z(�). Let (X�; Z�) be the pair of stritly omplementary primal-dualoptimal solutions postulated by Assumption 5.2. Sine (X �X�) ? (Z � Z�), we have0 = (X �X�) � (Z � Z�)= X � Z �X� � Z �X � Z�= tr (�I �X�Z �XZ�)= �n�� KXi=1 �iZii � �nXi=K+1�iXii;where the last step follows from (5.2). Sine �i > 0 for all i and Xii � 0 and Zii � 0 (bythe positive semidefiniteness of X and Z), we obtain8<: Zii = O(�); i = 1; :::; K;Xii = O(�); i = K + 1; :::; �n:Sine X � 0, Z � 0, it follows thatXN = O(�); ZB = O(�): (5.8)From X � 0 and Z � 0 we obtainXN �XHUX�1B XU � 0; ZB � ZUZ�1N ZHU � 0;see Setion A.4. Now onsider the identitieslog detX = log detXB + log det(XN �XHUX�1B XU);log detZ = log detZN + log det(ZB � ZUZ�1N ZHU ):Sine detX detZ = det(�I) = ��n, it follows that log detX + log detZ = �n log� and0 = log detXB + log det 1�(XN �XHUX�1B XU)!+ log detZN + log det 1�(ZB � ZUZ�1N ZHU )! :



122 CHAPTER 5. PROPERTIES OF THE CENTRAL PATHBy the estimates (5.8) and using Lemma 5.1, we see thatXB = O(1); 1�(XN �XHUX�1B XU) = O(1); ZN = O(1); 1�(ZB � ZUZ�1N ZHU ) = O(1):Therefore eah of the four logarithm terms in the preeding equation are bounded fromabove as �! 0. Sine these four terms sum to zero, we must haveXB = �(1); 1�(XN �XHUX�1B XU) = �(1);ZN = �(1); 1�(ZB � ZUZ�1N ZHU ) = �(1):Together with (5.8), this impliesXN = �(�); ZB = �(�):This ompletes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.Lemma 5.2 gives a preise result on the order of the eigenvalues of XB(�); XN(�); ZB(�)and ZN(�). We will now prove a preliminary result on the order of the o�-diagonal bloksXU(�) and ZU(�).Lemma 5.3 For � 2 (0; 1), there holdskXU(�)k = �(1) kZU(�)k;�XU(�) � ZU(�) = �(1) kXU(�)k2; (5.9)kXU(�)k = o(p�); kZU(�)k = o(p�); as �! 0:Proof. By the entral path definition, we have�I = 24 XB(�) XU(�)XU(�)H XN (�) 35 24 ZB(�) ZU(�)ZU(�)H ZN(�) 35 :Expanding the right-hand side and omparing the upper-right orner of the above identity,we have 0 = XB(�)ZU(�) + XU(�)ZN(�); (5.10)or equivalently, ZU(�) = �XB(�)�1XU(�)ZN(�): (5.11)Using XB(�) = �(1) and ZN(�) = �(1) (see Lemma 5.2), this implies thatkZU(�)k = �(1) kXU(�)k:



5.2. ANALYSIS 123This proves the first part of the lemma.We now prove (5.9). Pre-multiplying both sides of (5.11) by the matrix XU(�)H yieldsXU(�)HZU(�) = �XU(�)HXB(�)�1XU(�)ZN(�):Now taking the trae of the above matries, we obtainXU(�) � ZU(�) = � tr XU(�)HXB(�)�1XU(�)ZN(�)= � tr ZN(�)1=2XU(�)HXB(�)�1XU(�)ZN(�)1=2= ��(1) kXU(�)k2;where we used the fat that XB(�) = �(1) and ZN(�) = �(1), as proved in Lemma 5.2.This establishes (5.9).It remains to prove the last part of the lemma. We onsider an arbitrary onvergentsequene f(X(�k); Z(�k)) j k = 1; 2; :::g on the entral path with �k ! 0; its limit isdenoted by X�, Z�, so thatX(�k)�X� = o(1); Z(�k)� Z� = o(1): (5.12)By Lemma 5.2, we have X�N = 0, X�U = Z�U = 0 and Z�B = 0. Sine (X(�k) �X�) ? (Z(�k)� Z�), we have0 = (XB(�k)�X�B) � ZB(�k) + 2XU(�k) � ZU(�k)+XN(�k) � (ZN(�k)� Z�N): (5.13)Using (5.9) and (5.13), we obtainkXU(�k)k2 = ��(1) (XU(�k) � ZU(�k))= �(1) ((XB(�k)�X�B) � ZB(�k) + XN(�k) � (ZN(�k)� Z�N))= o(�k); (5.14)where in the last step we used (5.12) and of Lemma 5.2. This implies that kXU(�)k2 =o(�) holds true on the entire entral path urve, for otherwise there would exist a onver-gent subsequene f(X(�k); Z(�k)) j k = 1; 2; :::g for whihlim infk!1 kXU(�k)k2�k > 0;ontraditing (5.14). The proof is omplete. Q.E.D.We now use Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 to prove that the entral path f(X(�); Z(�)) j� > 0g onverges to (Xa; Za), and to estimate the rate at whih it onverges to this limit.



124 CHAPTER 5. PROPERTIES OF THE CENTRAL PATHLemma 5.4 The primal-dual entral path f(X(�); Z(�)) j � > 0g onverges to the ana-lyti enters (Xa; Za) of F�P and F�D respetively. Moreover, if we let�(�) := kXU(�)kp� ;then kXB(�)�XaBk = O((�(�) +p�)2); kZN(�)� ZaNk = O((�(�) +p�)2):Proof. Suppose 0 < � < 1. By expanding X(�)Z(�) = �I and omparing the upper-leftblok, we obtain �IB = XB(�)ZB(�) + XU(�)ZU(�)H:Pre-multiplying both sides with (�XB(�))�1 yieldsXB(�)�1 = 1�ZB(�) + 1�XB(�)�1XU(�)ZU(�)H: (5.15)Let fA(i)B j i = 1; 2; : : : ; dim A?Bg be a set of matries that spans the linear subspaeA?B = 8<:ZB 2 H(K) ������ 24 ZB ZUZHU ZN 35 2 A?9=; ;see (5.4). Sine Z�B = 0, it follows from dual feasibility and (5.15) that1�ZB(�) = dim A?BXi=1 �i(�)A(i)B ; for some salars �i(�)= XB(�)�1 � 1�XB(�)�1XU(�)ZU(�)H: (5.16)From Lemma 5.2, we know that ZB(�)=� = �(1). Due to the linearindependene of thematries A(i)B , i = 1; : : : ; dim A?B, this implies for all i that the sequenes f�i(�) j � 2(0; 1)g are bounded. Moreover, we have from Lemma 5.3 thatlim�!0 1�XB(�)�1XU(�)ZU(�)H = 0:Hene, any limit X�, ��i (i 2 f1; : : : ; dim A?Bg ) for �! 0 satisfies the following nonlinearsystem of equations: 8>>>><>>>>: X�1B � dim A?BXi=1 �iA(i)B = 0;A(i)B �XB = bi; i = 1; : : : ; dim A?B: (5.17)



5.2. ANALYSIS 125Moreover, sine ZB(�)=� = �(1) and XB(�) = �(1) for � 2 (0; 1), we havedim A?BXi=1 ��i A(i)B � 0; X�B � 0:By (5.5), this means that X� = Xa, the analyti enter of F�P and heneX(�)�Xa = o(1); as �! 0:Using the linear independene of the matries A(i)B , and using the fat that XaB is positivedefinite, it an be heked that the Jaobian (with respet to the variables XB and �i ofthe nonlinear system (5.17)) is nonsingular at the solution XaB, ��i , i 2 f1; : : : ; dim A?Bg.Hene we an apply the lassial inverse funtion theorem to the above nonlinear systemat the point: XB = XaB, �i = ��i ; i 2 f1; : : : ; dim A?Bg, to obtainkXB(�)�XaBk = O0�kXB(�)�1 � dim A?BXi=1 �i(�)A(i)B k+ dim A?BXi=1 jA(i)B �XB(�)� bij1A : (5.18)By (5.16) and the definition of �(�), we obtain from Lemma 5.3XB(�)�1 � dim A?BXi=1 �i(�)A(i)B  =  1�XB(�)�1XU(�)ZU(�)H = O(�(�)2):Also we have from X(�) 2 FP���A(i)B �XB(�)� bi��� = ���2A(i)U �XU(�) + A(i)N �XN(�)���= O (�(�)p� + �) ; for i = 1; : : : ; dim A?B:Substituting the above two bounds into (5.18) yieldskXB(�)�XaBk = O((�(�) +p�)2):It an be shown by an analogous argument thatkZN(�)� ZaNk = O((�(�) +p�)2):The proof is omplete. Q.E.D.Lemma 5.4 only provides a rough sketh of the onvergene behavior of the entral pathas �! 0. Our goal is to haraterize this onvergene behavior more preisely.Theorem 5.1 Let � 2 (0; 1). There holdsXB(�) = �(1); ZN(�) = �(1); XN (�) = �(�); ZB(�) = �(�); (5.19)and kX(�)�Xak = O(�); kZ(�)� Zak = O(�): (5.20)



126 CHAPTER 5. PROPERTIES OF THE CENTRAL PATHProof. The estimate (5.19) is already known from Lemma 5.2, so we only need to prove(5.20). By Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4, it is su�iient to show thatkXU(�)k = O(�):Suppose to the ontrary that there exists a sequenef(X(�k); Z(�k)) j k = 1; 2; : : :g (5.21)with kXU(�k)k > 0 for all k and limk!1 �kkXU(�k)k = 0: (5.22)With the notation of Lemma 5.4, the ondition (5.22) implies�(�k) +p�k � �(�k) = kXU(�k)kp�k : (5.23)By virtue of Lemma 5.2, we an hoose the subsequene (5.21) suh thatlimk!1 ZB(�k)�kexists, and using Lemma 5.4 and relation (5.23), we an also assume the existene of�xB(1) := limk!1 �kkXU(�k)k2 (XB(�k)�XaB):From the existene of the above limits, we obtainlimk!1 (XB(�k)�XaB) � ZB(�k)kXU(�k)k2 = limk!1 �xB(1) � ZB(�k)�k : (5.24)Notie that the hypothesis (5.22) implies thatlimk!1 �kkXU(�k)k2 (X(�k)�Xa) = 24 �xB(1) 00 0 35 :Using also ZaB = 0, we thus obtain for any k = 1; 2; : : : that�xB(1) � ZB(�k)�k = �xB(1) � (ZB(�k)� ZaB)�k= limj!1 �j�kkXU(�j)k2 ((X(�j)�Xa) � (Z(�k)� Za))= 0;



5.3. DISCUSSION 127where the last step is due to the orthogonality ondition (X(�j) � Xa) ? (Z(�k) � Za)for all j and k. Therefore,0 = limk!1 �xB(1) � ZB(�k)�k = limk!1 (XB(�k)�XaB) � ZB(�k)kXU(�k)k2 ; (5.25)where we used (5.24). Analogously, it an be shown thatlimk!1 XN(�k) � (ZN(�k)� ZaN)kXU(�k)k2 = 0: (5.26)Sine (X(�k)�Xa) ? (Z(�k)� Za), we have from (5.25) and (5.26) that0 = limk!1 (X(�k)�Xa) � (Z(�k)� Za)kXU(�k)k2= limk!1 2XU(�k) � ZU(�k)kXU(�k)k2 ;whih learly ontradits (5.9). The proof is omplete. Q.E.D.5.3 DisussionTheorem 5.1 haraterizes ompletely the limiting behavior of the primal-dual entralpath as �! 0. We point out that this limiting behavior was well understood in the on-text of linear programming and the monotone horizontal linear omplementarity problem,see G�uler [51℄ and Monteiro and Tsuhiya [101℄ respetively. Notie that under a Non-degeneray Assumption, the estimates (5.20) follow immediately from the appliation ofthe lassial inverse funtion theorem. Namely, nondegeneray requires that the Jaobianof the nonlinear system 8<: PH(XZ) = �IX 2 B +A; Z 2 C +A?is nonsingular at X = Xa, Z = Za and � = 0, see Alizadeh, Haeberly and Overton [3, 4℄and Kojima, Shida and Shindoh [76, 78℄. Thus, the real ontribution of Theorem 5.1 liesin establishing these estimates in the absene of the nondegeneray assumption.It is known that in the ase of linear programming the proof of quadrati onvergene ofpreditor-orretor interior point algorithms required an error bound result of Ho�man.This error bound states that the distane from any vetor x 2 <n to a polyhedral setP := fx j Ax � ag an be bounded in terms of the \amount of onstraint violation" atx, namely k[Ax � a℄+k, where [�℄+ denotes the positive part of a vetor. More preisely,Ho�man's error bound [55℄ states that there exists some onstant � > 0 suh thatdist(x;P) � �k[Ax� a℄+k; 8x 2 <n:



128 CHAPTER 5. PROPERTIES OF THE CENTRAL PATHUnfortunately, this error bound no longer holds for linear systems over the one of positivesemidefinite matries (see the example below). In fat, muh of the di�iulty in the loalanalysis of interior point algorithms for SDP an be attributed to this lak of an analogof Ho�man's error bound result (see the analysis of [76, 123℄). Speifially, without suhan error bound result, it is di�iult to estimate the distane from the urrent iteratesto the optimal solution set. In essene, what we have established in Theorem 5.1 is anerror bound result along the entral path. In other words, although a Ho�man type errorbound annot hold over the entire feasible set of (P), it nevertheless still holds true onthe restrited region \near the entral path". One onsequene of this restrition to theentral path is that in Chapter 6, we will need to require the iterates of a path{followingmethod to stay \su�iiently lose" to the entral path, in order to establish superlinearonvergene.Example 5.1 Consider the semide�nite program CP(B;C;A;S+) withB = 24 0 01 35 ; C = 24 1 00 35 ; A = fX 2 S(2) j X22 = 0g:This semide�nite program is primal and dual strongly feasible, and has optimal valuep� = 0. We are interested in the optimal solution setF�P = fX � 0 j X11 = 0; X22 = 1g:Clearly, there is exatly one solution X� to the above linear matrix inequality, namelyX� := 24 0 00 1 35 :For eah � > 0, onsider the matrixX(�) := 24 �2 �� 1 35 :Clearly, X(�) � 0. The amount of onstraint violation is equal to �2. However, thedistane kX(�) � X�kF = �(�). Thus, there annot exist any �xed � > 0 suh thatkX(�)�X�k � ��2, for all � > 0.The assumption of strit omplementarity plays a ruial role in our analysis of the en-tral path. However, some properties still hold without stritly omplementary solutions.Speifially, De Klerk, Roos and Terlaky [70℄ showed that any limit point of the entralpath is a maximal omplementary solution (f. Lemma 5.2), and Goldfarb and Shein-berg [41℄ showed that the entral path onverges to the analyti enter of the optimalsolution set (f. Lemma 5.4).



Chapter 6Superlinear Convergene
The goal of this hapter is to establish the superlinear onvergene of a path{following al-gorithm for semidefinite programming, without nondegeneray assumptions. Speifially,we propose a preditor{orretor type algorithm with (r+1){step superlinear onvergeneof order 2=(1 + 2�r), where any positive integer an be assigned to the parameter r. Theparameter r is used in the algorithm as an upper bound on the number of suessiveorretor steps that are allowed between two preditor steps. The proof of superlinearonvergene is based on the properties of the entral path that were derived in Chapter 5.6.1 A Preditor{Corretor AlgorithmIn Chapter 3, we have disussed the basi form of the preditor{orretor path{followingalgorithm for semidefinite programming. Below, we propose some modifiations withrespet to the step length hoie in this basi sheme, and we will also onsider the optionof multiple suessive orretor steps. However, we will use the same searh diretions asin Chapter 3. Namely, we onsider a semidefinite program CP(b; ;A;H(�n)+ ) that is bothprimal and dual strongly feasible. Given an interior solution pair (X;Z),X 2 (B +A) \ H(�n)++; Z 2 (C +A?) \ H(�n)++;the diretion for obtaining a (�)-enter with  2 [0; 1℄, is defined as the solution(�X;�Z) of the following system of linear equations8>><>>: �X + D(X;Z)�ZD(X;Z) = �Z�1 �X�X 2 A; �Z 2 A?; (6.1)see (3.15). For  = 0, we denote the solution of (6.1) by (�Xp;�Zp), the preditordiretion. For  = 1, the solution is denoted by (�X;�Z), the orretor diretion.



130 CHAPTER 6. SUPERLINEAR CONVERGENCEAs in Chapter 3, we treat primal{dual interior point methods in the V -spae framework.With eah interior solution pair (X;Z), we assoiate a V {spae solution, whih is apositive diagonal matrix V satisfyingV = L�1d XL�Hd = LHd ZLd;for some invertible matrix Ld. On the diagonal of V 2 are then the eigenvalues of thematrix XZ. Reall from definition (3.7) that DX := L�1d �XL�Hd and DZ := LHd �ZLd.Using this notation, (6.1) an be reformulated as8>><>>: DX + DZ = �V �1 � VDX 2 A(Ld); DZ 2 A?(Ld);see (3.11). It follows from orthogonality thatkDpXk2F + kDpZk2F = kDpX + DpZk2F = kV k2F = �n�: (6.2)The orretor diretion does not hange the duality gap,(X + �X) � (Z + �Z) = X � Z; (6.3)whereas (X + t�Xp) � (Z + t�Zp) = (1� t)X � Z; (6.4)for any t 2 <, see (3.14).We let �X(t) and �Z(t) denote the primal and dual solutions in the transformed spae, aftertaking a step of length t in the preditor diretion, i.e.�X(t) = V + tDpX ; �Z(t) = V + tDpZ :Just as in Setion 3.2, we define G(t) := D( �X(t); �Z(t))1=2 and V (t) := G(t) �Z(t)G(t), sothat V (t) = G(t) �Z(t)G(t) = G(t)�1 �X(t)G(t)�1:Algorithm 6.1Given (X(0); Z(0)) 2 FP �FD with Æ(V (0)) � 1=4.Parameter �, 0 < � � (X(0) � Z(0))=�n and positive integer r.Let k = 0.REPEAT (main iteration)Let X = X(k); Z = Z(k) and �k = X � Z=�n.Preditor: ompute (�Xp;�Zp) from (6.1) with  = 0.Compute the largest step tk suh that for all 0 � t � tk there holds



6.1. A PREDICTOR{CORRECTOR ALGORITHM 131Æ(V (t)) � min(1=2; ((1� t)�k=�)2�r):Let X 0 := X + tk�Xp; Z 0 := Z + tk�Zp and �k = min(1=4; (1� tk)�k=�).Corretor:FOR i = 1 to r DOLet X = X 0; Z = Z 0 and ompute V .IF Æ(V ) � �k THEN exit loop.Compute (�X;�Z) from (6.1) with  = 1.Set X 0 = X + �X; Z 0 = Z + �Z.END FORX(k+1) = X 0; Z(k+1) = Z 0Set k = k + 1.UNTIL onvergene.Interestingly, eah orretor step redues Æ(�) at a quadrati rate as stated by Lemma 3.8.This implies that for any k � 1, we haveÆ(V (k)) � �k�1; (6.5)where V (k) is the V {spae solution orresponding to (X(k); Z(k)), i.e.V (k) = (L(k)d )�1X(k)(L(k)d )�H = (L(k)d )HZ(k)L(k)d :Also, it follows from (6.3) and (6.4) that for any k > 1Æ(V (k)) � �k�1 � (1� tk�1)�k�1=�= �k=� = O(�k): (6.6)Furthermore, if �k = 1=4, then only one (instead of r) orretor step is needed to reenterthe iterate (see Chapter 3). In other words, the iterations of Algorithm SDP(�) areidential to those of the basi primal-dual preditor-orretor algorithm of Setion 3.5.2,for all k with �k� � 14 :We an therefore onlude from Theorem 3.2 that the algorithm yields �k � �=4 for allk � �p�n log(�0=�), where � is a universal onstant, independent of the problem data.Thus, we have the following polynomial omplexity result.Theorem 6.1 For eah 0 < � < (X(0) � Z(0))=�n, Algorithm SDP(�) generates an iterate(X(k); Z(k)) 2 FP �FD with (X(k) �Z(k))=�n � �=4 in at most O(p�n log(�0=�)) preditor-orretor steps.In addition to having polynomial omplexity, Algorithm SDP(�) also possesses a super-linear rate of onvergene. We prove this in the next setion.



132 CHAPTER 6. SUPERLINEAR CONVERGENCE6.2 Convergene AnalysisWe begin by establishing the global onvergene of Algorithm SDP(�). Notie that Algo-rithm SDP(�) hooses the preditor step length tk to be the largest step suh that for all0 � t � tk there holds Æ(V (t)) � min�12 ; ((1� t)�=�)2�r� : (6.7)Reall from (3.23) that(1� t)Æ(V (t)) � (1� t)Æ(V ) + t2 kDpXDpZkF =�: (6.8)Using (6.2), we thus obtain for 0 � t < 1 thatÆ(V (t)) � Æ(V ) + �nt22(1� t) : (6.9)Combining (6.7) and (6.9), we an easily establish the global onvergene of AlgorithmSDP(�).Theorem 6.2 There holds limk!1�k = 0;i.e. Algorithm SDP(�) is globally onvergent.Proof. Due to (6.4), the sequene �0; �1; : : : is a monotonially dereasing sequene.Hene, limk!1 �k exists. Suppose ontrary to the statement of the lemma that�1 = limk!1�k; �1 > 0: (6.10)Consider k � �p�n log(�0=�). From Theorem 6.1, we have�k � �=4 (6.11)and hene, using (6.5), Æ(V (k)) � �k�1 = min(14 ; �k� ) = �k� : (6.12)Now onsider a step length 0 � t � 0:5q�k=(�n�) and note from (6.11) that1� t � 34 :



6.2. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 133We obtain from (6.9) and (6.12) thatÆ(V (k)(t)) � Æ(V (k)) + �nt22(1� t)� �k� + �k6�� 76 � 43 � (1� t)�k�<  (1� t)�k� !2�r ;where we used (6.11) and the fat that r � 1. By definition of tk, this implies thattk � 12r�k�n� � 12r�1�n� = �(1):This, together with (6.4), implies that 1 � (�k+1=�k) = �(1), whih ontradits (6.10).Q.E.D.Next we proeed to establish the superlinear onvergene of Algorithm SDP(�). In lightof (6.4), we only need to show that the preditor step length tk approahes 1. Hene weare led to bound tk from below. For this purpose, we note from (6.8) that, for t 2 (0; 1),Æ(V (t)) � Æ(V ) + 11� t kDpXDpZkF =�: (6.13)Thus, if we an properly bound kDpXDpZkF , then we will obtain a lower bound on thepreditor step length tk.To begin, let us define L� := LdD(L�1d X(�)L�Hd ; LHd Z(�)Ld)1=2: (6.14)Remark that p�I = L�1� X(�)L�H� = LH�Z(�)L�:Now define the preditor diretion starting from the solution (X(�); Z(�)) on the entralpath as follows: 8><>: D̂pX(�) + D̂pZ(�) = �p�I;D̂pX(�) 2 A(L�); D̂pZ(�) 2 A?(L�):Let (X̂a; Ẑa) be the analyti enter of the optimal solution set in the L�-transformedspae, X̂a := L�1� XaL�H� ; Ẑa := LH�ZaL�:See (5.5) and (5.7) for a definition of the analyti enter (Xa; Za). We will show inLemma 6.1 below that D̂pX(�) is lose to the optimal step X̂a�p�I for small �. We willbound the di�erene between D̂pX(�) and DpX afterwards.



134 CHAPTER 6. SUPERLINEAR CONVERGENCELemma 6.1 There holdsp�I + D̂pX(�)� X̂a+ p�I + D̂pZ(�)� Ẑa = O(�3=2):Proof. Sine X̂aẐa = L�1� XaZaL� = 0;it follows that (p�I � X̂a)(p�I � Ẑa) = (p�I � Ẑa)(p�I � X̂a):Therefore, the matrix (p�I � X̂a)(p�I � Ẑa), or equivalently, the matrixL�1� (X(�)�Xa)(Z(�)� Za)L�;is Hermitian. By definition of the Frobenius norm, we obtain(p�I � X̂a)(p�I � Ẑa)F = L�1� (X(�)�Xa)(Z(�)� Za)L�F= q tr (X(�)�Xa)(Z(�)� Za)(X(�)�Xa)(Z(�)� Za)= O(�2); (6.15)where the last step follows from Theorem 5.1. Now sine X̂aẐa = 0 and D̂pX(�)+D̂pZ(�) =�p�I, we have (p�I � X̂a)(p�I � Ẑa) = �I �p�(X̂a + Ẑa)= p�(p�I + D̂pX(�)� X̂a)+p�(p�I + D̂pZ(�)� Ẑa):As p�I + D̂pX(�)� X̂a 2 A?(L�); p�I + D̂pZ(�)� Ẑa 2 A(L�);it follows that p�I + D̂pX(�)� X̂a2F + p�I + D̂pZ(�)� Ẑa2F =1� (X̂a �p�I)(Ẑa �p�I)2F= O(�3);where the last step is due to (6.15). This proves the lemma. Q.E.D.Lemma 6.1 applies only to (D̂pX(�); D̂pZ(�)), namely the preditor diretions for the pointsloated exatly on the entral path. What we need is a similar bound for (DpX ; DpZ)(obtained at points lose to the entral path). This leads us to bound the di�ereneD̂pX(�)�DpX . Indeed, our next goal is to show (Lemma 6.5) thatD̂pX(�)�DpXF = O(p�Æ(V )):We prove this bound by a sequene of lemmas.



6.2. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 135Lemma 6.2 Suppose Æ(V ) � 1=2. There holdsL�1d (X(�)�X)L�Hd + LHd (Z(�)� Z)Ld = O(p�Æ(V )):Proof. Let �x(�) := L�1d (X(�)�X)L�Hd ; �z(�) := LHd (Z(�)� Z)Ld:Clearly, �x(�) and �z(�) are Hermitian and �x(�) ? �z(�). Sine X � Z = X(�) �Z(�) = �n�, we havetr (Z(X(�)�X) + X(Z(�)� Z)) = tr ((X(�)�X)Z + X(Z(�)� Z))= � tr ((X(�)�X)(Z(�)� Z))� tr XZ+ tr X(�)Z(�)= 0;where the last step follows from (X(�)�X) ? (Z(�)�Z). Reall that V = L�1d XL�Hd =LHd ZLd and henetr (V (�x(�) + �z(�))) = tr (LHd Z(X(�)�X)L�Hd + L�1d X(Z(�)� Z)Ld)= tr (Z(X(�)�X) + X(Z(�)� Z))= 0:Using the spetral deomposition �x(�) + �z(�) = QH�Q with Q unitary and � realdiagonal (see Appendix A), we further obtain0 = tr (V (�x(�) + �z(�))) = tr (V QH�Q) = tr ((QV QH)�):Notie that QV QH is a positive definite matrix with eigenvalues Vjj, j = 1; 2; : : : ; �n, whihare all �(p�). This implies that the diagonal entries of QV QH are also �(p�). There-fore, the preeding equation implies that the diagonal matrix � must have a nonpositiveeigenvalue and that its diagonal entries are mutually of the same order of magnitude. Inother words, k�x(�) + �z(�)k2 = O(j�min(�x(�) + �z(�))j): (6.16)By the definition of the entral path, we have�I = (V + �x(�))(V + �z(�))=  V + �x(�) + �z(�)2 + �x(�)��z(�)2 !� V + �x(�) + �z(�)2 � �x(�)��z(�)2 ! :



136 CHAPTER 6. SUPERLINEAR CONVERGENCESine the left hand side matrix (�I) is Hermitian, the skew{Hermitian ross term mustanel when we expand the matrix produt in the right hand side. It follows that�I =  V + �x(�) + �z(�)2 !2 � 14 (�x(�)��z(�))2and therefore, V + �x(�) + �z(�)2 � p�I:Using (3.17), we obtain j�min(�x(�) + �z(�))j = O(p�Æ(V )):Combining this with (6.16) and using the fat that �x(�) ? �z(�), we havek�x(�)k+ k�z(�)k = O(j�min(�x(�) + �z(�))j) = O(p�Æ(V )): Q.E.D.Lemma 6.3 Suppose Æ(V ) � 1=2 and let �D� := D(L�1d X(�)L�Hd ; LHd Z(�)Ld). Thereholds  �D� � I = O(Æ(V )):Proof. Notie that L�1� XL�H� = p�I + L�1� (X �X(�))L�H� (6.17)and LH�ZL� = p�I + LH� (Z � Z(�))L�: (6.18)Reall from definition (6.14) that L� = Ld �D1=2� . Therefore, by pre- and post-multiplying(6.17) by �D1=2� and (6.18) by �D�1=2� and rearranging terms,p�( �D� � �D�1� ) = L�1d (X(�)�X)L�Hd + LHd (Z � Z(�))Ld:Together with Lemma 6.2, this implies �D� = �(1) and �D� � I = O(Æ(V )):The lemma is proved. Q.E.D.Now, let D̂pX := L�1� (LdDpXLHd )L�H� ; D̂pZ := LH� (L�Hd DpZL�1d )L�:Notie that (D̂pX ; D̂pZ) 2 A(L�)�A?(L�).



6.2. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 137Lemma 6.4 Suppose Æ(V ) � 1=2. We haveD̂pX �DpX+ D̂pZ �DpZ = O(p�Æ(V )):Proof. Notie that L�1d L� = �D1=2� , where �D� is as in Lemma 6.3. We haveD̂pZ = �D1=2� ZpX �D1=2�= DpZ + ( �D1=2� � I)DpZ �D1=2� + DpZ( �D1=2� � I):Now using Lemma 6.3 and (6.2), we see thatD̂pZ �DpZ = O(p�Æ(V )):It an be shown in an analogous way thatD̂pX �DpX = O(p�Æ(V )): Q.E.D.Now we are ready to bound the di�erene between D̂pX(�) and DpX .Lemma 6.5 Suppose Æ(V ) � 1=2. We haveD̂pX(�)�DpX+ D̂pZ(�)�DpZ = O(p�Æ(V )):Proof. By definition of the preditor diretions, we haveD̂pX(�) + D̂pZ(�) = �p�Iand DpX + DpZ = �V:Combining these two relations yieldsD̂pX(�)� D̂pX + D̂pZ(�)� D̂pZ = V �p�I + DpX � D̂pX + DpZ � D̂pZ :Now using Lemma 6.4 and using the fat thatkV �p�IkF = k(V +p�I)�1(V 2 � �I)kF � p�Æ(V );we obtain D̂pX(�)� D̂pX + D̂pZ(�)� D̂pZ = O(p�Æ(V )):Sine (D̂pX(�) � D̂pX) ? (D̂pZ(�) � D̂pZ), the lemma follows from the above relation, afterapplying Lemma 6.4 one more. Q.E.D.Combining (6.15), Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.5 we an now estimate the order of kDpXDpZk,and hene, using (6.13), we an estimate the preditor step length tk.



138 CHAPTER 6. SUPERLINEAR CONVERGENCELemma 6.6 We have kDpXDpZk = O(�(� + Æ(V ))):Proof. Combining Lemma 6.5 with Lemma 6.1, we havep�I + DpX � X̂a+ p�I + DpZ � Ẑa = O(p�(� + Æ(V ))); (6.19)so that, using (6.2), p�I � X̂a+ p�I � Ẑa = O(p�): (6.20)Moreover,DpXDpZ = (X̂a �p�I)(Ẑa �p�I) + (X̂a �p�I)(p�I + DpZ � Ẑa)+(p�I + DpX � X̂a)DpZ :Applying (6.15), (6.19), (6.20) and (6.2) to the above relation yieldskDpXDpZk = O(�(� + Æ(V ))): Q.E.D.Theorem 6.3 The iterates (X(k); Z(k)) generated by Algorithm SDP(�) onverge to theanalyti enter (Xa; Za) superlinearly with order 2=(1 + 2�r). The duality gap �(k) on-verges to zero at the same rate.Proof. From (6.13) we see that for any t � 0 satisfying�k�1 + kDpXDpZkF =�k � (1� t)((1� t)�k=�)2�r ;there holds Æ(V (t)) � ((1� t)�=�)2�r :This implies using (6.6) and Lemma 6.6 that(1� tk)1+2�r � (�k�1 + kDpXDpZkF =�k)(�k=�)�2�r= O(�1�2�rk );so that �k+1 = (1� tk)�k = O(�2=(1+2�r)k ):



6.3. DISCUSSION 139This shows that the duality gap onverges to zero superlinearly with order 2=(1 + 2�r).It remains to prove that the iterates onverge to the analyti enter with the same order.Notie thatkX(k) �X(�k)k2F = tr (X(k) �X(�k))L�Hd (LHd Ld)L�1d (X(k) �X(�k))� kLHd Ldk2 � tr (X(k) �X(�k))L�Hd L�1d (X(k) �X(�k))= kLHd Ldk2 � tr L�1d (X(k) �X(�k))(X(k) �X(�k))L�Hd� kLHd Ldk22 � kL�1d (X(k) �X(�k))L�Hd k2F : (6.21)However, using definition (6.14) and applying Lemma 6.3,kLHd LdkF = k �D�1=2�k LH�kL�k �D�1=2�k kF = O(kLH�kL�kkF ):Sine L�kLH�k = X(�k)=p�k, it follows thatkLH�kL�kk2F = tr X(�k)2�k = 1�k kX(�k)k2F :Using Lemma 5.1, we thus obtainkLHd LdkF = O( 1p�k ): (6.22)Combining (6.21) and (6.22) with Lemma 6.2, we havekX(k) �X(�k)kF = O( 1p�k kL�1d (X(k) �X(�k))L�Hd kF ) = O(Æ(V (k))) = O(�k):Hene, we obtain from Theorem 5.1 thatkX(k) �XakF = O(�k):Similarly, it an be shown that kZ(k) � ZakF = O(�k):This shows that the iterates onverge to the analyti enter R-superlinearly, with thesame order as �k onverges to zero. Q.E.D.6.3 DisussionWe have shown the global and superlinear onvergene of the preditor-orretor algo-rithm SDP(�), assuming only the existene of a stritly omplementary solution pair. Inpartiular, our results hold true for degenerate semidefinite programs, with possibly mul-tiple optimal solutions. Suh results were previously known only in the ontext of linear



140 CHAPTER 6. SUPERLINEAR CONVERGENCEprogramming and linear omplementarity problems, see Ye and Anstreiher [162℄. Linearprograms are always endowed with a stritly omplementary solution pair, but this is notthe ase for linear omplementarity problems. In fat, the Mizuno{Todd{Ye preditor{orretor method annot be superlinearly onvergent for linear omplementarity problemsif a stritly omplementary solution does not exist, see Monteiro and Wright [103℄ and El-Bakry, Tapia and Zhang [33℄. However, reent algorithms of Mizuno [94℄ and Sturm [140℄also ahieve superlinear onvergene for monotone omplementarity problems withoutstritly omplementary solutions.The loal onvergene analysis in this hapter is based on Theorem 5.1, whih states thatkX(�)�Xak+kZ(�)�Zak = O(�). By enforing Æ(V (k)) ! 0, the iterates \inherit" thisproperty of the entral path. For the generalization of the Mizuno-Todd-Ye preditor-orretor algorithm as disussed in Setion 3.5.2, we do not enfore Æ(V (k)) ! 0, andhene we annot onlude superlinear onvergene for it yet. In this respet, it will beinteresting to study the asymptoti behavior of the orretor steps.Superlinear onvergene in the ontext of semidefinite programming was first studiedunder nondegeneray assumptions by Kojima, Shida and Shindoh [76℄, and Potra andSheng [120℄. Then Luo, Sturm and Zhang [86℄ extended the superlinearity results todegenerate semidefinite programs. In this thesis, we have followed the approah of [86℄.Potra and Sheng [122℄ adapted some tehniques of Luo, Sturm and Zhang [86℄ to provesuperlinear onvergene with Helmberg{Rendl{Vanderbei{Wolkowiz diretions, insteadof Nesterov{Todd diretions. Moreover, they show that instead of enforing Æ(V k) ! 0,it is su�iient to let kXkZkk = o(p�k). For nondegenerate semidefinite programs, theXZ + ZX method of Alizadeh, Haeberly and Overton is asymptotially very e�etivein the entering step. This makes it possible to prove superlinear onvergene withoutshrinking the parameter of the N2{neighborhood, see Kojima, Shida and Shindoh [78℄and Potra and Sheng [121℄.



Chapter 7
Central Region Method
In this hapter, we disuss a modifiation of the standard path{following sheme thattends to speed up the global onvergene. This modifiation, the entral region method,generates iterates that do not really trae the entral path, or at least not losely. In thisway, it has a relatively large freedom of movement, and onsequently the ability to takelong steps. This makes it interesting to onsider more sophistiated searh diretions. Wepropose a searh diretion that is built up in three phases, viz.1. Initial entering,2. Preditor,3. Seond order entrality orretor.The first two omponents were already used in the largest step path{following method,with one important di�erene: the initial entering will now diret towards the entralregion instead of the entral path. The third omponent ombines a seond order or-retion with a partial entering step. The seond order orretion is based on a seondorder Taylor expansion of the V -spae movement. Unlike the initial entering, the partialentering step is direted towards the entral path (instead of the entral region). Theentral region algorithm that uses this sophistiated searh diretion will be alled theentering{preditor{orretor algorithm.As disussed in Chapter 3, path{following algorithms always use (Newton) diretions to-wards solutions on the entral path. The entral region method of Sturm and Zhang [146℄is an extension of the path{following method, where targets outside the entral pathare also used. Suh targets are alled weighted enters. Existene of these weightedenters for semidefinite programming was proved by Sturm and Zhang [144℄. A dif-ferent type of weighted enters was defined and analyzed by Monteiro and Pang [100℄,



142 CHAPTER 7. CENTRAL REGION METHODand De Klerk, Roos and Terlaky [69℄ proposed a non-onvex weighted potential fun-tion for semidefinite programming. For linear programming, weighted enters were usedin [58, 61, 93, 134, 146℄.7.1 Weighted CentersAs in Chapter 3, we treat primal{dual interior point methods in the V -spae framework.Namely, we onsider a semidefinite program CP(b; ;A;H(�n)+ ) that is both primal and dualstrongly feasible. With eah interior solution pair (X;Z),X 2 (B +A) \H(�n)++; Z 2 (C +A?) \ H(�n)++;we assoiate a V {spae solution, whih is a positive diagonal matrix V satisfyingV = L�1d XL�Hd = LHd ZLd;for some invertible matrix Ld. On the diagonal of V 2 are then the eigenvalues of thematrix XZ. We onsider a trajetory of solution pairs ( �X(t); �Z(t)) in the saled spae,i.e. �X(t) 2 (V +A(Ld)) \H++; �Z(t) 2 (V +A?(Ld)) \ H++;for t in a neighborhood of zero. We assoiate with this trajetory the symmetri primal{dual transformation G(t) := D( �X(t); �Z(t))1=2; (7.1)and we let V (t) := G(t) �Z(t)G(t). By definition of D(�; �), we haveV (t) = G(t)�1 �X(t)G(t)�1 = G(t) �Z(t)G(t); (7.2)see Lemma 3.1. We know from (3.8) that if V (0) = V and �X(t) and �Z(t) are di�erentiablein t = 0, then V [1℄(0) = 12( �Z [1℄(0) + �X [1℄(0));where the supersript [1℄ is used to denote the first order derivative with respet to t. Thisimplies that V (t)� 12( �X(t) + �Z(t)) = o(t): (7.3)The parameter t above has been used primarily to failitate the study of derivatives.Below, we drop the argument t, and onsider a fixed interior solution pair ( �X; �Z), with aorresponding V -spae solution �V , i.e.G = D( �X; �Z)1=2; �V = G �ZG = G�1 �XG�1: (7.4)



7.1. WEIGHTED CENTERS 143Based on (7.3), a natural estimate for �V is V E, defined asV E := 12( �X + �Z): (7.5)Notie that there is a one-to-one orrespondene between V E and ( �X; �Z), namely�X � V = 2PA(Ld)(V E � V ); �Z � V = 2PA?(Ld)(V E � V ): (7.6)This also shows that if �X = �Z, then V E = V = �V . With this in mind, we define aresidual matrix R as R := 12( �X � �Z):Below, we derive a bound for the error k �V � V EkF in terms of the residual kRkF .First, we notie the identities �X = V E + R; �Z = V E �R: (7.7)Sine �X � 0 and �Z � 0, it follows that k(V E)�1=2R(V E)�1=2k2 < 1. The quantity� := k(V E)�1=2R(V E)�1=2k2 (7.8)will play a ruial role in estimating k �V � V EkF . The relation(1 + �)V E � �X � (1� �)V E; (1 + �)V E � �Z � (1� �)V E: (7.9)is an immediate onsequene of (7.7). It is known from (7.6) that ( �X � V )?( �Z � V ),whih implieskRkF = 12k( �X � V )� ( �Z � V )kF = 12k( �X � V ) + ( �Z � V )kF = V E � V F : (7.10)We will now examine the di�erene between the V -spae solution �V and its approximationV E.Lemma 7.1 There holds�1� 12kI �Gk2kI + Gk2� kV E � �V kF � 12kI �Gk2kI + Gk2kRkF :Proof. First remark using (7.4) that�Z � �V = �Z �G �ZG = PH �(I �G) �Z(I + G)�and �X � �V = G �V G� �V = �PH �(I �G) �V (I + G)� :



144 CHAPTER 7. CENTRAL REGION METHODAdding the above two relations yields�X + �Z2 � �V = 12PH �(I �G)( �Z � �V )(I + G)� :By substitution of (7.5) and (7.7) in the above identity, we haveV E � �V = 12PH �(I �G)(V E �R � �V )(I + G)� ;and therefore kV E � �V kF = 12kPH �(I �G)(V E � R� �V )(I + G)� kF� 12kI �Gk2(kV E � �V kF + kRkF )kI + Gk2:Rearranging terms, we get�1� 12kI �Gk2kI + Gk2� kV E � �V kF � 12kI �Gk2kI + Gk2kRkF : Q.E.D.Based on the above lemma, it is natural to further bound V E � �V F by deriving a boundon kI �Gk2 in terms of �. Suh a bound is given in the following lemma.Lemma 7.2 There holds kI �Gk2 �  1 + �1� �!1=4 � 1:Proof. Remark from (7.9) and (7.4) that(1� �)G2V EG2 � G2 �ZG2 = �X � (1 + �)V E:Together with Lemma A.1, this implies thatkG2k22 � 1 + �1� �:Using the primal-dual symmetry, it follows that alsokG�2k22 � 1 + �1� �:Sine G2 is positive definite, we know that kG2k2 is the largest eigenvalue of G2, and1=kG�2k2 is the smallest eigenvalue of G2. Therefore, the above two estimations implythat 1� �1 + �I � G4 � 1 + �1� �I;



7.1. WEIGHTED CENTERS 145and therefore, kG� Ik2 �  1 + �1� �!1=4 � 1: Q.E.D.Based on Lemma 7.2, we immediately obtain a bound on kI � Gk2kI + Gk2. In thefollowing lemma, we work the resulting bound up into a neat expression.Lemma 7.3 There holdskI �Gk2kI + Gk2 �  s1 + �1� � � 1! = 2�(1� �) +p1� �2 :Proof. Using the triangle inequality, we havekI �Gk2kI + Gk2 � kI �Gk2(2kIk2 + kI �Gk2) = kI �Gk2(2 + kI �Gk2):This implies, using Lemma 7.2, thatkI �Gk2kI + Gk2 �  (1 + �)1=4(1� �)1=4 � 1! (1 + �)1=4(1� �)1=4 + 1!= p1 + �p1� � � 1= p1 + ��p1� �p1� � :Multiplying numerator and denominator both by p1 + � +p1� �, we obtainkI �Gk2kI + Gk2 � 2�p1� �2 + 1� �: Q.E.D.Applying Lemma 7.3 to the bound in Lemma 7.1, we obtain the following estimate forthe error term kV E � �V kF .Lemma 7.4 If � < 4=5, thenkV E � �V kF � �kRkF(1� 2�) +p1� �2 ;where � = k(V E)�1=2R(V E)�1=2k2.



146 CHAPTER 7. CENTRAL REGION METHODProof. Combining Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.3, we get�(1� �) +p1� �2kRkF �  1� �(1� �) +p1� �2! kV E � �V kF= (1� 2�) +p1� �2(1� �) +p1� �2 kV E � �V kF :Sine � < 4=5, we know that (1� 2�) +p1� �2 > 0, and we obtain thatkV E � �V kF � �kRkF(1� 2�) +p1� �2 : Q.E.D.Reall from (7.10) that kRkF = kV E � V kF . Moreover,� = k(V E)�1=2R(V E)�1=2k2 � k(V E)�1=2k22kRk2 = kRk2�min(V E) : (7.11)Hene, it follows from Lemma 7.4 that if we take a unit Newton step from V to steertowards a target V E in the V -spae, we obtain a V -spae solution �V with kV E � �V k =O(kV E � V k2), provided that V E is lose enough to V . The following orollary makesthis observation more preise.Corollary 7.1 If kRk2 < �min(V E)=p5, thenkV E � �V kF � kRk2kRkF�min(V E) � kV E � V k2F�min(V E) :It is interesting to ompare Corollary 7.1 with Lemma 3.8, whih states for the diretion2(DX + DZ) = �V �1 � V that Æ( �V ) � Æ(V )2 if Æ(V ) � 1=2, whereÆ(V ) = I � 1�V 2F � 1 + �min(V )=p�p� kp�I � V kF :Realling that V 2 � (1� Æ(V ))�I, we obtain from the above inequality thatkp�I � V kF � Æ(V )p�1 +q1� Æ(V ) :Hene, the region of quadrati onvergene to the target V E = p�I in Corollary 7.1 iswider than in Lemma 3.8.



7.2. CENTRAL REGION AND ITS NEIGHBORHOOD 1477.2 Central Region and its NeighborhoodAlthough it does not have the best (proved) worst ase behavior, the long step path{following method with the N�1{neighborhood (see Chapter 3) has reeived muh atten-tion, beause it is polynomial and it allows for long steps, whih is a prerequisite forpratial e�iieny. For medium sized linear programming problems, the long step pathfollowing method works indeed reasonably well, see Lustig, Marsten and Shanno [88℄.For semidefinite programming however, the atual performane of the long step path{following method is rather disappointing. This an be explained from the large distanebetween the iterates and the Newton targets on the entral path, whih an aversely af-fet the auray of the Newton diretion. A good remedy for this problem is the entralregion method of Sturm and Zhang [146℄.In [146℄, Sturm and Zhang proposed a generi v-spae method for linear programming,where targets are hosen in a wide entral region that inludes the entral path, andthe iterates are restrited to an | even wider | neighborhood of this region. It wasdemonstrated in [146℄ that it is e�iient to use targets in the entral region that are notneessarily on the entral path. In this respet, the entral region method resembles thetarget following method of Jansen, Roos, Terlaky and Vial [61℄. However, the iteratesof the target following method trae a ertain target sequene, whereas the iterates ofthe entral region method greedily pursue large redutions in the duality gap, withoutneessarily traing their Newton targets.In Chapter 3, the entral path has been defined in terms of V {spae solutions, as the half{line of positive multiples of the identity matrix. We have seen that in a neighborhood ofthe entral path, we an e�iiently approah the so{alled �{enters, by using Newtondiretions. This is the basis of the polynomiality results for path{following methods.However, it is lear from the derivations in Setion 7.1 that we do not have to restrit totargets on the entral path. In partiular, Corollary 7.1 shows that there is a provablylarge region of quadrati onvergene assoiated with a weighted enter V E if �min(V E) isrelatively large. This motivates the definition of a entral region.The entral region is defined as the losed pointed onvex one CR(�),CR(�) := fY 2 H(�n)+ j �min(Y ) � � kY kF =p�ng;where � 2 [0; 1℄ is a fixed parameter.Remark that CR(�) is in fat the wide neighborhood N�1(1 � �2) of the entral path.However, we will not use CR(�) as a neighborhood, but as a region from whih we hoosetargets in entering steps. Extremal hoies for � are � = 0, in whih ase we obtain thepositive semidefinite one CR(0) = H(�n)+ , and � = 1, in whih ase we obtain the entralpath CR(1) = fY 2 H j Y = q tr Y 2=�nIg. We will restrit to � > 0 in the sequel.



148 CHAPTER 7. CENTRAL REGION METHODIn Corollary 7.1, we have established a region of quadrati onvergene for weightedenters in CR(�). The union of these regions will serve as a neighborhood of CR(�),in whih the iterates of the entral region method will be generated. More preisely, forfixed � 2 (0; 1℄ and � 2 (0; 1) we define a neighborhood of the entral region asN (�; �) := (Y 2 H(�n)+ ����� distF (Y; CR(�)) � �� kY kFp�n + �2�2 ) :Beause CR(�) is a losed onvex set, there exists for given Hermitian Y a minimal normprojetion Y � onto the entral region, i.e.Y � := arg minX fkX � Y kF j X 2 CR(�)g:Now, we an write N (�; �) = (Y 2 H(�n)+ �����Y � � Y F � �� kY kFp�n + �2�2 ) : (7.12)As is well known, minimal norm projetions on losed onvex ones satisfy the normalrelation Y �?(Y � � Y ). Hene, (7.12) states for Y 2 N (�; �) that the angle � between Yand Y � satisfies sin� = kY � � Y kFkY kF � ��p�n + �2�2 ;or equivalently, tan� = kY � � Y kFkY �kF = sin�q1� (sin�)2 � ��p�n:This implies that N (�; �) = fY 2 H(�n)+ j p�n Y � � Y F � �� Y �Fg: (7.13)We remark that of all Hermitian matries in CR(�), the projetion Y � has the smallestangle with Y , see Lemma 2.1 in [146℄. Based on this interpretation, the following resultis straightforward.Lemma 7.5 Suppose that Y 2 CR(�). ThenfX 2 H j p�n kX � Y kF � �� kY kFg � N (�; �):Sine we want to use the entral region onept for V {spae solutions, we are interestedin the projetion V �. We will now show that V � is a diagonal matrix.Lemma 7.6 If V is a nonnegative diagonal matrix, then so is V �.



7.3. GENERIC CENTRAL REGION METHOD 149Proof. Let D denote the linear spae of real diagonal matries, and let D? denoteits orthogonal omplement in H, with respet to the standard real valued inner produtX � Y = tr Y X. Then D? is the spae of zero-diagonal Hermitian matries. SineV � = (PDV �) + PD?V �, we have(PDV �)ii = V �ii for all i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; �ng:Therefore, �min(PDV �) = min1�i��nV �ii � �min(V �);where the inequality is easily established from the spetral deomposition of V �, or im-mediately from the Rayleigh{Ritz haraterization. Sine V � 2 CR(�), we further obtain�min(PDV �) � � V �Fp�n � � PDV �Fp�n :Hene, PDV � 2 CR(�), whereas(PDV �)� V 2F = V � � V 2F � PD?V �2F ;whih implies that V � 2 D. Q.E.D.Sine V � is known to be diagonal, we an ompute V � from V inO(�n) operations, using theproedure that was desribed in the appendix of [146℄. Remark that CR(�) is invariantunder rotations, i.e.(Q
H Q) CR(�) = CR(�) for unitary matries Q:For general positive semidefinite Y , we an thus find Y � using the spetral deompositionY = Q�YQH, viz. Y � = Q��YQH.7.3 Generi Central Region MethodAs stipulated in Setion 7.2, eah iteration of the entral region method starts with agiven iterate V 2 N (�; �). The parameters � and � must be hosen as universal onstantsin the following domain: � 2 (0; 1℄; � 2 (0; 1p5℄:Exatly as in Setion 7.1, we onsider ( �X(t); �Z(t)) trajetories in the primal{dual trans-formed spae, i.e.�X(t) 2 (V +A(Ld)) \ H++; �Z(t) 2 (V +A?(Ld)) \H++;



150 CHAPTER 7. CENTRAL REGION METHODand we define G(t) as in (7.1), so thatV (t) = G(t)�1 �X(t)G(t)�1 = G(t) �Z(t)G(t); (7.14)see (7.2). In the entral region method, �X(t) and �Z(t) are a�ine funtions of the steplength t, viz. �X(t) = �X(0) + 2tDX ; �Z(t) = �Z(0) + 2tDZ : (7.15)Starting from the V -spae solution V , we ompute ( �X(0); �Z(0)) by an initial enteringstep towards V �, the projetion of V onto CR(�). Speifially, we solve ( �X(0); �Z(0))from the linear equations8<: 12( �X(0) + �Z(0)) = V ��X(0)� V 2 A(Ld); �Z(0)� V 2 A?(Ld): (7.16)As a first order estimation of V (t), we useV E(t) = 12( �X(t) + �Z(t)) = V � + t(DX + DZ); (7.17)and we define the residual R(t) asR(t) = 12( �X(t)� �Z(t)): (7.18)Sine V E(0) = V �, it follows from Corollary 7.1 and the fat that V 2 N (�; �) with� � 1=p5 that V (0) 2 N (�; �2), whih implies that the entered iterate V (0) is ontainedin the interior of N (�; �). The step length towards the boundary of the neighborhoodN (�; �) is denoted by t(�; �),t(�; �) := maxf�t j V (t) 2 N (�; �) for 0 � t � �tg; (7.19)where � 2 (0; 1=p5℄.The generi entral region algorithm is defined below. Speifi hoies for the searhdiretion DX + DZ lead to di�erent algorithms in this generi lass.Algorithm 7.1Parameters: � > 0, 0 < � � 1=p5, 0 < � � 1 and ��=p�n <  � 1.Initial solution pair (X(0); Z(0)) in N (�; �).Step 0 Initialization. Set k = 0, and ompute (L(0)d ; V (0)) suh thatV (0) = (L(0)d )�1X(0)(L(0)d )�H = (L(0)d )HZ(0)L(0)d :



7.3. GENERIC CENTRAL REGION METHOD 151Step 1 Stopping rule. If V (k)2F < � then stop.Step 2 Initial entering. Let Ld = L(k)d and V = V (k). Solve ( �X(0); �Z(0)) from (7.16).Step 3 Searh diretion. Compute a nonzero searh diretion DX + DZ suh thatV � � (DX + DZ) � � V �F kDX + DZkF ; (7.20)and deompose it into DX 2 A(Ld) and DZ 2 A?(Ld).Step 4 Line searh. Compute a step length t 2 [t(�; �)=2; t(�; �)℄, and letX(k+1) = Ld �X(t)LHd ; Z(k+1) = L�Hd �Z(t)L�1d :Step 5 Primal{dual transformation. Compute (L(k+1)d ; V (k+1)) suh thatV (k+1) = (L(k+1)d )�1X(k+1)(L(k+1)d )�H = (L(k+1)d )HZ(k+1)L(k+1)d :Set k = k + 1 and return to Step 1.Remark 7.1 A possible hoie for the searh diretion in Algorithm 7.1 is DX + DZ =�V �. In the ase that � = 1, this hoie leads to a largest step path{following algorithm.This largest step algorithm is slightly di�erent from the largest step algorithm of Chapter 3,sine the searh diretion is now based on the linearization of V (t), whereas the searhdiretions in Chapter 3 are all based on the linearization of V (t)2.Remark 7.2 Algorithm 7.1 an be initialized with the identity solution X0 = Z0 = I, byusing the self{dual embedding tehnique of Chapter 4.In the sequel of this setion, we analyze the onvergene of Algorithm 7.1.Lemma 7.7 In eah iteration of Algorithm 7.1, it holds thatt(�; �) � �� V �F10p�n kDX + DZkF :Proof. We will first estimate kR(t)kF and �min(V E(t)), so that we an apply Lemma 7.4.The result will then follow using Lemma 7.5, with Y = V �.Consider an arbitrary step length t > 0. Using (7.10) and (7.17), we havekR(t)kF = kV E(t)� V kF = t(DX + DZ) + (V � � V )F :



152 CHAPTER 7. CENTRAL REGION METHODBeause V 2 N (�; �), this implies using (7.13) thatkR(t)kF � t kDX + DZkF + �� V �Fp�n : (7.21)Notie from the identity V E(t) = V � + t(DX + DZ) that�min(V E(t)) � �min(V �)� t kDX + DZk2 � � V �Fp�n � t kDX + DZk2 ; (7.22)where we used the fat that V � 2 CR(�).Before we ombine the inequalities (7.21){(7.22) with Lemma 7.4, it is onvenient tointrodue the quantity � := p�n kDX + DZkF� kV �kF ;so that we an rewrite (7.21){(7.22) askR(t)kF � (t� + �)�kV �kFp�n ; �min(V E(t)) � (1� t�)�kV �kFp�n : (7.23)In the sequel of the proof, we onsider a step length 0 < t < (4�5�)=(9�). For suh t, wehave from (7.23) that kR(t)k2 < (4(1��)=[5(1+�)℄)�min(V E(t)), and hene �X(t) � 0 and�Z(t) � 0, see (7.7). The error term V (t)� V E(t)F an now be estimated by Lemma 7.4and relation (7.11), yieldingkV (t)� V E(t)kF � kR(t)k2F�min(V E(t))� 2kR(t)k2 +q�min(V E(t))2 � kR(t)k22 : (7.24)Combining this with (7.23) yieldsp�n V (t)� V E(t)F � (t� + �)2�kV �kF(1� t�)� 2(t� + �) +q(1� t�)2 � (t� + �)2 (7.25)Applying the triangle inequality, we haveV (t)� V �F � V (t)� V E(t)F + V E(t)� V �F= V (t)� V E(t)F + t kDX + DZkF ; (7.26)where we used the identity (7.17). Together with (7.25) and the definition of �, thisimplies thatp�n V (t)� V �F�� kV �kF � (1 + t�=�)2(��1 � t�=�)� 2(1 + t�=�) +q(��1 � t�=�)2 � (1 + t�=�)2+t�� :



7.3. GENERIC CENTRAL REGION METHOD 153Sine � � 1=p5, we get for all 0 � t � �=(10�) thatp�n V (t)� V �F�� kV �kF < 1:Using Lemma 7.5, the above relation implies V (t) 2 N (�; �). Therefore, t(�; �) must belarger than �=(10�). Q.E.D.The above lemma establishes a lower bound on the step length per iteration. We will nowestimate the redution in the duality gap, as a funtion of the step length.Lemma 7.8 The duality gap kV (t)k2F is monotonially dereasing in t. Moreover, thereholds kV (t)k2F � kV k2F � 2tV � � (DX + DZ) + t22 kDX + DZk2Ffor all feasible t.Proof. Using the fat that ( �X(t)� V )?( �Z(t)� V ), we havekV (t)k2F = �X(t) � �Z(t) = kV k2F + 2V � (V E(t)� V ); (7.27)so that, using (7.17),kV (t)k2F � kV k2F = 2V � (V � + t(DX + DZ)� V )= 2tV � � (DX + DZ) + 2t(V � V �) � (DX + DZ) + 2V � (V � � V ):As V �?(V � � V ), it holds that V � (V � � V ) = � V � � V 2F . Therefore,kV (t)k2F � kV k2F2 � tV � � (DX + DZ) + t V � � V F kDX + DZkF � V � � V 2F :Using (7.20) and the fat that V 2 N (�; �), it is now lear that kV (t)k2F is a monotonedereasing funtion of t. Furthermore, we havekV (t)k2F � kV k2F2 � tV � � (DX + DZ) + t24 kDX + DZk2F : Q.E.D.Combining Lemma 7.7 and 7.8, we onlude that Algorithm 7.1 is polynomially onver-gent.Theorem 7.1 Algorithm 7.1 omputes an �{optimal solution inO(p�n�� log X(0) � Z(0)� )iterations.



154 CHAPTER 7. CENTRAL REGION METHODProof. We will prove the lemma by showing that Algorithm 7.1 has a linear redutionrate of 1� 1=O(p�n=(��)). We know from Lemma 7.8 that the redution in duality gapper iteration is at leastkV k2F � kV (t)k2F � �2tV � � (DX + DZ)� t22 kDX + DZk2F� t(2 � t kDX + DZkF2 kV �kF ) V �F kDX + DZkF ; (7.28)where we used (7.20). As shown in Lemma 7.7, the step length t is at leastt � 12t(�; �) � �� V �F20p�n kDX + DZkF : (7.29)Sine the duality gap is monotonially dereasing in t, it follows from (7.28){(7.29) thatthe redution in duality gap is at least �� V �2F =O(p�n). Moreover, V �F � (1 ���=p�n) kV kF beause V 2 N (�; �). It thus follows thatkV (t)k2FkV k2F � 1� 1O(p�n=(��)) ;whih ompletes the proof. Q.E.D.7.4 Seond Order Searh DiretionIn the preeding, we have based our searh diretions on the first order approximationV E(t) of V (t). In this setion, we proeed by omputing the seond order Taylor expansionof V (t). We assume the same setting as in Setion 3.2, where the first order approximationwas derived. In partiular, we assume that �X(t) and �Z(t) are smooth trajetories, definedfor t in a neighborhood zero, and that �X(0) = �Z(0) = V . We should be aware of a slightinonsisteny here with (7.15). This inonsisteny is due the fat that in Algorithm 7.1,we dispense with updating primal{dual transformations after initial entering steps.We let G(t) = D( �X(t); �Z(t))1=2, so that G(t) is positive definite. Reall from (3.5) thatV [1℄(t) = PH([G[1℄(t)G(t)�1 �G(t)�1G[1℄(t)℄V (t))+12G(t) �Z [1℄(t)G(t) + 12G(t)�1 �X [1℄(t)G(t)�1;and from (3.8), V [1℄(0) = 12( �Z [1℄(0) + �X [1℄(0)); (7.30)



7.4. SECOND ORDER SEARCH DIRECTION 155where we use the onvention that supersripts [1℄ and [2℄ denote first and seond orderderivatives.The relation G(0) = I implies thatPH?(G[1℄(0)G(0)�1) = 0; dd tPH? �G[1℄(t)G(t)�1� jt=0= 0;so that V [2℄(0) = dd t �12G(t) �Z [1℄(t)G(t) + 12G(t)�1 �X [1℄(t)G(t)�1� jt=0= PH �G[1℄(0)( �Z [1℄(0)� �X [1℄(0))�+ 12( �Z [2℄(0) + �X [2℄(0)): (7.31)The identities (7.30) and (7.31) show how we an steer the trajetory V (t). Namely, wehave V (t) = V + tV [1℄(0) + t22 V [2℄(0) + o(t2):After speifying the desired values for V [1℄(0) and V [2℄(0), we an solve ( �X [1℄(0); �Z [1℄(0))and ( �X [2℄(0); �Z [2℄(0)) from8<: �Z [1℄(0) + �X [1℄(0) = 2V [1℄(0)�X [1℄(0) 2 A(Ld); �Z [1℄(0) 2 A?(Ld); (7.32)and 8<: �Z [2℄(0) + �X [2℄(0) = 2V [2℄(0) + 2PH(G[1℄(0)( �X [1℄(0)� �Z [1℄(0)))�X [2℄(0) 2 A(Ld); �Z [2℄(0) 2 A?(Ld): (7.33)Relation (7.32) shows that the first order step ( �X [1℄(0); �Z [1℄(0)) is an orthogonal deompo-sition of the matrix V [1℄(0). We will show in the next paragraph that given this first orderstep, we an easily ompute G[1℄(0). After speifying a desired matrix V [2℄(0), the seondorder step ( �X [2℄(0); �Z [2℄(0)) follows from (7.33), again as an orthogonal deomposition.In order to obtain an expression for G[1℄(t), we remark from (7.14) thatG(t) �Z(t)G(t)�G(t)�1 �X(t)G(t)�1 = 0:By impliit di�erentiation we get0 = 2PH �G[1℄(t) �Z(t)G(t)�+ G(t) �Z [1℄(t)G(t)+2PH �G(t)�1G[1℄(t)G(t)�1 �X(t)G(t)�1��G(t)�1 �X [1℄(t)G(t)�1:Sine G(0) = I and �X(0) = �Z(0) = V , we havePH(V G[1℄(0)) = 14( �X [1℄(0)� �Z [1℄(0)): (7.34)Sine V is a positive diagonal matrix, we an ompute G[1℄(0) from the above relation inO(�n2) operations, see Lemma 3.2. Notie the similarities between (3.46) and (7.34).



156 CHAPTER 7. CENTRAL REGION METHOD7.5 The Centering{Preditor{Corretor AlgorithmWe will now desribe an iteration of the wide region method with seond order orretion.In this algorithm, the searh diretion and the step length are both determined adaptively.The adaptiveness makes the algorithm remarkably e�iient in pratie, but it also makesits theoretial treatment more involved. There are basially three stages in determininga step, viz.� Initial entering towards the entral region,� Use of a preditor for determining a sensible target on the entral path,� Seond order searh diretion towards this target.The initial entering step is part of the generi entral region algorithm as disussed inSetion 7.3. We will now desribe the preditor{orretor tehnique for determining thediretion DX + DZ in Algorithm 7.1.7.5.1 The PreditorIn the framework of Algorithm 7.1, the trajetories �X(t) and �Z(t) are aÆne funtions ofthe step length t, as given by (7.15). After the initial entering step, the V {spae solutionis lose to its estimate V E(0) = V �. In the preditor step, we greedily try to approximatethe optimal solution, using the diretion DPX + DPZ = �V �. After deomposing �V � intothe orthogonal omponents DPX 2 A(Ld) and DPZ 2 A?(Ld), we alulate the maximalstep length towards the boundary,t�P := maxft j �X(0) + 2tDPX � 0; �Z(0) + 2tDPZ � 0g:By taking a step of length t 2 (0; t�P ) along the preditor diretion, we obtain a primal{dual pair for whih the V {spae solution approximates V � + t(DPX + DPZ ) = (1 � t)V �.Based on this first order approximation, we may expet that the resulting duality gapwill be lose to (1� t)V �2F = (1� 2t + t2) V �2F :However, we know from (7.27) that the exat value of the duality gap is( �X(0) + 2tDPX) � ( �Z(0) + 2tDPZ ) = kV k2F + 2V � �V � � V + t(DPX + DPZ )�= kV k2F + 2V � (V � � V )� 2tV � V �= (1� 2t) V �2F � V � � V 2F ;



7.5. THE CENTERING{PREDICTOR{CORRECTOR ALGORITHM 157where we used the fat that V �?(V � � V ). The above relation shows, among others,that t�P � 1=2. This painfully makes lear that the first order approximation of the V {spae solution, viz. (1� t)V �, is always inaurate for large t. For suh t, a seond orderapproximation is usually muh better. Experiene shows that we may expet reasonablequality of the seond order approximation for t 2 [0; 2t�P ℄.7.5.2 Seond Order CorretionBased on the preditor diretion (DPX ; DPZ ) and the preditor step length t�P , we want toompute a seond order approximation for the target (1� 2t�P )V �. However, the resultsof Setion 7.4 annot be applied immediately, sine we are reusing the fatorizationsthat predate the initial entering step. In a sense, the initial entering step auses adisontinuity at t = 0 for �X(t), �Z(t) and V (t).We propose to use V � as an approximation for V (0), just as we did in the derivation ofthe preditor diretion. Naturally, we use 2DPX and 2DPZ as approximations for �X [1℄(0)and �Z [1℄(0). Using (7.34), this results in an approximation DG for G[1℄(0), where DG isthe solution of PH(V �DG) = 12(DPX �DPZ ) (7.35)see also Lemma 3.2. Based on (7.30){(7.31), a seond order searh diretion (DX + DZ)targeting at (1� 2t�P )V � an now be solved fromV � + (DX + DZ) = (1� 2t�P )V � + (2t�P )2PH(DG(DPX �DPZ )): (7.36)The relation (7.36) an also be written asDX + DZ = �(2t�P )V � + (2t�P )2PH(DG(DPX �DPZ ));in whih we learly reognize a first order and a seond order omponent. However, wepropose an even more lever searh diretion, inspired by the very suessful seond orderorretor of Mehrotra for linear programming [91℄.In the preeding, we have rather optimistially proposed the target (1�2t�P )V �. We arguedthat the seond order approximation usually performs muh better than the first orderapproximation, and that it is reasonable to expet that the solution ( �X(0) + 2DX ; �Z(0) +2DZ) is (almost) feasible. However, we annot expet that the orresponding V {spaesolution is lose to its target (1�2t�P )V �. Sine V � is typially at the boundary of CR(�),we thus run a serious risk of leaving the neighborhood N (�; �) soon. In order to avoidthis phenomenon, we propose to hoose a target in the interior of the entral region. Atfirst sight, a natural hoie for suh a target is the projetion of (1 � 2t�P )V � onto theentral path, i.e. (1� 2t�P ) tr V ��n I: (7.37)



158 CHAPTER 7. CENTRAL REGION METHODHowever, this amounts to a very heavy entering omponent, espeially if t�P is small.Therefore, we propose to move the target from (1� 2t�P )V � towards its projetion (7.37)only by a proportion (2t�P )2. The searh diretion (DX ; DZ) is thus defined asDX + DZ = �(2t�P )V � + (2t�P )2PH(DG(DPX �DPZ ))+(2t�P )2(1� 2t�P )( tr V ��n I � V �): (7.38)We all Algorithm 7.1 with searh diretion (7.38) the entering{preditor{orretormethod.7.5.3 PolynomialityIn order to prove the polynomiality of the entering{preditor{orretor method, we onlyneed to show that the searh diretion DX+DZ, as defined in (7.38), satisfies the ondition(7.20) of Algorithm 7.1. The following lemma is ruial in estimating kDX + DZkF .Lemma 7.9 There holds 2t�P kDGk2 � 1 + � � t�P :Proof. Sine V 2 N (�; �) and V E(0) = V �, we have using (7.10),kR(0)kF = V E(0)� V F � ��p�n V �F � ��min(V �);so that ��V � � R(0) � �V �. It thus follows for all 0 � t � t�P that0 � �X(0) + 2tDPX= (1� t)V � + R(0) + t(DPX �DPZ )� (1 + � � t)V � + t(DPX �DPZ )= PH �V �((1 + � � t)I + 2tDG)� ;where the last step follows from definition (7.35). Using Lemma A.2, the above relationimplies that �min �V �((1 + � � t)I + 2tDG)� � 0: (7.39)Similarly, it follows from the dual feasibility of the step length t�P that�min �V �((1 + � � t)I � 2tDG)� � 0: (7.40)Combining (7.39) and (7.40) and using that V � is positive de�nite, we obtain1 + � � t � 2t kDGk2 :



7.5. THE CENTERING{PREDICTOR{CORRECTOR ALGORITHM 159Sine the above relation holds for any t 2 [0; t�P ℄, the lemma follows. Q.E.D.The following lemma shows how the seond order omponent in (7.38) a�ets the dualitygap.Lemma 7.10 There holdsV � � PH(DG(DPX �DPZ )) = 12 V �2F :Proof. By definition of the matrix inner produt, we haveV � � PH(DG(DPX �DPZ )) = tr V �PH(DG(DPX �DPZ ))= 12 tr V �DG(DPX �DPZ )+12 tr V �(DPX �DPZ )DG= 12 tr (V �DG + DGV �)(DPX �DPZ ):Together with definition (7.35), this implies thatV � � PH(DG(DPX �DPZ )) = 12 DPX �DPZ2F = 12 DPX + DPZ 2F = 12 V �2F :Q.E.D.We an use Lemma 7.10 to estimate kDX + DZkF . Namely,�V � + tPH(DG(DPX �DPZ ))2F = (1� t) V �2F + t2 PH(DG(DPX �DPZ ))2F� (1� t + t2 kDGk22) V �2F :Filling in the predited step length t = 2t�P and applying Lemma 7.9, we obtain1� 2t�P + (2t�P kDGk2)2 � 1� 2t�P + (1 + � � t�P )2 < 2(1 + � � t�P )2:Using the triangle inequality, it thus follows from definition (7.38) thatkDX + DZkF2t�P � �V � + 2t�PPH(DG(DPX �DPZ ))F+2t�P (1� 2t�P ) ( tr V �=�n)I � V �F� (p2(1 + � � t�P ) + 2t�P (1� 2t�P ) sin�) V �F ; (7.41)where � denotes the angle between the identity matrix and V �. It also follows fromLemma 7.10 and (7.38) thatV � � (DX + DZ)2t�P = �(1� t�P + 2t�P (1� 2t�P )(sin�)2) V �2F ; (7.42)



160 CHAPTER 7. CENTRAL REGION METHODwhere we used the fat that I?(( tr V �=�n)I � V �) to onlude thatV � � ( tr V ��n I � V �) = � ( tr V �=�n)I � V �2F= �(sin�)2 V �2F :Combining (7.41) and (7.42), and using the fat that � � 1=p5, it an be verified thatV �F kDX + DZkF � �3p22 V � � (DX + DZ);so that DX + DZ satisfies (7.20) with  = p2=3 > 1=p5. Theorem 7.1 is thereforeappliable for the entering{preditor{orretor algorithm, stating anO(p�n log X(0) � Z(0)� )iteration omplexity, if we hoose the parameters � and � to be independent of �n.7.6 DisussionPath{following methods are inluded in the entral region framework by hoosing � = 1.However, the hoie � < 1 is more attrative, sine it allows long steps to be taken,without sarifiing the superb worst ase behavior. An additional performane gain isahieved by inorporating a Mehrotra{type seond order entrality orretor [91℄. Inthe speial ase of linear programming, Mehrotra{type orretors are used in the mostsuessful interior point odes, inluding the later versions of OB1 [89℄. However, therehas been a wide gap between theory and pratie for these tehniques. In the ase of LPand monotone LCP, Zhang and Zhang [165℄ proved polynomiality for a modifiation ofMehrotra's algorithm. However, this modifiation has often been ritiized for its steplength seletion: it requires searhing along a quadrati urve in t. From a omputationalpoint of view, a standard inexat line searh is ertainly more appealing, and this is whatwe use in the entering-preditor-orretor method. Moreover, the established worst aseiteration bound for the entering{preditor{orretor algorithm improves the bound ofZhang and Zhang by a fator �n. Therefore, the results in this hapter mean a substantialprogress, even for the speial ase of linear programming.This hapter provides the first theoretial onvergene results in semidefinite program-ming for interior point methods with seond order orretors. In numerial experiments,suh orretors have been used by Todd, Toh and T�ut�un�u [151℄, and Alizadeh, Haeberlyand Overton [4℄. Their seond order orretors were derived in the matrix target frame-work. In this hapter, we obtained seond order diretions based on the derivatives ofthe funtion V (t). Using the hain rule, it is easy to onstrut the first two derivatives



7.6. DISCUSSION 161of V (t)2 in terms of the first two derivatives of V (t), and this leads to a natural gener-alization of Mehrotra's approah. However, this tehnique yields a di�erent seond orderdiretion than the Todd{Toh{T�ut�un�u diretion.The generalization of weighted enters to semidefinite programming is also a ontroversialsubjet. Monteiro and Pang [100℄ define a W -weighted enter as an interior feasibleprimal{dual pair (X;Z) satisfying PH(XZ) = W , where W is a given positive definitematrix. Interestingly, the relation PH(XZ) = W uniquely defines an interior solutionpair (X;Z), for eah positive definite matrix W . However, the onverse is not true: givenan interior feasible solution pair (X;Z), the matrix PH(XZ) is in general not positivedefinite [138, 144, 151℄, see also Lemma A.2. In fat, the Hermitian part of XZ an beindefinite for arbitrarily well entered primal{dual pairs (X;Z). For instane, onsiderV (�) = 24 1 + � 00 1 35 ; Ld(�) = 24 1 01=�2 1 35 ; Ld(�)�1 = 24 1 0�1=�2 1 35 ;then X(�)Z(�) = Ld(�)V (�)2Ld(�)�1 = 24 (1 + �)2 01 + ��2 + ��4 1 35 ;for whih the Hermitian part is indefinite for � # 0. Moreover, the Monteiro{Pang weightedenter is not invariant with respet to linear transformations of the form L�1 
H L�1,as were disussed in Setion 3.1. Finally, there are (still) no algorithms for alulatingMonteiro{Pang weighted enters.In this hapter, we have used the weighted enters of Sturm and Zhang [144℄. Theseweighted enters do not have any of the weak points of the Monteiro{Pang weightedenters. However, they lak the appealing property of uniqueness. Reall that an interiorsolution pair (X;Z) is a W -weighted enter in the sense of [144℄ if the eigenvalues of XZare the diagonal entries of W 2, where W is a positive diagonal matrix. The di�erene inthe approah to weighted enters of [100℄ and [144℄ is similar to the di�erene between thederivation of V {spae searh diretions with eigenvalue targets, and the Monteiro{Zhangpath{following diretions with matrix targets, see Setion 3.6. It is not lear whetherweighted enters an be introdued in the self{saled barrier framework. However, a non-onvex weighted potential funtion for semidefinite programming was proposed by DeKlerk, Roos and Terlaky [69℄.We have seen that eigenvalue based weighted enters an be approahed very e�iiently,and this forms the basis of the entral region method. The algorithms in this hapter arethe first algorithms for solving semidefinite programs using weighted enters. Algorithmsusing weighted enters in linear programming are the target{following method of Jansen,Roos, Terlaky and Vial [58, 61, 134℄, the �{sequene method of Mizuno [93℄ and theentral region method of Sturm and Zhang [146℄.
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Chapter 8Diretions for Further Researh
The study of semidefinite programming involves a number of fasinating issues that aredue to its nonlinear struture. Researhers in nonlinear programming have often avoidedthese issues, by imposing various assumptions, and in partiular onstraint qualifiations.However, if we want to solve semidefinite programs in a reliable way, then all aspets ofthe problem have to be faed. This task has been taken up seriously in this thesis, bystarting from a thorough investigation of duality, and proeeding all the way up to thedesign of an e�iient numerial algorithm: the entral region method with seond orderentrality orretion.As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are many (potential) areas of appliation for semidefiniteprogramming, and experiments with semidefinite programming have already been arriedout in some of these areas. To failitate the appliation of semidefinite programming, thedevelopment of modeling tools will be very important. The parser of Boyd and Wu [21℄is a first step in this diretion. Tehniques as disussed in Appendix B seem to bemost suitable for future modeling tools. This will then failitate the use of semidefiniteprogramming for solving lasses of onvex programming problems, suh as ontained inthe CUTE test set [14℄.The ability of exploiting problem struture is ruial in large sale optimization. Awell known and often very suessful tehnique is to exploit a general sparsity stru-ture. In partiular, the performane of interior point methods for linear programmingis largely determined by the proedure that is used for sparse Cholesky deomposition.However, the appliability of this tehnique to semidefinite programming has often beenquestioned [15, 79℄, with the argument that any sparsity struture an be destroyed byprimal{dual transformations (suh as Ld in Chapters 5 and 6). Fortunately, this argu-ment does not apply to semidefinite programs with a large number of matrix variables,or matrix variables with a blok diagonal struture. In fat, many onstraints for theseproblems will only involve one or two matrix variables at a time, thus generating a highlyfavorable sparsity struture in the normal equations. Moreover, by using preproessing



164 CHAPTER 8. DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCHtehniques suh as olumn splitting, we may be able to split large sparse matrix vari-ables into a number of smaller matrix variables, thus promoting an amenable struture.Other advantages of having a large number of medium sized matrix variables (instead ofa few large ones) relate to parallel omputations and low rank updates. Of ourse, thereare more opportunities for reduing the omputational osts than sparsity. For instane,Vandenberghe and Boyd [157℄ suessfully used a Sylvester struture that is inherent tosome semidefinite programs arising in system theory.Goldfarb and Sheinberg [42℄ have studied parametri semidefinite programming. Theirresults onern the behavior of the optimal solution value and the optimal solution set,with respet to data perturbations. An understanding of this behavior is very impor-tant, sine problem data is often not ompletely aurate. However, the nonlinearity ofsemidefinite programming gives rise to truly hallenging diÆulties here, and many ofthem are still unsolved.In Chapter 6, we obtained superlinear onvergene results for a preditor{orretor al-gorithm with a shrinking N2{neighborhood [87℄. In pratie however, we also observesuperlinear onvergene for the standard preditor{orretor algorithm with a fixed N2{neighborhood. Despite numerous e�orts [4, 76, 78, 87, 120, 122, 121, 137℄, there is stillno theoretial proof for this behavior. In [87, 122℄ and in Chapter 6, superlinear on-vergene is established for semidefinite programs that are possibly degenerate. However,strit omplementarity is required, sine, even for quadrati programming, Mizuno{Todd{Ye type preditor{orretor methods annot be superlinearly onvergent otherwise, see[33, 103, 162℄. Superlinearly onvergent algorithms for quadrati programming withoutstrit omplementarity were developed by Mizuno [94℄ and Sturm [140℄. The study of lo-al onvergene for semidefinite programming without strit omplementarity is a subjetof future researh.More researh is needed to understand the extensions of weighted enters to semidefiniteprogramming. In partiular, it is not known whether there exist smooth trajetories ofweighted enters. Moreover, there are di�erent definitions of weighted enters, namelythe weighted enters of Monteiro and Pang [100℄, the V {spae weighted enters of Sturmand Zhang [144℄, and the non-onvex weighted potential funtion of De Klerk, Roos andTerlaky [69℄. We have seen in Chapter 7 that the V {spae enters are attrative from analgorithmi point of view.Several extensions of semidefinite programming are ertainly worth further investigation.In partiular, Vandenberghe, Boyd and Wu [159℄ onsider a generalization of semidefiniteprogramming, where the objetive funtion is the sum of a linear and a logarithmifuntion. Suh problems arise, among others, in statistis. The generalized eigenvalueproblem is another interesting extension of semidefinite programming, with appliationsin system and ontrol theory. This lass of problems, whih an also be viewed as anextension of generalized frational programming, is studied by Boyd, El Ghaoui, Feron



165and Balakrishnan [20℄ and Nesterov and Nemirovsky [111℄.
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Appendix AHermitian Matries
In this appendix, we list some of the most fundamental results for Hermitian matries.For a more thorough treatment of Hermitian matries, we refer to Horn and Johnson [56℄.A.1 Eigenvalue DeompositionSuppose that X is a Hermitian matrix, i.e. X = XH. Then X has an eigenvalue deom-position, or spetral deomposition, X = Q�XQH;where Q is a unitary matrix, i.e. QQH = QHQ = I, and �X is a real diagonal matrix. Thediagonal entries of �X are the eigenvalues of X, and the olumns of Q are orrespondingeigenvetors. If X is an order �n Hermitian matrix, i.e. X 2 H(�n), then Q and �X an beomputed numerially in O(�n3) oating point operations.The eigenvalues of X are all nonnegative (positive) if and only if X is positive semidefinite(positive definite). Reall that by definition, X 2 H(�n) is positive definite if and only ifyHXy > 0 for all 0 6= y 2 C�n:Similarly, X is positive semidefinite if and only if yHXy � 0 for all y. Suppose thatX is positive semidefinite. Letting �1=2X denote the positive diagonal matrix satisfying(�1=2X )2 = �X , we define the matrix square root X1=2 := Q�1=2X QH. Obviously, X1=2 is apositive definite matrix, and (X1=2)2 = X.If X is Hermitian, then kXk2 is the spetral radius of X, i.e. kXk2 = max1�j��n j�j(X)j,where �1(X); : : : ; ��n(X) are the eigenvalues of X.Lemma A.1 Let X be Hermitian and Y positive de�nite. ThenXYX � �Y =) kXk22 � �:



168 APPENDIX A. HERMITIAN MATRICESProof. Let � be an eigenvalue of X with the largest absolute value, and let q be aorresponding eigenvetor. ThenXq = �q; �2 = kXk22:From XYX � �Y , we havekXk22 qHY q = qH(XYX)q � � qHY q:Sine Y is positive definite, we know that qHY q > 0, onluding the proof. Q.E.D.A.2 Cholesky DeompositionFor positive definite matries, we an ompute a Cholesky deompositionX = LXLHX ;where LX is a nonsingular lower triangular matrix. The Cholesky fator LX an beomputed numerially in O(�n3) oating point operations. One the Cholesky fator LXis known, we an solve a system of linear equationsFind y satisfying Xy = rin O(�n2) operations, for given r 2 C�n.A.3 SimilaritySuppose that X 2 H(�n) and Y 2 C�n��n. If there exists a nonsingular �n� �n matrix R suhthat Y = RXR�1, then Y is said to be similar to X. If we let X = Q�XQH denote thespetral deomposition of X, then Y = RXR�1 implies thatY (RQ) = (RQ)�X :It follows that Y has the same eigenvalues as X, and the olumns of RQ are the eigen-vetors of Y . Hene, if an �n � �n matrix is similar to a Hermitian matrix, it has �n realeigenvalues, and if it is similar to a positive definite matrix, it has �n positive eigenvalues.Lemma A.2 Let Y be a square matrix, and suppose that Y is similar to a Hermitianmatrix, whih implies that it has only real eigenvalues. Then�min(Y ) � �min(PHY ):



A.4. SCHUR COMPLEMENT 169Proof. Let q be an eigenvetor orresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of Y , i.e.Y q = �min(Y )q, and assume without loss of generality that qHq = 1. Then�min(Y ) = qHY q = 12qHY q + 12(qHY q)H = qH(PHY )q � �min(PHY );where we used the fat that PHY � �min(PHY )I;whih is an immediate onsequene of the spetral deomposition of Hermitian matries.Q.E.D.For the real symmetri ase, Lemma A.2 is a slight variation on Lemma 3.3 of Mon-teiro [97℄ and Lemma 5.3 of Monteiro and Zhang [105℄. Sine the largest eigenvalue of Yis ��min(�Y ), it follows from Lemma A.2 thatkY k2 � kPHY k2 � kPHY kF � kY kF ;for any square matrix Y that is similar to a Hermitian matrix.A.4 Shur ComplementConsider a partitioned Hermitian matrix X,X = 24 X11 X12XH12 X22 35 ;and let X#22 denote a Hermitian generalized inverse of X22, i.e.X#22 2 H; X#22X22X#22 = X#22; X22X#22X22 = X22:It is easily verified that X � 0 =) X12(I �X#22X22) = 0: (A.1)Consider the unit{diagonal lower triangular (and hene invertible) matrix L, defined byL := 24 I 0�X#22XH12 I 35 :Sine L is invertible, we know that X � 0 if and only if LHXL � 0. However,LHXL = 24 I �X12X#220 I 35 24 X11 �X12X#22XH12 X12XH12 �X22X#22XH12 X22 35= 24 X11 �X12X#22XH12 X12(I �X#22X22)(I �X22X#22)XH12 X22 35 :



170 APPENDIX A. HERMITIAN MATRICESCombining the above identity with (A.1), it follows thatX � 0 () 8>>><>>>: X12(I �X#22X22) = 0X11 � X12X#22XH12X22 � 0: (A.2)For positive semidefinite X, we see that LHXL is blok diagonal. Sine L is unit diagonallower triangular, we have detL = 1 anddetX = det(LHXL) = det(X11 �X12X#22XH12) detX22:For the ase that X22 is invertible, the matrix X11 �X12X�122 XH12 is known as the Shuromplement of X.If we partition X suh that X11 is a salar, then (A.2) takes a speial form. Namely, sineX11 is then a diagonal element of a Hermitian matrix, it must be real. Furthermore, bywriting X12 = ( Re X12) + i ( Im X12), it follows that (A.2) an be reformulated asX � 0 () 8>>><>>>: X12 = X12X#22X22X11 � ( Re X12)X#22( Re X12)T + ( Im X12)X#22( Im X12)TX22 � 0: (A.3)



Appendix BSemidefinite Modeling
Semidefinite programming has a wealth of appliations. However, the formulation ofsemidefinite programming models an be nontrivial, to say the least. To give you someinspiration, we propose a number of modeling tehniques in this appendix.Despite many obvious similarities, semidefinite programming is onsiderably more gen-eral than linear programming. Broad lasses of onvex onstraints an be modeled withsemidefinite programming by using semide�nite envelopes. With this tehnique, we tryto model the epigraph of a onvex funtion, by using only semidefinite onstraints.A funtion g : <l ! < has a semidefinite envelope representation if it satisfies a relationlike g(y) = miny0;x fy0 j (y0; y; x) 2 b +A; x 2 H+g 8y 2 dom(g): (B.1)Here, b is a vetor, A is a linear subspae and the domain of g(�) isdom(g) = fy 2 <l j (y0; y; x) 2 b +A for some y0 2 <; x 2 H+g:The right hand side of the identity (B.1) is alled the semidefinite envelope representationof g(y). A onstraint of the form g(y) � 0an now be modeled in a semidefinite program by inluding a semidefinite envelope rep-resentation of g(y) in the onstraint set, and adding the onstraint y0 � 0. Similarly, wean minimize g(y) using the objetive funtion inf y0.Suppose that y(1) and y(2) are two vetors in the domain of g(�). From the semidefiniteenvelope representation (B.1) of g(�), it follows thatg((1� �)y(1) + �y(2)) � (1� �)g(y(1)) + �g(y(2)) for all 0 � � � 1:Consequently, semidefinite envelope representations of the form (B.1) an exist only foronvex funtions. For onave funtions, we an obviously define semidefinite envelope



172 APPENDIX B. SEMIDEFINITE MODELINGrepresentations by replaing `min' by `max' in (B.1). Envelope representations are oftenused in non-smooth optimization, as in Rokafellar [133℄. However, semidefinite envelopesalso exist for many types of smooth onvex funtions. As a first example, we will disussonvex quadrati funtions.B.1 Convex Quadrati FuntionsThe basi observation here is24 x1 y1 + i y21 35 � 0 () x1 � y21 + y22:(See the haraterization (A.3).) Let g(y) be a general onvex quadrati funtion, i.e.g(y) = g(0) +rg(0)Ty + 12yTr2g(0)y;and let r = rank r2g(0). Sine the Hessian of a onvex funtion is positive semidefinite,we an fatorize r2g(0) = LLT, for some n� r matrix L. We havey0 � g(y) () 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: y0 � g(0) +rg(0)Ty + 12 Pdr=2ej=1 xj24 xi �2j�1 + i �2j1 35 � 0 for j = 1; 2; : : : ; dr=2e� = LTy; �r+1 = 0:Instead of dr=2e Hermitian semidefinite onstraints of order 2, we an also use r realsymmetri semidefinite onstraints of order 2. However, the above formulation withHermitian matries is more e�iient.B.2 CompositionsA powerful tehnique is nesting of semidefinite envelopes, whih yields representationsof omposite onvex funtions. The onstraints in a semidefinite envelope representation(B.1) basially model the epigraphf(y0; y) j y0 � g(y)g:Now suppose that g1(�); : : : ; gk(�) are onvex funtions for whih semidefinite enveloperepresentations are known, and further assume that we have a semidefinite enveloperepresentation for a monotone nondereasing onvex funtion f : <k ! <. Thenf(g1(y); : : : ; gk(y)) = minfy0 j y0 � f(u1; : : : ; uk); uj � gj(y) 8jg:



B.3. CONCAVE PRODUCTS 173In this way, we an onstrut semidefinite envelope representations for ertain lassesof onvex polynomials, by omposing onvex quadrati funtions. Remark also that theonvexity of onvex omposite funtions of the above onsidered type is well known, seee.g. Proposition 2.16 in [6℄.B.3 Conave ProdutsThe basi observation here is that24 x1 y0x2 35 � 0 () j y0 j� px1x2; x1; x2 � 0;whih yields a semidefinite representation for the onave funtion px1x2. By omposingonave funtions of the form px1x2, we an get a representation for2kYi=1 x2�ki ;where k is an arbitrary positive integer. After adding suitable linear equality onstraints,like xi = 1 or xi = xj, we an represent any funtion of the formrYi=1 x�ii ; rXi=1 �i � 1; (B.2)with xi � 0, �i � 0 and �i = kXj=0�ij2�j; �ij 2 f0; 1g:The above relation simply states that �i is a base 2 oating point number. See e.g.Higham [54℄ for a disussion of the oating point number system.It is well known that produts of the form (B.2) are onave, see Corollary 5.19 in [6℄.Remark that ompositions an be made by modeling the variables xi as onave funtionswith semidefinite envelope representations. Our treatment of onave produts extendsthe tehnique of Nesterov and Nemirovsky [110℄ for representing ertain geometri means.
B.4 Convex Reiproal ProdutsSimply observe that x > 0 and 24 y1 1x 35 � 0 () y1 � 1x;



174 APPENDIX B. SEMIDEFINITE MODELINGyielding a semidefinite representation for the onvex reiproal 1=x. For k = 1; 2; : : :,onsider the semidefinite onstraints24 y2k yk1 35 � 0; 24 y2k+1 yk+1x 35 � 0:By indution, it is then easily heked thatyk � 1xk for all k = 1; 2; : : : ;and we have onstruted a semidefinite envelope representation for the onvex reiproal1=xk with k an arbitrary positive integer. Moreover, interesting omposite onvex fun-tions are reated by modeling x as a onave produt (see Setion B.3). This results insemidefinite envelope representations for funtions of the form1= rYi=1 x�ii ; with xi > 0; �i � 0; (B.3)where eah �i is a oating point number. The fat that funtions of the form (B.3) areonvex is known from Corollary 5.18 in [6℄.B.5 Convex FrationsRemark first that x2 > 0 and 24 y2 x1x2 35 � 0 () y2 � x21x2 ;yielding a semidefinite representation of the onvex fration x21=x2, with x2 > 0. Notiethat there is no sign restrition on x1 in the above formulation. However, we will restritto nonnegative x1 below. For k = 2; 3; : : :, we onsider the semidefinite onstraints24 y2k�1 ykx1 35 � 0; 24 y2k ykx2 35 � 0:Using an indutive argument, we see thatyk+1 � xk+11xk2 for all k = 1; 2; : : : ;and we have onstruted a semidefinite envelope representation of the onvex frationxk+11 =xk2 with x1 � 0, x2 > 0 and k an arbitrary positive integer. Moreover, interest-ing omposite onvex funtions are reated by modeling x2 as a onave produt (see



B.6. QUASICONVEX FRACTIONS 175Setion B.3). For x1 � 0 and xi > 0, i = 2; 3; : : : ; r, this yields semidefinite enveloperepresentations for funtions of the formxk+11 = rYi=2 x�ii ; with �i � 0; rXi=2 �i � k; (B.4)where eah �i is a oating point number. The onvexity for this kind of frational funtionis known from Theorem 5.16 in [6℄.B.6 Quasionvex FrationsAs pointed out in the introdution of this appendix, semidefinite envelope representationsan only exist for onvex and onave funtions. Still, it is possible to model some lassesof generalized onvex onstraints, by using di�erent tehniques.As is well known, quasionvex linear frational onstraints an simply be represented bylinear onstraints, viz. x2 > 0 and x1 � �x2 () x1x2 � �:In semidefinite programming however, we are not restrited to linear frations. For in-stane, we an model x1 as a (nonnegative) onvex fration of the form (B.4), i.e.x1 � xk+11 = rYi=2 x�ii ; with �i � 0; rXi=2 �i � k;and we obtain the quasionvex frational onstraintxk1= rYi=2 x�ii � �; (B.5)with oating point numbers �i � 0, Pri=2 �i � k, and k integer. Quasionvexity of thistype of frations is known from Theorem 5.15 in [6℄.If x1 > 0 and � > 0 then we an rewrite (B.5) asrYi=2 x�ii =xk1 � 1=�; (B.6)whih is a quasionave fration.We obtain an interesting speial ase of (B.6) by letting x1 = 1, namelyrYi=2 x�ii � 1=�; (B.7)with oating point numbers �i � 0. The above onstraint involves a quasionave produt(see Corollary 5.18 in [6℄). Alternatively, we an transform quasionave produts intoonave produts, simply by raising both sides of (B.7) to the power 1=Pri=2 �i, seeSetion B.3.



176 APPENDIX B. SEMIDEFINITE MODELINGB.7 Quasionvex CompositionsReall that the quasionvex fration (B.5) was formed as a omposition of the quasionvexlinear fration y0=x1, and the onvex fration y0 � xk+11 =Qri=2 x�ii . This illustrates theonept quasionvex ompositions, whih we will now desribe in a more general fash-ion. Suppose that we have semidefinite envelope representations for onvex funtionsg1(�); : : : ; gk(�), and further assume that we have a semidefinite envelope representationfor a monotone nondereasing quasionvex funtion f : <k ! <. Thenf(g1(y); : : : ; gk(y)) � 0if and only if f(u1; : : : ; uk) � 0 for some u1 � g1(y); : : : uk � gk(y):This shows how we an embed semidefinite envelope representations of onvex funtionsin quasionvex onstraints. Quasionvexity for this type of ompositions is well known,see Proposition 5.3 in [6℄.B.8 Quasionvex Quadrati FuntionsMerely quasionvex quadrati funtions are quadrati funtions for whih the Hessian isnot positive semidefinite, although its lower level sets are onvex on the domain. Thereexists a nie haraterization of merely quasionvex quadrati funtions and their domainof quasionvexity, whih we will now summarize from Setion 6.1 in Avriel, Diewert,Shaible and Zang [6℄. The Hessian of a merely quasionvex quadrati funtion hasexatly one negative eigenvalue, i.e.r2g(0) = LLT � qqT; LTq = 0;where L has r � n � 1 olumns, and q 2 <n. Moreover, the gradient of a merelyquasionvex quadrati funtion is ontained in the image of the Hessian,rg(0) = r2g(0)� for some � 2 <:Applying the a�ine transformation�0 = qT(y + �); � = LT(y + �);we obtain 12(�T� � �20) = 12yT(LLT � qqT)y + �T(LLT � qqT)y+12�T(LLT � qqT)�= 12yTr2g(0)y +rg(0)Ty + 12�Trg(0)= g(y)� �;



B.8. QUASICONVEX QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS 177with � = g(0)� (�Trg(0)=2). The above relation states the well known fat that merelyquasionvex quadrati funtions an be transformed to the normal form( rXi=1 x2i )� x20: (B.8)The (maximal) domain of quasionvexity of this funtion is the onvex onef(x0; x) j x0 � 0; rXi=1 x2i � x20g;whih is sometimes alled a seond{order one, a Lorentz one, a irular one or anie{ream one, and is a speial ase of the norm one, disussed in Setion 2.8. Remarkalso that (B.8) is the di�erene of two onvex funtions; suh a onstrution is sometimesalled a d{funtion.Suppose that we want to model the onstraint( rXi=1 x2i )� x20 + � � 0; x0 � 0: (B.9)We only onsider � � 0, sine otherwise the onstraint does not define a onvex region.The model is as follows:8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
(Pdr=2ej=1 yj)� x0 + y0 � 024 y0 p�x0 35 � 024 yj x2j�1 + ix2jx0 35 � 0 for j = 1; 2; : : : ; dr=2exr+1 = 0:To see the equivalene with (B.9), notie that x0 = 0 is feasible for the above semidefiniteonstraints if and only if the onstant � is zero and xi = 0, yi = 0 for all i. Thisorresponds indeed to (B.9). For x0 > 0, the semidefinite onstraints are equivalent withy0 � �x0 and yj � x22j�1 + x22jx0 for j = 1; 2; : : : ; dr=2e;and the orrespondene with (B.9) beomes obvious.It is interesting to note that a quasionvex quadrati funtion is essentially the ompositionof a linear fration with onvex quadrati funtions. Namely, for x0 > 0, we an rewrite(B.9) as �x0 + (�=x0) +Pri=1(x2i =x0)x0 � 0:



178 APPENDIX B. SEMIDEFINITE MODELINGThis explains the semidefinite envelope representation of merely quasionvex quadratifuntions: y0 represents the onvex reiproal �=x0, and yi models the onvex frationx2i =x0. What remains is a linear fration, where the numerator is a summation (whih isonvex and monotone) of the onvex funtions �x0, y0 and y1; : : : ; yr.Finally, we notie that by hosing � = 0 in (B.9), we have a semidefinite envelope represen-tation of Eulidean norms. Therefore, we an use semide�nite programming to minimizea sum of Eulidean norms, a problem that arises in Eulidean faility loation. Moregenerally, we an model optimization problems over seond{order ones, suh as studiedin Xue and Ye [161℄.B.9 Determinant of a Semidefinite MatrixUp to now, we only disussed semidefinite onstrutions with 2 � 2 bloks. The 2 � 2semidefinite blok is just a very speial ase of the semidefinite one: in the real symmetriase, it is simply a 3-dimensional seond{order one. We will now disuss some interesting(quasi)onvex (onave) funtions for whih the semidefinite envelope representationsinvolve higher order semidefinite ones.Consider the linear matrix inequality24 X Ldiag L 35 � 0; L lower triangular: (B.10)Here, diag L denotes the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries orrespond with thediagonal entries of the matrix L. Both X and L are deision variables.If X and L satisfy (B.10) and L is not invertible, then 0 = detL � detX. Otherwise, i.e.if L is invertible, then (B.10) is equivalent withX � L( diag L)�1LH � 0; L lower triangular;(see Appendix A), from whih we obtaindetX � det(L( diag L)�1LH) = (detL)2det( diag L) = detL;where we used that the determinant of a lower triangular matrix is simply the produt ofits diagonal entries, i.e. detL = det( diag L). We have shown that detX � detL for allX and L satisfying (B.10).Our next goal is to show that for any X 2 H+, the determinant of X is the maximum ofdetL, over all lower triangular L satisfying (B.10). Let LX denote the Cholesky fator ofX, i.e. X = LXLHX , and define Lii = (LX)2ii for all i;



B.10. OTHER EIGENVALUE FUNCTIONS 179Lij = (LX)ij for i > j:Then X and L satisfy (B.10) and detX = detL. Consequently, detX = maxfdetL jL satisfying (B.10)g.In Setion B.3, we proposed a semidefinite envelope representation for the funtion( nYi=1Lii)�; 0 < � � 1=n; (B.11)where � is a oating point number and n denotes the order of X. Combining (B.10) and(B.11), we obtain a semidefinite envelope representation for the onave funtion(detX)�; 0 < � � 1=n:Nesterov and Nemirovsky [110℄ gave a semidefinite envelope representation of the abovefuntion for a speifi hoie of �, whih is at most 1=(2n), and X real symmetri.B.10 Other Eigenvalue FuntionsEnvelope representations for sums of eigenvalues are lassial. Consider an n�n Hermitianmatrix X, and let �1(X) � �2(X) � : : : � �n(X) denote its eigenvalues, in desendingorder (reall that a Hermitian matrix of order n has n real eigenvalues). For any k 2f1; 2; : : : ; ng, it holds thatkXi=1 �i(X) = maxf tr PHXP j PHP = I; P 2 Cn�kg;see Fan [35℄ and Corollary 4.3.18 in [56℄. More reently, Overton and Womersley [118℄proposed a slightly di�erent envelope representation, viz.kXi=1 �i(X) = maxf tr UX j tr U = k; 0 � U � Ig:However, neither of the above envelope representations is semidefinite, beause tr PHXPand tr UX are nonlinear in the variables P , X and U . Semidefinite envelope represen-tations for Pki=1 �i(X) were independently proposed for the real symmetri ase by Al-izadeh [1℄ and Nesterov and Nemirovsky [110℄. The two onstrutions are idential, butthe derivation in [1℄ is based on the haraterization of Overton and Womersley [118℄,whereas the derivation of [110℄ is based on Weyl's haraterization of eigenvalues (this isalso true for Fan's haraterization [35℄). An instrutive derivation of the semidefiniteenvelope representation, again based on Weyl's theorem, is given by Jarre [63℄. Below,we simply derive the semidefinite envelope representation of Pki=1 �i(X) from the spetral



180 APPENDIX B. SEMIDEFINITE MODELINGdeomposition of X. Namely, let q1(X); q2(X); : : : ; qn(X) denote the eigenvetors of Xsuh that X = nXi=1 �i(X)qi(X)qi(X)H:Observe that for any �0 2 < and Y 2 H(n), it holdsY � 0 and Y � X � �0I (B.12)if and only if Y � nXi=1 �(�i(X)� �0)+ qi(X)qi(X)H� ;where (�)+ denotes the nonnegative part. Hene, (B.12) impliestr Y � nXi=1(�i(X)� �0)+;with equality if Y = Pni=1 �(�i(X)� �0)+qi(X)qi(X)H�. Furthermore, we have� If �0 > �k(X) thennXi=1(�i(X)� �0)+ � (�0 � �k(X)) + kXi=1(�i(X)� �0) >  kXi=1 �i(X)!� k�0:� If �0 < �k+1(X) thennXi=1(�i(X)� �0)+ � (�k+1(X)� �0) + kXi=1(�i(X)� �0) >  kXi=1 �i(X)!� k�0:� If �k(X) � �0 � �k+1(X) thennXi=1(�i(X)� �0)+ = ( kXi=1 �i(X))� k�0:The above relations show that tr Y + k�0 � kXi=1 �i(X);with equality if and only ifY = kXi=1 �i(X)qiqHi ; �k(X) � �0 � �k+1(X):Hene, ombining (B.12) with the linear equalityy0 = tr Y + k�0; (B.13)



B.11. CONVEX AND QUASICONVEX OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 181yields a semidefinite envelope representation for the (non-smooth) onvex funtionkXi=1 �i(X):Again, some interesting ompositions an be made, e.g. letX = �X1;then �y0 models the sum of the k smallest eigenvalues of X1, a onave funtion [1℄.We an then onsider also onvex and quasionvex frations of the k1 largest over thek2 smallest eigenvalues of a positive semidefinite matrix X with rank X > n � k2, seeSetion B.5 and Setion B.6. The ondition number of X, i.e. �1(X)=�n(X), is a speialase of suh a fration. Another possibility is to letX � X1; X � �X1;then y0 models the sum of the k largest eigenvalues of X1 in absolute value, and if we let24 X X1I 35 � 0;then y0 models the sum of squares of the k largest singular values of a (possibly nonHermitian) matrix X1. Weighted sums of eigenvalues an be reated by onvex ompositefuntions of Pk1i=1 �i(X) and Pk2i=1 �i(X) with k1 6= k2, see Alizadeh [1℄, Rokafellar [133℄and Jarre [63℄.If we restrit to diagonal X, then (B.12) redues to n linear inequalities, as an even behandled by linear programming. In this way, we obtain a semidefinite envelope represen-tation for the k largest omponents of a vetor x 2 <n. Using the omposition tehnique,these omponents xi an represent other onvex funtions, suh as onvex frations.B.11 Convex and Quasionvex Objetive FuntionsThe preeding disussion has foussed on modeling (generalized) onvex onstraints withsemidefinite programming. It is lear that if a onvex funtion f(y) has a semidefiniteenvelope representation (B.1), i.e.f(y) = miny0 fy0 j (y0; y; x) 2 b +A for some x 2 H+g;then minimizing the objetive funtion f(y) is equivalent to minimizing its envelope rep-resentation y0, over all feasible y. Unfortunately, the situation is not so straightforwardif the objetive funtion is merely quasionvex.



182 APPENDIX B. SEMIDEFINITE MODELINGFor quasionvex frational objetive funtions, we an use the homogenization tehnique ofCharnes and Cooper, that was originally proposed for linear frational programming [24℄.Suppose that we want to solve the following problem:inf 8<:y1y2 ������ai1y1 + ai2y2 + nXj=3Aij � Yj = bi; Yj � 0 8i; j9=; ; (B.14)where y2 > 0 for eah (y1; y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn) satisfying the onstraints of (B.14). Reall fromSetion B.6 that the linear fration y1=y2 in (B.14) may atually represent a quasionvexfration of the form (B.5), if y1 omes from the semidefinite envelope representation of aonvex fration. The Charnes{Cooper transformation of (B.14) results in the modelinf8<:x1 ������ai1x1 � bix2 + nXj=3Aij �Xj = �ai2; x2 � 0; Xj � 0 8i; j9=; : (B.15)Obviously, if (y1; y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn) satisfies the onstraints of (B.14), thenx1 = y1y2 ; x2 = 1y2 ; Xj = Yjy2 (B.16)is feasible for (B.15), and the objetive values oinide. Moreover, if the infimum in(B.14) is attained for (y1; y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn), then x1 = y1=y2 is the infimum for (B.15), asan easily be shown by ontradition. Namely, if x01; x02; X 03; : : : ; X 0n is feasible for (B.15)and x01 < x1, theny01 = x1 + x01x2 + x02 ; y02 = 2x2 + x02 ; Y3 = 2X3x2 + x02 ; : : : ; Yn = 2Xnx2 + x02is feasible for (B.14), but y01y02 = x1 + x012 < x1 = y1y2 ;a ontradition. We have shown that if the infimum in (B.14) is attained, then (B.15)has an optimal solution with x2 > 0, from whih an optimal solution for (B.14) followsusing the inverse transformation of (B.16). It is however possible that (B.15) has multipleoptimal solutions, and x2 may be zero for some of them. Fortunately, path{followingmethods, suh as disussed in this book, always find a solution with x2 > 0, providedthat suh a solution exists (this property an be shown using the G�uler{Ye argument [52℄,f. Lemma 4.4).
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Samenvatting
Semidefiniet programmeren vormt een belangrijke klasse van optimalisatie problemen on-der onvexe nevenvoorwaarden. Kenmerkend voor semidefiniet programmeren is dat dezenevenvoorwaarden worden gespeifieerd door middel van lineaire matrix ongelijkheden.De vele toepassingsmogelijkheden enerzijds en de fraaie wiskundige eigenshappen ander-zijds maken semidefiniet programmeren tot een aantrekkelijk onderzoeksgebied. De alwat langer bekende toepassingen in systeemtheorie en grafentheorie zijn met name eengrote stimulans geweest voor de snelle ontwikkeling van semidefiniet programmeren. Ineerste instantie werden semidefiniete programmeringsproblemen wel opgelost met de el-lipsoide methode, maar gelukkig beshikken we nu over een heel wat e�iientere methode,namelijk de inwendige punt methode.De inwendige punt methode maakt het mogelijk om relatief grote semidefiniete program-meringsproblemen in korte tijd op te lossen. Belangrijk voor het sues van deze oplosteh-niek zijn de fraaie dualiteitseigenshappen van semidefiniete programmeringsproblemen.In de dualiteitstheorie wordt aan het primale (d.w.z. het originele) semidefiniete program-meringsprobleem een duaal semidefiniet programmeringsprobleem gekoppeld. In termenvan primale en duale variabelen kunnen optimaliteitsriteria worden geformuleerd. Bo-vendien is het mogelijk om op basis van een duale oplossing een afshatting te geven vande mogelijk aanwezige ruimte tot verbetering van de primale oplossing.Binnen de optimalisering neemt lineair programmeren traditioneel een entrale plaats in.De theorie van lineair programmeren is bijzonder goed ontwikkeld, en er is betrouwbareprogrammatuur op de markt om lineaire programmeringsproblemen op te lossen. Het isdaarom interessant om te weten in hoeverre het mogelijk is om resultaten uit de lineaireprogrammering te generaliseren naar de semidefiniete programmering. Van lineair naarsemidefiniet is ehter een grote stap, en hierbij dienen zih veel ompliaties aan.Dit proefshrift draagt bij aan de ontwikkeling van e�iiente en betrouwbare tehniekenom semidefiniete programmeringsproblemen op te lossen. Er is hierbij voor gekozen omde uiterst suesvolle primaal-duaal inwendige punt methode voor lineair programmerenuit te breiden naar semidefiniet programmeren. In deze methode wordt een zodanige rijvan primale en duale oplossingen gegenereerd dat ieder limiet punt ervan een optimaalprimaal{duaal paar is. De primale omponent van een optimaal primaal{duaal paar is een



208 Samenvattingoptimale oplossing van het originele (primale) semidefiniete programmeringsprobleem,terwijl de duale omponent een ertifiaat van optimaliteit is. Als leidraad voor hetgenereren van een rij primale en duale oplossingen wordt vaak het primaal{duaal entralepad gebruikt. Het primaal{duaal entrale pad is een gladde urve van primale en dualeoplossingen, die eindigt in een optimaal primaal{duaal paar. Inwendige punt methoden diebij benadering dit entrale pad volgen worden wel primaal{duaal padvolgende methodengenoemd.Er zijn vershillende manieren om het primaal{duaal entrale pad te karakteriseren, endeze vershillende manieren leveren niet allemaal dezelfde zoekrihting op, in tegenstel-ling tot de situatie in lineair programmeren. In dit proefshrift wordt het entrale padgedefinieerd in termen van de eigenwaarden van het matrix{produkt van primale en dualematrix{variabelen. In onze analyse rihten we ons voornamelijk op de ontwikkeling vandeze eigenwaarden. Aangezien deze eigenwaarden worden aangegeven met de letter V ,spreken we hier wel van de V {ruimte aanpak. Binnen de V {ruimte aanpak blijkt het nietmoeilijk om resultaten van polynomiale onvergentie uit de lineaire programmering uit tebreiden naar het semidefiniete geval.Zoals de naam al aangeeft, wordt in de primaal{duaal inwendige punt methode gewerktmet inwendige oplossingen voor het primale en duale probleem. In het algemeen hoevenzulke oplossingen ehter niet te bestaan. De tehniek van de zelf{duale herformuleringstelt ons in staat om toh in alle gevallen gebruik te kunnen maken van de inwendige puntmethode. Bij toepassing van deze tehniek moet in semidefiniet programmeren rekeningworden gehouden met enige lastige situaties, die zih niet in lineair programmeren voorkunnen doen. Deze lastige gevallen krijgen dan ook bijzondere aandaht.Anders dan in de lineaire programmering is het bij semidefiniet programmeren in hetalgemeen niet mogelijk om in een eindig aantal stappen tot een exate oplossing te komen.Het is ehter wel redelijk om te streven naar oplossingen met een hoge nauwkeurigheid.Als een hoge mate van nauwkeurigheid wordt vereist, dan is het wenselijk om gebruik temaken van een superlineair onvergent algoritme. In dit proefshrift wordt superlineaireonvergentie bewezen voor een padvolgend algoritme, onder de voorwaarde van strikteomplementariteit.Tenslotte worden in dit proefshrift vershillende tehnieken besproken om de globale li-neaire onvergentie op te krikken. Zo wordt de stap gemaakt van padvolgende algoritmennaar algoritmen waarin een entraal gebied wordt gevolgd. In de methode van het en-trale gebied kunnen vaak grotere stappen worden genomen, wat resulteert in een globaalsnellere onvergentie. Verder besteden we aandaht aan tweede{orde entraliteitsorre-ties. Toepassing van dergelijke orreties op de zoekrihting blijkt ook een zeer e�etievemanier te zijn om het aantal benodigde iteraties te redueren.
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